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Introduction 

Integration in the field of West European security has again 

become a timely and important issue. This is not due to a 

major progress toward.an independent West European defense 

and a central political structure but derives from 

incremental recent steps of integration and cooperation 

among West European countries. Those gradual developments 

create the potential for structural changes within the 

Atlantic-West European security setup as well as within 

continental East-West and North-South relations. 

The impulses in Western Europe are neither oriented toward a 

revitalization of the early concepts of the European Defense 

Community nor are they based on a deliberate decision of 

West European policy makers to establish a security union by 

the year 2000. Rather, Western Europe is part and parcel of 

a relatively rapid process of domestic and international 

changes which create new and pressing challenges for further 

West European integration in the security sector. Such 

developments have occured since the eighties within two 

diverse political processes: the transition from 

confrontative to cooperative patterns in East-West relations 

following Gorbachev's accession to power and the evolution 

in West European integration starting with the Southern 

enlargement and culminating in the decision on the Single 

European Act. 

Along with the shift in Moscow's leade~ship and the 

beginning of a 'new thinking' in Soviet foreign policy, a 

new cooperative component in the relations of the two super

powers has been developed. 1 The INF agreement and the U.S.

Soviet talks on the reduction of strategic weapons are only 

two of many more signs f6r a new bilateral dynamics creating 

extensive repercussions on security policy in Western 

1 European Strategy Group, The Gorbachev Challenge and European 
Security, Nomos Verlagsgesellschaft Baden-Baden 1988. 
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Europe. However, many among the West Europeans directly 

affected get the impression of being in a position to 

exercise only limited influence on these outcomes, whereas 

others look upon them as a chance for specific West European 

contributions to the modification of East-West as well as 

trans-Atlantic relations. 

On the other hand, the West European integration process has 

also started on its way. Notwithstanding Turkey's 

application for membership to the EC, the Southern 

enlargement was completed, as for the time being, by the 

admittance of Greece, Spain, and Portugal. Yet, Malta and 

Cyprus are also at the door steps of the Community, while 

other aspirants in Central and Northern Europe have started 

a serious discussion on joining the Twelve. Integrated 

Western Europe reaches out into new geographic and, ··indeed, 

geopolitical spheres. Measures to intensify the integration 

process have also been taken: the Single European Act and 

the decision to complete the Internal Market by December 

1992. In addition, the stengthening of Franco-German defense 

cooperation and the revival of the Western European Union 

were proceeded - the latter being interpreted by many 

Europeans as the basis for a European security union. 

Overmore, in the United States, the President, Congress, and 

the American strategi9 community are unanimously claiming an 

increased West European contribution to Western defense 

efforts.2 

It seems as if various processes would supplement each other 

in a perfect way: the new international need for a stronger 

security cooperation in Western Europe on the one hand and 

the more traditional domestic demand in Western Europe for 

an integrated security component, added to the previous 

unification activities. However, looking into the practical 

2 The emanating challenges for Western Europe from these U.S. demands 
are discussed by Sir Geoffrey Howe, The European Pillar, in Foreign 
Affairs, Winter 1984/85, p. 330 - 343. 
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development of West European security cooperation more 

thoroughly, serious structural and conceptional problems on 

the way to an appropriate and productive Western European 

security identity become obvious and seem to disqualify -

for the ~ime being - any substantial plan for the 

construction of the European pillar in NATO or for an 

autonomous West European-defense entity. 

The West Europeans should, however, be· aware of 

preconditions as well as consequences of their new 

inte:>grational dynamic in order to direct the process rather 

than to be pushed by internal circumstances and by the 

international environment. In the following chapters we try 

to look at this dynamic from four different angles: 

- from the perspective of the trans-Atlantic security 
setting, 

- the security functions to be taken up by the West 
Europeans, 

- the integration strategies applied by Western Europe, and 

- the tasks ahead for West European integration and security 
policy. 

These different perspectives of analysis are meant to widen 

the view of the issue and to show its most important 

dimensions. 

I. The United States, security, and integration in 

Western Europe 

There is reason to analyse the West European integration 

first of all as a part of the trans-Atlantic cooperation and 

integration process. The compatibility of a West European 

security union with NATO is, without any doubt, one of the 

most difficult problems. It is certainly part of most public 

speeches of officials and other experts, however, so far no 

ready-made solution is in sight. Unlike the integration in 

the'field of economics and foreign policy, where the EC and 
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EPC have been built up, Western Europe's defense policy is 

already being tied on to a firm cooperative security 

framework, NATO. Supplementation to it seems to make sense 

only if additional gains were to be made in terms of 

strengthening Western defense and cohesion. However, it 

remains an open question if the West Europeans will be able 

to push the substance and organization of their own security 

interests without weakening the Western Alliance. 

When the Atlantic-West European security system was created, 

after World War II, West European integration was regarded 

as an integral e·lement of the organization of Western 

defense - at least from an American point of view. A close 

economic and political cooperation among West European 

states was not only intended to support NATO's defense 

efforts, by strengthening the bulwarks vis-a-vis the Soviet 

Union, but was also expected, in the middle term, to make 

the U.S. engagement in Europe obsolete or, at least, to help 

reducing Washington's burdens. 

President Kennedy's call for an equal partnership between 

the United States and the West Europeans was less an offer 

to share power in the Western Alliance than a demand for 

more ~qual burden sharing among the allies. The Europeans 

were not only asked t9 take over more of NATO's defense 

costs but also - even more important - to assure part of the 

protection of world-wide common Western interests. However, 

a West European international power which would carry such 

additional burden has not yet emerged. The United States has 

probably mistaken the foundation of the European Economic 

Community as being the beginning of a West European 

federation with authoritative foreign and security policy. 

Those miscalculations or wrong expectations on the part of 

Washington may occur again if the United States will take 

the ubiquitous talk in Western Europe of the necessary 

strengthening on the "European pillar'' and the declaration 
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of a Europeanizing of defense for real. It seems that the 

West Europeans have not yet become aware of the fact that 

240 million Americans may not for ever continue to guarantee 

the security of 320 million West Europeans against 280 

million Soviets. American disappointment tomorrow may be as 

wide as it has been when the original idea of a more 

comprehensive Atlantic alliance and a more equal burden 

sharing did not materialize in the last forty years. 

Western Europe has played an active part in a trans-Atlantic 

integration framework in the field of security rather than 

in the creation of regional West European substance for 

defense and security of its own, except for France which has 

produced the only relevant structural change in NATO so far. 

While, in the field of security and defense, the United 

States was part and even leader of the cooperation and 

integration among Western allies, she remains an external 

actor when it comes to economic and foreign policy 

integration in Western Europe. In some respect West European 

integration was developed even in opposition to the United 

States and her trade and economic policy. The most prominent 

clashes occurred in agricultural trade: from the chicken to 

the corn war. The concertation of the Economic Summits has 

been trying to overcome part of the cleavages which exist 

here without, however, being able to go back to the golden 

days of the immediate post war situation. Western Europe and 

more specifically the EC has grown up as a powerful economic 

actor in the world, it has become an independent economic 

European pillar among Western industrial centers. 

However, the military European pillar in NATO does not 

automatically follow this achieved position. There are too 

many traditions and difficulties to be overcome. Were the 

Europeans to enhance their substance and say in NATO, a 

restructuring of the Atlantic Alliance would be unavoidable. 

Henry Kissinger and others have made interesting suggestions 

in this regard. Does this mean that Western Europe now can 
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play this bulwark role Washington wanted it to play? And, if 

the Internal Market is the single most important challenge 

from Europe for the United States, will Washington tend to 

ask more impatiently for a larger share in the common 

defense efforts? 

West European integration has achieved a stage where it will 

affect trans-Atlantic cooperation and integration, 

especially with respect to securtiy questions. If, in fact, 

Western Europe were able to build up a European NATO pillar, 

this would mean the introduction of a further competitive 

element in the trans-Atlantic relations. Will we have to 

expect a series of trans-Atlantic ''wars" following the 

wellknown pattern of agricultural trade? What would then be, 

on balance and in terms of security gains, the outcome of 

the West European integration and the Atlantic restructuring 

process? Could it be a relief or a burden for America? Would 

it help West European integration but harm Western Europe's 

security? 

II. The range of security tasks and the West European 

integration process 

Despite and because of the persisting structural asymmetries 

in the Alliance and tpe continuing (nuclear) protection of 

West European countries by the United States, the 

integration effort in Western Europe has not been without 

attempts for more self-assertiveness in the security sector. 

But, just as economic and foreign policy remain rather a 

side-theater of the trans-Atlantic security cooperation, 

security cooperation among the West European states has been 

at the margin of their preoccupation with community 

building. Nevertheless, the idea of a specific West European 

contribution to Western security, even without the 

establishment of a common defense union, was always on the 

the West Europeans' mind. Integration and security have 
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always been regarded as an unseparable organic connection3. 

Security, in this context, was not restricted to doctrines, 

soldiers, and weapons, but included a number of other and 

sometimes more relevant practical factors, such as intra

West European stability, economic and social progress, 

cooperative networks, etc.; factors which are not directly 

relevant in the military East-West balance but which play an 

important role for the Western cohesion and strength to cope 

with a wider r.ange of dangers to West European interests. 

The first contribution to the security of Western Europe in 

this wider sense was devoted to reconciliation among former 

enemies and to intra-alliance stabi·lity. The attempt to 

reach this goal via integration was the creation of the 

European Community for Coal and Steel, an organization which 

introduced a high amount of mutual confidence into formerly 

warmongering states while, at the same time, submitting 

major resources of war-making under a supra-national regime. 

Other attempts for confidence building followed ranging from 

the project of a European Defense Community via the European 

Economic Community and the Fouchet Plans up to the Franco

German security cooperation of today. Not all of them were 

successful. The Common Brigade and the Defense Council in 

themselves are not a direct contribution to the defense of 

Western Europe in terf\ls of military missions. But they are 

helpful instruments of confidence, and valuable embryonic 

test cases for a diversification within the Western approach 

to security.4 

From its very inception the Brussels Treaty and WEU were 

intended as an intra-European stability measure and have 

kept part of this function up to now. WEU was never really 

3 Karl Kaiser, Ein unaufl6slicher zusammenhang: Sicherheit und 
Integration, in Werner Weidenfeld (Ed.), Die Identitat Europas, 
Schriftenreihe der Bundeszentrale fUr politische Bildung -No. 225, 
Bonn 1987. 
4 Maybe it is helpful for the success of this policy that there are 
hardly any possibilities to go beyond the test, as all German brigades 
are incorporated in NATO. 
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used as a nucleus of West European security integration. 

Only since the failure of the Genscher-/Colombo initiative 

has it become a kind of substitute for the paralysed EPC 

thus starting an independent line of security integration in 

Western Europe. But even during this period the activation 

of the WEU (just like the Franco-German military 

cooperation) served - at least from a French point of view -

to stabilize the political structure in Central Europe and 

to tie the Federal Republic as firmly as possible to the 

Western world. 

The core challenge for Western defense has been to cope with 

Soviet expansionism, agressiveness and excessive military 

capability. As all military forces of the WEU member 

countries and their command have been assigned to NATO, they 

have not been able to emerge as an identifiable West 

European contribution to overall Western defense. As an 

organization, WEU has not much helped to deter the USSR, to 

bring about arms control agreements, or to develop 

cooperative East-West networks. Since 1984, the activated 

WEU has not much changed in this regard; WEU could become a 

last resort, if NATO dismembered. Even with respect to so

called out-of-area security challenges, WEU has remained far 

below reasonable expectations, the. very recent concerted 

mine-sweeping action jn the Persian Gulf not withstanding. 

More important for West European security have been the 

policies for cooperative East-West relations by the E,C and 

the EPC both of which played a substantive role during the 

CSCE process especially regarding the subjects of baskets II 

and III. This performance was one of the major reasons why 

political and economic aspects of security have become part 

of EPC's agenda. EPC helped to formulate and implement a 

West European position on economic and human rights 

questions. 
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It has been a precondition for an effective defense (and a 

challenge in itself) to organize the economic and 

technological competition among Western nations. The 

question of how to organize production and procurement of 

armaments has become more and more important. The 

integration efforts in this regard are very weak in Western 

Europe. The EC does not deal with subjects related to 

military goods. Other organizations, such as the Independent 

European Program Group (IEPG) have started practical 

approaches to the problem without being that much conceived 

in terms of West European integration. The same applies to 

organizations such as EUREKA and ESA which are· defined to be 

dealing with non-military issues only, however, their 

existence and their achievements have undoubtedly military 

implications. 

Part of this challenge was the question to which degree the 

West Europeans and the members of the Western industrialized 

world at large should organize an economic and technological 

exchange with the opposing Warsaw Pact countries. Here, 

again, the EC was a useful though not the only framework of 

consultation among West European nations. The issue of the. 

beginning eighties will certainly re-emerge in connection 

with Gorbachev's economic reform policy. It has, in fact, 

already started with ~he Europeans asking to shrink the 

COCOM lists and the Americans asking their West European 

allies to refrain from large amounts of favorably 

conditioned credits for the Soviet Union. 

A growing challenge for the West Europeans has been how to 

find enough public support for the security and defense 

policy of the Western alliance. In this regard, consensus 

building and legitimation has not only been a contribution 

to internal stability but also a factor of external 

efficiency. EUROGROUP has tried to bring about at least 

partial consensus among the European nations in NATO (with 

the exception of France) to convince the American government 
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of the West European contribution to the Alliance. WEU and 

partially EPC have been instrumental to develop a West 

European view on a wide range of security related questions 

and to propagate it among the European public. WEU's so

called Platform of October 1987 has had quite a stimulating 

effect on West European consensus building both for member 

and non member countries. The problem here remains how to 

implement the provisions of the Platform. 

The record of Western Europe's attempts to take over some of 

the functions of a security community is ambivalent. Given 

NATO'S existence, it is hard to justify additional endeavors 

for more security. Western Europe tries to identify specific 

tasks for West European "missions", such as the mine 

sweeping action, military technological cooperation, or 

contributions to-the CSCE negotiation process. One problem 

is the unbalanced development of a collective West European 

actor for security policy (dealing only with the cooperative 

side of East-West relations). The other problem is that most 

of a West European security identity is gained by deviating 

from Washington's views. 

III. Integration strategies and security in Western 

Europe 

1. The models 

The West European integration process has never only 

followed the classical models and strategies. It has been 

developed with federal as well as confederal elements, with 

supranational and intergovernmental components. It has been 

conceived as leading to a "superpower in.the making" or as a 

civilian or neutral power-acting as an ally to the Third 

World countries. At present, the most prominent model seems 

be that of a "market power" combined with a European pillar 

in NATO. Security has always been included in those models, 

even in the civilian power model. 
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Two main integration strategies have influenced conceptional 

thinking in Western Europe: defense-first and defense-last. 

The defense-first strategy proceeds from the assumption that 

integration can only move forward if the process starts with 

a political and defense union. Defense and foreign policy 

are both the core areas of national sovereignty and the test 

areas for the political will of the member countries to 

proceed toward unity. They will provide the breakthrough for 

the whole integration process and all other sectors will 

follow. The Pleven Plans, the European Defense Community and 

the wider reach·ing European Political Commun:i'ty, were 

largely inspired by those integration strategies. They 

failed and were never picked up again. Fouchet's mission was 

less comprehensive and had to take into account that three 

sectoral communities had successfully been launched before. 

The defense-last strategy' is also based on the conviction 

that the defense sector is the crucial one. But exactly 

because of this sensitivity, all other areas have to be 

integrated first before the defense union can mark the final 

stage of the whole integration process. After the failure of 

Pleven's Plans this strategy has become, nolens volens, the 

dominant integraton philosophy. Once the EC had developed to 

a relatively substant~al level of economic integration, a 

pragmatic initiative for European Political Cooperation was 

taken and a concertation in security questions seemed a 

logic next step of development. 

Within this strategy two main approaches have been applied: 

security integration inside or outside the Community system. 

The inside-approach was concentrated on the EPC which, from 

the outset, had to deal with security relatated subjects 

such as the Middle East conflicts and the CSCE. The 

Genscher/Colombo Initiative, which wanted to add defense 

ministers and the respective substructure to the existing 

EPC apparatus, was not accep~able to countries like Ireland, 
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Denmark and Greece. Since this unsuccessful attempt, the 

Single European Act and specifically its title III confines 

EPC to economic and political aspects of security and it may 

well be difficult in the future to go beyond these treaty 

boundaries. 

Evolution toward security cooperation co~ld rather be 

expected from another angle of the Community system,- the 

Internal Market. The deliberations on the Internal Market 

are still in progress and the Community programs on 

technology are still to be implemented 'but their impact on 

armaments production, procurement and trade is at l'east a 

potential field for future integration of an important 

component of a West European defense union. 

The outside-approach is centered around the Western European 

Union, the Independent European Program Group, and the 

Franco-German cooperation. Given the political hindrances 

within the Community system, some of the West European 

nations have decided to open up seperate lines of security 

related integration. The boom of the Franco-German defense 

cooperation may well turn out to be a straw fire, given the 

multitude of unresolved strategic-military and political 

questions which arise in the West European-Atlantic security 

setup once Paris and Bonn were to go beyond their current 

table manoeuvres. IEPG, too, has entered a potenti~l take

off period and it might well be that the defense ministers 

at their upcoming meeting decide to introduce an "Internal 

Market on defense goods" following the Vredeling Report. 

This would be a purely functional move largely disconnected 

from integrationist ideas. 

The WEU, finally, is certainly the core institution for all 

those who are disappointed with the unsuccessful attempts of 

security integration elsewhere. Some look upon it as a host 

institution which temporarily serves West European security 

cooperation needs as long as the Community system is 
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constraint. 5 Others regard WEU as the nucleus of the West 

European Defense Union to come and want to enlarge its 

members, intensify its work, and prepare it as an 

indispensable component of the future European Union.6 As it 

seems, both groups of protagonists may be disappointed. "In 

their wisdom, the statesmen who drafted the birth 

certificates of WEU, the modified Brussels Treaty, signed in 

Paris on the 23rd October 1954, specified in the preamble 

that the high contracting parties were resolved 'to promote 

the unity and to encourage the progressive integration of 

Europe.' Thirty-four years have now passed without WEU doing 

much to·this end."? 

It. seems that neither the inside-approach nor the outside

approach is extremely successful right now. Yet, the 

integration process in security matters seems to continue 

somehow and has obviously switched to a new integration 

strategy which could be called the as-well-as approach: Both 

approaches are applied in a process of testing the scope and 

the possibilities for security integration. West European 

nations seize opportunities for security cooperation at 

various ends at the same time, may it be inside the 

Community system or outside, may it be in NATO (Eurogroup) 

or in bilateral relations·. All of those attempts have their 

particular limits .an~ their specific political chemistry. but 

they all have in common that they do not venture into the 

5 See The Netherlands Commission for Peace and Security,_ Report on West 
European Security, The Haag 1987. Peter Schmidt, Sicherh~itspolitische 

Entwicklungsperspektiven der Westeuropaischen Union (WEU), Ebenhausen, 
October 1985. 
6 See Alfred Dregger, Die Europaer brauchen eine Sicherheitsunion, in 
Die Welt, 20 October 1988, p. 4 
7 Eric Hintermann, European Defence: A Role for the Western European 
Union, in European Affairs, Vol. 2 No. 3 (Autumn 1988), p. 38. 
Hintermann who was an Assistent Secretary General of WEU is very 
critical on its working record to which he must have contributed: 
"Instead of dealing with the major problems of Europe's secutioy 
dimension at a time.of history when the political and strategic 
environment is rapidly changing, the WEU·is being condemned by some 
governments to devote to permanent bureaucratic restructuring and 
endless clashes over the place of collocation for this London and 
Paris based organization. 11 (page 31) 
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heart of defense policy making which remains basically a 

national and a NATO duty. 

Thus, Western Europe disposes of a ring of Europe-oriented 

institutions and organizations which partly or entirely deal 

with security questions but, for the time being, this 

remains an endeavor at the fringes. The center, the defense 

organization, is located outside this circle. Will the 

coordination of the various components lead to more 

substance in a later stage? Will their activity gradually 

spill over into a European pillar in NATO or will they 

create a center of their own? 

2. Intentions 

There seem to be as many ideas on the appropriate 

combination of security and integration in Western Europe as 

there are political leaders. Like many other statesmen the 

French President wants to build a European pillar of the 

Alliance, because "Europe" without defense is unconceivable: 

"L'idee d'Europe est indissociable de l'idee de defence. Or, 
presentement, il n'est pas de defense qu'atlantique. Je 
n'ecris pas cela comrrie un reproche qui viserait l'Alliance, 
et principalement les Etats-Unis d'Amerique. Nous leur 
devon~ notre securite, done notre liberte et le discours 
d'ingratitude n'est pas mon fort. Je desire seulement 
distinguer, une fois aissipe le brouillard des reves A bon 
marche, quelques idees claires ancrees sur le reel. Seule la 
France, en Europe de l'Ouest, dispose de son autonomie de 
decision dans 1 'ordre strategique. Et le seul embryon de 
defense europeenne commune reside dans le traite franco
allemand·de l'Elysee. Cela tient sans nul doute, et on ne 
peut ·1ui donner tort, au fait que. ·1 'Europe cherche ailleurs 
les assurances de sa securite."S 

The British Prime Minister, who has been the most critical 

of all on the intensification of the Franco-German security 

8 Fran~ois Mitterrand, Reflexions sur la politique exterieure de la 
France, Librairie Arth8rne Fayard, '~aris 1987, p. 101. 
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cooperation, focuses on the multilateral approach outside 

the Community system: 

''It's not an institutional problem. It's nbt a problem of 
drafting. It's much more simple and more profound: it is a 
question of political will and political courage, of 
convincing people in all our coutries that we cannot rely 
for ever on others for our defence ... We should develop the 
WEU, not as an alternative to NATO but as a means of 
strengthening Europe's contribution to the common defence of 
the West. ,g 

Helmut Kohl is the most outspoken by demanding ''the 

elaboration of a European defense policy, having as its goal 
·-.( 

a European defensive capacity closely linked to that of our 

American partn.ers." He uses the notion "union for defense" 

and never misses a chance to urge everybody 

"to think seriously about the ways iri which we can develop 
a common European defense which could eventually lead to the 
creation of a common European army." 

However, it is not clear at all, how he wants to move from 

declaration to implementation, especially, when he asks to 

"concentrate our sovereignty in such a way as to be able to 

exercise it together so that it will be effective."10 

Are the political leaders fully aware of the wide ranging 

differences among Eurppean public and experts on the major 

questions of security? It is basically to be questioned if 

the processes of economic, technological, and cultural 

integration presently require an.extension to security 

issues at all, or else, if security issues should be singled 

out from EC's integration policy -- at least as far as 

deterrence is concerned. The purpose of such an approach 

would be two-fold: firstly, to avoid overloading the process 

9Margaret Thatcher, The future of Europe, Speech delivered_ in Bruges 
on the 20 September 1988, Europe Documents, No. 1527 (12 October 
1988)' p. 6. 
10 Helmut Kohl, Deutsche Politik fUr Europa, speech given at the 
General Catholic Conferences in Brussels, 18 October 1988 (Europe, 19. 
October 1988; p. 3). 
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of unification (while facing severe problems in creating a 

homogeneous internal market), and secondly, not to endanger 

the specific West European goal of building a network of 

cooperative East-West relations. 

A further problem may be seen within the various national 

interests and (correlated) heterogeneous coalitions in West 

European security policies. There are, for example, 

differences to be stated between nuclear versus non-nuclear 

states, depoloyment versus non-deployment states, large 

versus small and economically strong versus weak countries. 

Looking upon the debate on nuclear disarmament of short

range missiles, major differences in the positions of Bonn, 

Paris and London become obvious. On the other hand, broad 

consesus has been reached between these and other Central 

European states in regard to the role of nuclear weapons for 

West European deterrence policy while, in this respect, 

states at the West European periphery (Spain, Greece, 

Denmark, Ireland) are holding quite dissenting views. 

This last context already indicates the problems of regional 

differen.tiation in Western European security policies, 

following the concentric circles pattern from the center to 

the periphery. Western Europe today is not at all a 

consistent integratio~ area, as may ~lso be seen by the 

following three factors: 

1. In the past years, initiatives for a cooperative defense 

policy have mainly concentrated on Central Europe, 

particularly concerning the Franco-German military 

cooperation, the French-British dialog, and the revival of 

WEU. If at all, proof for counter-evidence is shown through 

the work of IEPG and the Genscher/Colombo initiative, both 

attempting to include a wide range of West-European member 

states. However, the Genscher/Colombo initiative had to turn 

from EPC to WEU just for the very reason that some EC member 
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states (Greece, Ireland, Denmark) would not agree to a West 

European security integration. 

In Southern Europe, preconditions for independent regional 

cooperation have been rather detrimental (Turkey/Greece) 

There were no institutionalized regional structures and 

there was also little preference for a simple linkage with 

Centr.al European initiatives. However now, analogue to the 

developements in the Internal Market, the Southern European 

member states prepare for an alignment with West European 

integration efforts, also in foreign and security policies. 

This will result not only in new demands upon a 

comprehensive definition of Western European security 

purposes but, correspondingly, also upon an adequate 

development of the institutional frameworks. Moreover, the 

relationships of South European states to Washington have to 

be redefined. 

2. The conceptions of defense and disarmament policies in 

Northern11 and Southern Europe12 'have taken on individual 

characteristics, coinciding in some respects only marginally 

with those in Central Europe. For example, the political 

pleading for nuclear-free zones (as in Denmark for Northern 

Europe, in Greece for the Balkan states) is widely 

propagated while only_ a political minority in Central Europe 

'acts on this behalf. Tendencies to refuse nuclear mean~ of 

deterrence within the own boarders are also being shown in 

Spain, unfavourably looked upon by the nuclear powers Paris 

and London while Bonn, for reasons of conventional military 

asymmetry, still cannot afford such an attitude. 

3. In the past nine years, attention has focused to a great 

extent on nuclear land based missiles and therefore on 

11 Jeai1-Pierre Mo·usson-Lestang, La Norvege et l'Europe: apropos du 
Livre Bl~nc NorvE§gien, Revue du Marche Corrunun, No. 314, February 19.88, 
p. 64 - 67. 
12 Rafael Dezcallar, On West European Defense Cooperation: A Spanish 
View, The Washington Quarterly, Winter 1987, p. 153 - 169. 
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Central Europe. To begin with, this was related to the 

deployment of INF, however now it concerns INF's destruction 

and verification. Consequently, problems following these 

disarmament activities (the question of compensation, the 

balancing of the conventional asymmetry) are drawing further 

attention to Central Europe. Although Mediterranean states 

will certainly hold quite a different view, regional 

security problems in the Mediterranean area as well as in 

the Middle East seem to be only of marginal significance to 

West European strategists compared to those in Central 

Europe. The threat deriving from North Africa and the Middle 

East, as well as overlappings of specific Mediterranean 

conflicts on one side, and the threat of ah East-West 

conflict on the other side are of no comparable immediancy 

to the Central and Northern European states as to Southern 

European societies. 

Apart from obvious national, geographical, and historical 

differences, actually alterating processes therefore support 

a regionalization in Western Europe's security policy, a 

process that was given much less attention than the 

integration process. Hence, regionalization and integration 

are on the same terms of tension with each other as are 

unilateral and collective approaches to defense. 

In contrast to the EC integration and the cooperation within 

EPC, security issues are obviously proceeded in patterns of 

graded integration and of "geometrie variable." The threat 

to security interests of the periphery of Western Europe is 

no integral part of an all-West European integration 

process. While the EC is doubling the set up for its 

structural programs to include the outskirts of a 12-state

Europe (Greece,. Southern Italy, Spain, Portugal, Ireland) in 

the concept for the 1992 Internal Market, security issues 

are being proceeded on a selective basis. 
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The advantage of .this strategy may be to bring about a 

security cooperation at all. However, it will certainly 

deepen the division between the West European states which 

probably will not to be overcome soon again. Negative 

consequences will presumably arise from the following two 

factors: 

1. The completion of the West European unification by 

including security issues will be endangered. The burden

sharing among European nations concerning finance~, defense,. 

and political risks in terms of package deals will not work 

and unfavourable repercussions for the developments of the 

EC are likely. 

2. But also defense and security objectives will be 

negatively affected. Depending on the cooperating forum, 

only sectors rather than the entire spectrum of West 

European security policy will be taken into consideration. 

Especially the dependencies between Central and Southern 

European security challenges will not be raised in an 

appropriate way. It will become more difficult to reflect 

the various Western European decisions reciprocatively. Only 

exceptionally will the European states be able to act as a 

homogeneous group with common political ideas. 

These splitting tendencies within the West European security 

community are not yet alarming. However, the diverse 

processes of subregional cooperation are likely to impede 

the development of a common West European security policy. 

It is, therefore, important to study some of the major 

questions in this regard: 

1. How far advanced are the processes of national, regional 

and subregional differentiation; what are the diverse 

perceptions of and activities in West European security 

policies; are the options for advancing cooperation in West 

European security policy already restrained? 
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2. Is there, after all, sufficient congruity among the West. 

European states to undertake steps for "strengthening the 

European pillar of the allicance" or for the "development of 
' a West European Ostpolitik?" And could the-new burden of a 

security-related Sudpolitik be successfully carried out at 

the same time? 

3. Of what kind are West Europe's mechanisms in reaching 

security policy agreements; are they qualified for reaching 

a continued consensus; do the existing institutions and 

authorities guarantee the implementation of collective 

decisions? 

Scholars have started to deal more systematically with the 

subject of West European security cooperation and 

integration. 13 But, so far, the two communities hardly meet. 

The workshop attempts to "measure" the scope of 

identity/heterogeneity as far as security policy in and for 

West Europe is concerned. We want to test·the basis and the 

preconditions for further West European integration efforts 

in the field of security and defense. So far, experts in 

European integration and specialists in security and defense 

matters have too often worked in separate circles. This 

conference is intended to be a starting point for bringing 

these two communities together in a comprehensive and more 

systematic manner. 

13 The very first move toward a more systematic approach was a 
stocktaking of research institutes in Western Europe, which deal with 
security questions. See Robert Rudney, Luc Reychler, In Search of 
European Security, Leuven University Press, Leuven 1986. 
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IV.. Security and integration: Europe at the 

crossroads 

For more than two decades the economic sector carried the 

West European integration process. Now, after some ten to 

fifteen years, during which foreign policy and monetary 

initiatives (EPC, EMS) bridged the gap, the economic sector 

is back at the center of the West European integration 

process. This time it is accompanied by two important 

flanking components, technology and security po·licy, which 

introduce methods of multilateral cooperation of their own: 

EUREKA, ESA, WEU, IEPG. The integration process has become 

more diversified but also more comprehensive. All of a 

sudden the European Union seems not to be such an utopia any 

longer as it used to be - even if its final shape continues 

to be rather blurred. 

In former years the process of West European cooperation 

could be extended and intensified without producing 

fundamental changes in the political structure of Europe. 

Today this does not seem to be possible any longer. Almost 

all further steps of integration seem to affect the 

architecture of Europe in a more or less substantial way: 

- The accession to the Community of German speaking 
countries would cre~te the disputed point of an all-German 
hegemony. 

- The entry of neutral states would undermine Western 
Europe's defense moral and leave East-West relations 
without the neutrals as a bridging element. 

- The accession of another South European state, especially 
Turkey, would deemphasize the East-West inclination of the 
European architecture. 

- A multilateralization of. the Franco-German brigade would 
intervene in the existing NATO structure. 

- The participation of non-EC members in the EMS and the EPC 
would blurr and disorient the integration process. 

- An association of Hungaria to the EC would destabilize the 
integration process in COMECON. 

- Already the invitation to Gorbachev, to address the 
European Parliament, touches the political-diplomatic 
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balance of continental East-West relations which have been 
respected so far. 14 

The West European integration process seems to have arrived 

at many crossroads at the same time without disposing of a 

specific vision of the political structure of Europe. 

Security related cooperation and integration does not occur 

in isolated, separated and clearly defined sectors any more. 

Security has become a more or less important dimension in 

many fields of integration. The level and scope of West 

European integration itself has taken on a security quality. 

The present integration dynamics of Western Europe has 

substantially differing consequences for the European 

neighbors of the Community, partly attracting, partly 

rejecting them. A few examples: Neutrals, East European 

states, and the Sovie.t Union do not regard an ever closer 

defense cooperation within Western Europe as a constructive 

development. Some countries of the COMECON want to 

participate in Western Europe's technological programs and 

are keen on bilateral cooperation agreements. Others see 

mainly disadvantages from the upcoming Internal Market and 

push for a more intensified cooperation inside COMECON. EFTA 

countries see major problems which might flow f.rom the 

Internal Market, some of them wanting to solve them by 

applying for EC membership. Does the West European 

integration dynamic lead to further separation between 

Western and Eastern Europe - an economic cleavage beyond the 

existing military and.systemic ones? 

Western Europe is both a pillar of the Atlantic Alliance and 

a pillar of an all-European political structure including 

the Soviet Union. Its position and function in the Alliance 

1 4 The European Parliament was quick in inviting Gorbachev to visit 
Strassburg in the Spring of 1989 in connection with hbis visit in 
France. See also Klaus Hansch, Report on behalf of the Political 
Committee of the European Parliament on the political relations of the 
European Community with the Soviet Union, Document A2-155/88 
(18: 7 .1988) 0 
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determines also Western Europe's relationship with Eastern 

Europe (see the pipe line deal, the CSCE process and, on the 

horizon, West European credits for Gorbachev's reforms) As 

the increased dynamics of integration suggest, Western 

Europe is likely to dispose of a wider range of manoeuvre in 

its Ostpoliitk but it will also have to use it. However, 

neither the West European position and function within an 

all-European political structure nor this structure itself 

ha·s been conceptionally defined so far. Which role will the 

two superpowers claim and accept within this structure? Is 

it conceivable to design and develop part of the all

European structure without the Soviet Union? Even for such 

practical things as the interregional cooperation between 

EC/EPC and COMECON the necessary policy and instruments are 

relatively underdeveloped. 

Recent initiatives for further integration in Western Europe 

have not been launched to shape continental East-West 

relations or to change the all-European political structure. 

The ~nitiatives rather derive from the challenges of the 

industrial centers of the American-Pacific realm and from 

gradual changes in the Atlantic Alliance. The side effects 

of the adaptation process in Western Europe have an impact 

also on Eastern Europe. Is Western Europe able to and should 

it use this side effect to shape a specific Ostpolitik or 

should the Community avoid to overwork itself and rather 

concentrate on the Western challenges? Or should Western 

Europe parallel or primarily pick up the Eastern challenge 

and make it its main concern? If so, which would be the 

underlying assumptions for the direction of development in 

terms of power balance, society, and political structure? 

What would be the common moral of West European states in 

this case: IMF rules, linkage policy, deviation from the 

communist doctrine, priority for human rights, relations 

with both government and opposition? 
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Is the West European integration dynamic strong enough to 

build a concentric shaped space of gravitation with the EC 

in the center, the neutrals around them, the East European 

countries following and, finally, on the outer circle or as 

a kind of counter-point, the Soviet Union? Will the 

attraction of the West European integration all by itself 

overcome the problems of the Iron Curtain, the military 

antagonism, and the systemic contradictions? Does this mean 

that we don't have to invest any more in the laborious 

development of an entanglement network between East and 

West? Has it become of secondary importance to achieve a new 

East-West military balance in terms of minimal nuclear 

deterrence and leveling off of conventional asymmetries? 

Or does the economic-technological attractiveness of Western 

Europe engender new types of danger, mainly in the 

perception of Soviet leaders who feel that all their 

concerns for an East European buffer space since Yalta are 

undermined? In other words, the EC Internal Market as a 

(peaceful!) instrument to the revision of the postwar 

political structure of Europe? This, with prominent German 

help and without the still pending peace treaty? Is this, by 

the same token, the solution to the German question? 

Or does the far-reaching West European integration dynamic 

meet with Gorbachev's intentions? Does he need this 

challenge to help to mobilize and support the process of 

reform in East European countries as well as in the Soviet 

Union? 

How to combine the two major dynamic processes in Europe, 

the integration boom in the Community of the Twelve, and the 

policy of perestroika in the USSR and in Eastern Europe? How 

to render them compatible and mutually useful? Originally 

both processes were not related to each other and have grown 

from their specific context. Or is the Soviet Union, too, 

driven by the American-Japanese technological-economic 
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challenge? Is Moscow thus admitting the failure of its 

deterministic.-communist approach? Are these the 

preconditions fo~ a normalization of relations on the 

European continent? 

At any rate, the two dynamic processes in Europe are 

partially interdependent. Both will have an impact on the 

future political architecture of Europe. Will this be a 

concerted and jointly guided process? How will the 

West/Western Europe deal with the new political-structural 

plurality in the East? Will the West/Western Europe resist 

the temptation to instrumentalize instabilities in the East? 

What are the implications of these processes for the role of 

the United States in Europe and the influence of· Western 

Europe on the leading power of the West? 
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Our Goal: The European Security Union -

Plea for a European security policy 

Hans-Gert POttering 

® 

'If the New Year bells ring out in the year 2001 and the states of the European 

community are no further advanced in the unification process than they.are 

today, they will no longer be helping to write history; they will be written 

off by history,' warned Federal Chancellor Helmut Kohl in a newspaper 

interview. By 2001 the Europeans will have to learn to speak with one voice, 

or they will be reduced to a marginal role. Further work had to be done on the 

European bridge of the Atlantic Alliance, was how the' German Chancellor summed 

up his European political credo. We can only concur •. Our goal must be the 

Political Union of Europe, encompassing a security union. The concept of 

security includes many elements: defence policy, certainly, but also foreign 

policy, economic conditions, national psychology and so on. 

Security policy should and must serve the cause of peace - this is beyond 

dispute. Thus, in the quest for security, the concept 6f peace assumes a 

decisive significance. Our concept of peace also determines the partners with. 

whom we choose to collaborate. In our technological civilization, in the 

nu~lear age, peace is the essential precondition for human survival. But peace 

is more than weapons falling silent. Peace implies the ability of men to live 

together. A democratic, constitutional state lives in peace with its citizens 

because it makes freedom possible and is concerned with justice. It must 

therefore be one of our top political priorities to promote peace at home as 

well as abroad. Of course, we know that conflict is part of human life. The 

thing is to resolve disputes in a non-violent and humane way. The thrust of 

our foreign policy must be to promote peaceful co-existence with our 

neighbours, as fellow members of the family of nations. The desire for peace 

u~ites people. But peace is more than just the absence of war. Real peace is 

only possible under a just social system. Peace is not possible·without 

justice, nor justice without freedom. It is thus essential to guarantee human 

rights and basic freedoms to ensure a peaceful future, not only in the divided 

country of Germany and the divided continent of Europe, but all over the world. 

l 
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This concept of freedom means that as our security partners we can only accept 

those states that profess and practise the same principles and human rights as 

we do. For a democratic society, ·therefore, the only security partners can be 

other democracies. For the democracies of Western Europe it follows that the 

United States is Western Europe's security partner. For Western Europeans 

there can be no question of equidistance, that is, keeping both Washington and 

Moscow at arm's length. This does not mean of course that· the Soviet Union and 

the other communist states of Europe can be excluded from the common striving 

for greater security. On the contrary, our policy towards the soviet Union 

must be designed to reduce tensions, seek new fi~lds for cooperation, promote 

arms control and disarmament, if these things lead to a stable equilibrium iri 

Europe, and generally create confidence. Together with the Soviet Union and 

the other Warsaw Pact countries we must make every effort to increase our 

common security. 

The Western Alliance, the North Atlantic Alliance, has proved its worth. For 

this we may thank not only the efforts of the United States, but also the 

countries of Western Europe. In the decades since the Second World war, 

however, the decisive factor in the security of Western Europe has been the 

United States' security guarantee. It is more than doubtful whether the United 

states will still be prepared to stand up for European security forty years 

from now, that is to say in the year·2028. No doubt it is desirable, but there 

is no guarantee. If anything, historical facts tend to speak against the idea 

that a country will guarantee the security of other countries for almost a 

whole.century, risking in the event of a conflict the s~fety of its own 

territory and popul~tion in the process. The American nuclear guarantee for 

western Euro~,·the presence of American troops on European soil, will be 

necessary, indeed indispensable for the foreseeable future. But it wou~d fly 

in the face of hi$torical experience if the American attitude towards Western 

Europe were to remain unchanged in the years to come. Europeans must make 

allowances for possible changes in AmeriCan policy, however unwanted they may 

be, if only as a precaution in their own interest. But not solely for this 

reason. 
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One of the Western Alliance's basic problems since its foundation has been that 

politically and militarily it is unbalanced. The problem at the heart of the 

alliance is not that America is too self-assertive and too strong, but that 

Western Europe is politically too weak and lacking in self-confidence. It is 

necessary not merely to talk about the European pillar of the Atlantic 

Alliance, but also to build it. A European security union, epitomizing the 

foreign policy and security policy options of all Western Europeans wishing to 

participate would be a suitable basis on which to construct an 'Atlantic 

Alliance on two pillars'. A European security union must develop gradually. 

The first thing that is necessary is better coordination between the Western 

European partners on foreign and security policy planning. In this process t~e 

different approaches - European political cooperation (EPC) ,within the European 

.community, the Western European Union (WEU), NATO's Euro Group, Franco-German 

cooperation, and so on - should be seen as complementary elements of this new 

policy. It falls to Bonn and Paris to provide the spur in this process. The 

Franco-German brigade and the Franco-German Defence Council were steps on the 

right road. But in all their ventures Bonn and Paris should make it clear that 

Franco-German cooperation is open to all Western European partners wishing to 

take part. The opportunities for a European security policy worthy of the name 

have never been so great as they are today. The crucial point is to combine 

the various proposals into a practicable policy. 

Two developments might, however, conspire to prevent the realization of a joint 

Western European security policy. The changes in the Soviet Union, Mikhail 

Gorbachev's policies of glasnost (openness) and perestroika (restructuririg), 

might deter leading political f~rces ih Western Europe from helping to make a 

Western European security policy a reality. In addition to this, the attitude, 

increasingly common in West Germany., that E2urope needs to be 'freed' from 

nuclear weapons, might obstruct the tangible, gradual realization of a European. 

security union. 

' A propos developments in the Soviet Union: we must wish Mr Gorbachev every 

success with his policy of renewal. In the interests of the people of that 

country of many nations, the Soviet Union, in the interests of the whole of 

Europe and also in the interests of the international community. There should 

and must be no doubt on this point, though we mus~ always remain aware that 
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Gorbachev's reforms are not a democratization of the Soviet Union in the 

Western sense. The Soviet Secretary-General wants more openness and efficiency 

in order to enhance the dynamism of Soviet society. It is not his intention to 

do away with the Marxist-Lenninist system, the communist ideology. Even 

assuming that the outcome is a favourable one and that Gorbachev manages to 

force his plans through, the European democracies must be ready-and able to 

defend themselves. At present, however, it is not evident which path the 

Soviet Union will take. Mr Gorbachev's ideas of perestroika and glasnost are 

encountering heavy opposition from the orthodox elements within the Soviet 

Communist Party. The abrupt downfall of his keenest supporter Boris Yeltsin 

is a sign of the breach within the ruling party. It is no secret that 

Gorbachev's deputy, Ligachev, and many other top officials are opponents of the 

reform line. The view put forward by many Europeans that we should 'help' 

Gorbachev in this power struggle completely overlooks the realities of life in 

the Soviet Union. Gorbachev is not caught up in internal party difficulties 

because we adopt a particular attitude towards him, but solely because of 

domestic political and ideological differences, which we Europeans are unable 

to influence in any way. The fall of Boris Yeltsin clearly demonstrated that 

the official elite, the nomenklatura, fear for their privileges and those of 

their families. It is to be hoped fhat Gorbachev's reforms will lead to 

genuine pluralism and greater freedom for the people of ~he Eastern bloc but we 

have little chance of influencing this internal Soviet process. 

No, the lesson to be drawn from the internal showdowns in the Kremlin by us 

Western Europeans is a different one. We. must not allow our destiny and our 

foreign and security policies to be dependent upon the success or failure of a 

single person, who may be replaced tomorrow by a Stalinist. Western Europe 

should not look towards Moscow with delight or in dread and its policies should 

not be dependent on Gorbachev's fate. We Western Europeans must finally define 

our own, autonomous foreign and security policy and plead its cause abroad on a 

long-term basis. Only if we succeed in that will we really be independent of 

Moscow and at the same time capable of engaging in broad cooperation with the 

sOviet Union on an equal footing. we may, for_example, join with the Soviet 

Union in seeking to achieve 'cooperative security'. If we act together as 

Western Europeans, there are tremendous opportunities ahead for a realistic 

policy of detente. 
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A Western European security union is only conceivable if France not only 

belongs to it but also perceives a re_sponsible_ role for itself therein. In 

France, nuclear weapons -the 'force de dissuasion' -is of crucial importance 

to the strategic plan. Socialists, Christian Democrats, Liberal and Gaullists 

are all agreed that there can be no strategy without the deterrent effect of 

nuclear weapons. So anyone in the Federal Republic of Germany pleading for a 

Western European security policy, while advocating the denuclearization of 

Europe, is excluding France from efforts to achieve a jo~nt European security 

policy. A joint European security policy without France would be condemned to 

failure; it would be inconceivable. France has the key role to play in the 

strategic plan of a European se~urity policy. Anyone who cannot see this is 

either blind to the facts or dishonest. 

But, quite apart from the role of ·France, would the denuclearization of Europe 

be such a desirable thing? A nuclear-weapons-free Europe would increase the 

risk of a conventional war. Many Europeans forget that since the end of the 

Second World War wars have broken out wherever an attack with conventional 

weapons was not linked with a threat to use nuclea_r weapons. 

Since 1945 more than 140 conventional wars-have claimed over 35 million 

victims. In thi's century alone Europe has twice been devastated with 

Conventional weapons. Have the Germans forgotten that no German has yet been 

killed by a nuclear bomb, but that many millions of Germans fell victim to 

conventional weapons and traditional bombs? Have the Germans forgotten that 

when the freedom of Berlin was under threat of extinction the risk-of an 

all-out nuclear war forced those involved to show moderation and military 

restraint? 

Without the peace-keeping effect of nuclear weapons Europe is unlikely to 

benefit from a secure peace in the years ahead, either. The situation would, 

of course, have to be assessed differently if the Soviet Union were to evolve 

into a truly democratic state. For the foreseeable future, though, no such 

prospect is in sight. Nuclear weapons are political weapons. Their effect is 

to encourage moderation and to keep the peace, making it impossible to plan, 

wage and win a nuclear or conventional war in Europe. 
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A realistic peace policy for Europe must not dismiss the peace-keeping function 

of nuclear weapons. The necessary policies of arms control and disarmament 

must lead to a balanced combination of conventional and nuclear weapons at the 

lowest posg,ible level, thus leading to greater-military stability. 

A Western European security union is a necessity. 'Neither illusions nor the 

rejectiori of nuclear arms must be allowed to prevent it. The Franco-German. 

relationship is of particular importance in achieving this security union. In 

the short term we must succeed in Europeanizing France's strategic plans. The 

defence of France does not begin on the Rhine, but on the Elba. The necessary 

practical implications for strategy and tactics spring from this basic fact. 

It is essential to involve France's conventional forces in forward defence and 

to step up cooperation between Bonn and Paris on questions of nuclear strategy. 

With its nuclear planning group, NATO has demonstrated that-nuclear cooperation 

is possible, without co~trol of the nuclear weapons having to be shared. We 

Germans do not want to have a finger on the trigger of French nuclear weapons; 

this must be ruled out. But we can demand that there should be no French use 

of nuclear weapons on German territory - if, indeed, at all - without 

agreement. For psychological and also for fundamental European policy reasons, 

Bonn and Paris must effiphasize their bilateral cooperation is open to other 

partners. In particular, we should strive for close cooperation between Paris 

and London on nuclear matters. 

If France and the United Kingdom were to make their nuclear forces available to 

deter an attack on their partners, it would signify the Europeanization of what 

have hitherto been national nuclear forces. This would be an important element 

in achieving the European security union. Such a step is also in keeping with 

the obligation to provide assistance under the WEU Treaty, whereby all ~rties 

agreed to provide the necessary support to repel an attack. Would it not 

accord with the logic of this agreement if all of the forces of the countries 

involved - including nuclear forces - had to help to deter an attack on other 

member states? 

All the available instruments at bilateral level, within the Western European 

Union and European Political Cooperation (EPC) and so on, must now be utilized 

to step up the debate on security policy and come to some decisions. 
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A European security union is a crucial constituent of a European Union. In the 

October 1987 declaratio~ of The Hague, the seven WEU states showed as much 

commitment to the goal of European Union as the twelve Member States of the 

European Community did in the Single European Act, which entered into force on 

1 July 1987. All seven WEU countries are members of the European Community. 

If it should turn out that it is not possible at present to achieve the 

security union at Community level, because. some Member States are still 

reluctant to tread this path, then the security union must be forged at WEU 

level. As the twelve countries of the European Community develop into a 

European Union, the Western European Union_could ultimately merge into it. In 

other words, it is conceivable that the- WEU and the European Community will one 

day be co-extensive. 

This development must be accompanied by parliamentary control. This control 

function should be exercised increasingly by Members of the European 

Parliament. The present assembly of the western European Union consists of 

national deputies. As in recent years, the European Parliament has 

increasingly develope~ into a forum for discussing security policy in recent 

years, a link between the assembly of the Western European Union and the 

European Parliament shouid be created. This can be done by augmeriting the 

assembly of the western European Union with Members of the European Parliament 

from the WEU countries. It would be appropriate if 50 per cent of this 'joint 

assembly' belonged to the European Parliament. If the European Community 

develops-into th9 European Union, including a security union, it would be only 

natural for the European Parliament to control·all the policy areas of the 

union. Admittedly, we have· a long way to go before we reach this stage. _For 

this very reason,. realistic interim measures are required_. on no account, 

however, must the European organ~zations concerned consider themselves in 

competition with one another. They all serve the same end: the European Union. 

The process whereby Europe finds its own identity must be accompanied by close 

consultations with the United States of America •. Only in this way will it be 

possible to keep the European-Arnerican.relationship free of irritations, 

misunderstandings and crises. The formation of the European security union 

would establish a solid bilateral structure within the Atlantic Alliance, based 

on Europe and America. The way would also- then be cleir.for comprehensive 

cooperation with the Soviet Union and other Warsaw Pact countries. Security 
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policY should also be understood in a broad sense in its bearing on East-west 

relations. The elimination of tensions, the establishment of trust and 

comprehensive cooperation require a meeting and exchange of people, information 

and opinions. The assertion of human rights in a divided Berlin, a divided 

Germany and a divided E~rope will also become a key element in security policy. 

Mikhail Gorbachev speaks of the 'house of Europe'. We cannot -give wholehearted 

·credence to this term as it excludes the us. This is unacceptable to us. But 

we should nevertheless make use of the term 'the house of Europe' to go on the 

offensive. In the house of Europe it must be possible to walk from one room 

into another without running the risk of being shot on the threshold. For this 

reason, the walls, barbed wire and orders to kill that are characteristic of a 

divided Europe must be eliminated. There will not be any real justification 

for describing Europe as a 'house' until all the peoples of. Europe are able to 

enjoy to the· full their right to self-determination and their human rights

and hence also to live in liberty. In future, more use should be made of 

European political cooperation (EPC) to bring human rights issues into the 

East-West dialogue. This would enable us Germans, in particular, to turn a 

justified national aspiration into a matter for the whole of Europe. 

At the same time EPC must be expanded with regard to security policy. At 

present it is limited- formally at 19ast- under the-Single European Act to 

the 'political and economic aspects of security'. Any perpetuation of this 

limitation is unacceptable. To be more effective the EPC. should deal with all 

aspects of security, including the military ones. In this way the European 

Community can become a security union, too. This will not be handed to us on a 

plate; it will have to evolve gradually. Within the European Community the 

only conceivable instrument for achieving this goal is EPC. When the Single 

European Act is revised - after 1992 - the dynamic-development of security 

policy must be taken ·into account. Countries wish~ng to joint. the -European 

Commu~ity, especi~lly if they are neutral, must not be allowed to impede. this 

process. 
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The unification of the free part of Europe is in the German interest. It Will 

ensure our freedom, foster peace_, and enhance our ability to campaign 

effectively for the human rights of all Europeans. It will also give us the 

opportunity, as part of an historical process and within a united Europe, of 

overcoming the problem of a divided Germany. 
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I Finland's line: an active participant, a critical conformist 

1 

1. Finland must take an active part in the European integration 

process. The opportunities for influence offered by various 

forums must be exploited: Nordic coope.ration, EC-EFTA, Council of 
Europe, CMEA collaboration, the ECE and CSCE. The benefits of 

integration must be utilized to the utmost and the disadvantages 

minimized. Finland's line should be: an active participant, a 

critical conformist. 

2 .. Finland's integration policy must not conflict with its 

policy of neutrality or its main social objectives; Membership of 

the EC is not a realistic possibility from either the Community's 

or Finland's point of view. Cooperation arrangements must strive 

to ensure that Finland can influence preparatory work and 

decision-making on the EES (European Economic Space), while 

preserving Parliament's authority with regard to new legislation. 

One possibility in arranging relations between Finland and the EC 

would be to have joint decision-making and judicial procedures 

for the EC and EFTA on matters concerning the EES. The 

relationship between national decision-making and that concerning 

the two bodies must then be clarified, together with the 

questions not to be covered by such an agreement. 

3. Finland must retain its independent power of decision in 

matters concerning trade with the Soviet Union. Finland must 

continue to act as a pioneer of such trade, developing new forms 

of cooperation and if necessary also in association with other 

European countries. 
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4. Finland must negotiate with other EFTA countries and support 
the endorsement of EFTA as a channel of negotiation. 

5. Any agreement on the EES must provide an adequate balance of 
advantages and disadvantages. If necessary, it must guarantee 

Finland a period of adjustment or special conditions. 

6. Finland succeeds best in international competition and 

combats the threats this poses when it pursues a disciplined, 

long-range economic policy. That means a policy of slow 
inflation and a stable currency, the aim being full employment 
and sustainable development. 

7. If we wish to ensure Finnish companies equal opportunities 
within the EES, we may have to ease the regulations on foreign 
ownership. The aim must be for key natural resources and other 
ownership vital in the national interests to be kept in Finnish 
hands. 

B. In opening up our labour markets to the EES we must love 

forward slowly. There is no reason to import foreign labour 

actively. Cures must be found for our labour shortage primarily 

by promoting the employment of the Finnish work force. When 
foreign labour is resorted to, such employees must be guaranteed 
the same benefits and rights as Finns. 

9. The agreement must safeguard full access to EC cooperation 
programmes in the area of R&D. Finland must continue to increase 
its contribution to international cooperation in these fields. 

10. European trainee and student exchange programmes must be 

fully utilized. Opportunities for foreigners to study in Finland 

must be improved. 

11. Environmental cooperation to cover' the whole of Europe must 

be substantially expanded within the EES. The countries of 
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Eastern and Central Europe must be supported in their attempts to 

save the environment. 

12. The principles of justice and equality aimed at in the. 

Nordic countries, taken in a new and broader sense, must be used 

as a starting point in developing the social dimension of the 

EES. Integration must not mean lowering our sights on social 
issues. 

13. Balanced regional development in Finland must be safeguarded 

in the integration process. Far more resources must continue to 

be devoted to regional development here than in Western Europe on 

average. Decentralization of decision-making and executive power 

must continue. Opportunities for regional cooperation in, for 

instance, the North Cap and the Baltic must be seized. 

14. Finland must take an active part in European cultural 

cooperation, especially within the Council of Europe. The 

European involvement of the Finnish scientific and cultural 
community and free civic organizations must be given full 

support. Investment in furthering the creativity of Finnish 

culture and developing communication systems must be increased, 

to achieve cooperation with other countries on as equal a basis 

as possible. 

15. Finland must bring its human rights and treatment of 

foreigners up to the level called for by the Council of Europe. 

Finland must also take responsibility for the world refugee 

problem insofar as its resources allow. 

16. No economic space should be created in Western Europe which 

excludes cooperation with the countries of Central and Eastern 

Europe. Pan-European cooperation and its institutions must be 

furthered side by side with Western integration. 
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17. The CSCE process must be further strengthened. Finland must 
work actively to ensure that the 1992 review conference in 
Helsinki can take place at the highest political level. 

18. European integration must not exclude the Third World. 
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II TOWARDS OPEN DEBATE 

The effects of the present stage of West European integration on 
the economy and society in Finland are diverse, ranging from tax 
and social policy to foreign policy. The creation of the 
European Economic Space, which would comprise both EFTA and the 

EC, with joint decision-making and judicial procedures, could 
mean that some decision-making power would be transferred to a 
supranational level. 

Against this background, all future decisions taken on Finland's 
role in West European integration will be more far-reaching than 

those connected with the EC free trade agreement. 

In this situation, decision-makers, organizations and citizens 
are expected to familiarize themselves with matters pertaining to 
integration and to debate policy freely. This requires from the 
government, in particular, open-minded preparation and active 

dissemination of information. 

The Integration Work Group of the Finnish Institute of 
International Affairs proposes the following lines of action: 

1. Parliament should be regularly provided with information and 
opportunities to discuss and take a stand on matters concerning 

integration. A special integration committee should be 
established in Parliament. 

2. As actual negotiations between EFTA and the EC begin, the 

basis for preparatory work should be enlarged to give equal 
representation to various citizens' groups and organizations in 

Finland. 
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3. Research and surveys on the economic, political and social 
effects of integration should be increased considerably. 

6 

4. Parties, unions and professional organizations, the scientific 
and cultural community and free civic organizations should 
improve their readiness for and further European participation on 
all levels. The government should subsidize the involvement of 

organizations whose resources for international operations are 

limited. 

5. Study of European languages at schools and adult education 
institutions should be increased. 

6. Finnish corporations -also those operating only on the 

domestic market - should develop a strategy vis A vis 

integration. 
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The Specific West Kuropean Contribution In Shaping l'utur·e East WP.st lt<>l!iliuu,; 

Adrlan f!ycte-P~ Ice end WIll I~:~ m w,. 1 b•.<= 

!:he S 1 r:i1 tPg le concerns of: Wes ten:U~YJ:Qii" 

'Wt~::>tG:rn Europe was defined by the av1:>lution of East-W."l!:-;t. l"alal.lottS tn th~ 

yt>rJ(··.:; i:!tmedi'lt8ly after World War Two. lt was the twr..J '~l.lf.Ji::!r-pow~->.re'·~, who 

irnp<'l·:;n~ 1:hr::'! n•'::!W pattern of confrontRttnn and coopt!nJtiiJIJ un FurnpP.. 

"!:hA ~j.':):;;t E-:1.T1'1pean COUntries, tO 8 far gn:~ah~r extent i;l\iJfl ~h':?1r· t-:sst ~:1ln>pe~n 

coun t.ArpA;- ts. were never- en t·ine· ly pass lve ar:tor.s. The :.; i x t(;.~Jt ~".:.··.>uu !.r· il::!'=' wh lt.:h 

met ot the tnvi.totion of Fran~e r.ind the United k.inp;dom 1n .l11iy lY4/, 1.•) P:~pual 

':•:> t.h•::! lr18.r·:.:.;hall Plan by .establlsh.tnp; thP or.~r-;c, rlict not s~t= Lltr.:i.r IJI_t.iuiJ~ os e 

:..impJQ a-:-.r~cpt~n,~e of American domination, but 8S a merms of r ... 1-~~~tablbhinr, 

th1?ir· 2conomir: security in collaboration with the !Jnited Sl,,.ite::::. M.Sd!I.Jfl!un, 

t.~undll!l~ r. 1=: 'Plan' three years later, recommendP.d 1 t t' 1r'::; t. and f(H"ii.!mo::; t 1Jn 

s:p.r-rwlt(" p;rnrmd<;';- as the whole~ thrust of Monne:t':, post-v.!ar o;;ff,:>rt hn.j ln~j~r:ate,j. 

'h:~r.;r qrJI!:! ld paix puisse vre.iment courir sa chance, 11 feut (l'.,hnrd lllJ'il :{ ait 

un Curop8'. 

wr:~::. !.r:t 11 Eut-op~•s sa cur 1 ty concerns in the lste 1 IJ40s ~re re .jespera te ly 

depende>n t on A mer lean support. But the tr pr lr:>r 1 t te" w"r" nov<>r "n Uno ly 

111en t to.:d w Hli those of the 1r tr-ansatlantic pr-o tee tor. The'E! WBre, f rorn r!·1e 

'"'"'"t, sp<~<cfff.c West European concerns: largely !mpllclt. even tncGh~rent, tt1en. 

IKt L far· mon: "xpl!cit today. They indud<>:-

1 )8. pn~oc:cupat1on ,With the positi1;)n of Garmany 1 its futur~,:! pt1litkal 

:::i lr-JJc lun~ and economic strength, (f.lr more RCU tl=! than +:hr:t t of thP. more 

distant Americans. 

~:.>concer-n for the f.uture of -thr~ countrie5 of East Contrnl r.uropP: n•1t. only 

>Jo pdr·t of the political and lrler:>lnglcal strugp;le between East and West 

b\lt. n.ro (";nuntrfes wtth which they hed natural sac ia l 13.nd ~r:nnom i~ link.:=.! 

temporarily cut but Inconceivable to abandon for av .. r. This appliad for 

m1Jn2 strongly t,o the nor·tJu·n Wa1·sa'v ?act memhRr~ t:han t.o th~ t,wo southern 

:=. t.!:l !·.e::.·- r.::~.=: it st·Ul does today. f'oland, Czechoslovak id cmd Hun;-:r,ary Wtln2 

~·-st t of 1 Wa::.;tern~ C~ristendom. Tht::: lt· popu let io•n~ over l8ppf'!rl 1n tn Wf!o·.:;tAr"'l"l 

--------··. ···--··----·----
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t.l.~;~(:;.-.C!: not only the ethn1c Germflns who remained but Fll:..() th'".:: refiJi:";~e::; 

,; "·ri m~-~~'"' ants who had left, and th13 new waves 1,-1h 1ch f ol/nwP.a frum Ut'= GDR, 

:!-...:'m HunR"ary after- 1956, e.nd 1n slower trickle':! tr·orn !;r:lfH'H1 nn[j 

,-_::>:.~ch:J::.lovak!a. Both Britain and France saw subst,e,ntial f"6bL·:-'h ~~·JUH!liJ!"dt1e·3 

::~~t.: . .=:! at"t8r the war: visible remtnders of the failures ,Jf pre-wrH· pc1lr.k.·~ 

tc- p:-o'Jto:c.:t either Czechoslovakia and Poland, ancl of th.=. ~:t"Jn t~· i:..1: .. 1 t. ill! I Ll1e 

i'o ioes m"~" to the allies' wa~ effort. 

~,) -:-.nncern to maintain stebtllty in Centr·al Europe, enrl th~rP.fc:-re al':io in 

L1111! ted conf l tct in Europ•! wos ·llwavs 1n pr in c. ip le 

t.h1n:t-::t-le ~-o American planners, as was limf.te(i r.~:mClir .. l in E'..tst As1r3, iJ~ 

oP~rt 0f hk pro~esg of containing the Soviet Unic·rl. 'Lim~l.i::!d' WO.:.H' w;;s .., 

·:ontra.dict.1on in its· own ter"'ms tfJ all West Europ~?an c:ountric~. ell !.he rnore 

v~vit":! Ft c:ontrad!e:t1ona beca.use of the destrur.:tion which r..:rJnvl:!ntlonrll w"r 

~.-.. =ld ~!":f~i::ted on th~rn so re.:ently. Any outbr~nk or figl1lln~~ ill I.,'O:!llnd 

Europe would be a dlsester, threate_ning tc escalate out of controJ.. 

The:·r! wt:L .. an unavoidable tension between these second ~nr.l thirri nim:;-

iJetween tr.e urp;e to restore 'normal' relations and. to rP.r11~r.ovQr Ios t. mar J.;q t~·~ 

.::l.nd thr.: c~...~ncern to maintain order and stability. Th~ str·ein!.:..; of ·J~::-;lr:t.iint~dtl•..Ji"l 

in the mld··':l()s led to disorder in Hungary. West German enorts to tjAVP.lop 

t.l•JS!?r ~:~.:•)n•.Jm ir..: links W 1 th their Eastern ne tghb1Jur:'i in the m id- 1 9GOs. ( u~ ll~d 

:.:ov 1et; suspicions and contrlbu ted to the Warsaw PaL: t de~.: ish)n t~..:- lnvode 

C:::edl(,slovd.kii;:t in 1968. West EuropAan purs1Jit of 1litt1A (1.;HP.nt8' in thA IYI()s 

RM 1 Yil<ls has therefore become a sophisticated and CeJ.IJ'tiol.t~ j::!x'=n.:.::b·~~ 

(:1:-H"Jni in."'. t.~rt among the va.r !ous p;ov~rnmen ts thr-ough EPC ~ tht::: EC, nnt1 thr~t!ugh 

b!l~t.era! contacts- with long-term evolution as;; the elm rAther ~hen short-ter·m 

Th b• <>ssent!ally West European approach had b""n h !A,,sP.d by NAT<J's 

H .• ,.,., I RPpOrt of 196 7 and by repeated NA'!"() r.onsu l te t Ions since. r.u I. l.h;,n, h.;:c 

b.;,•=" c;•Jm'' truth In the b 1 t ter A mer !can tommen t that the> E<Jropeans WD.ft.tetl t.•J 

pur·"::\ue tjj~ tt2I1Le while the A mer leans prov iderj deterrence I :-;p l "it t. i.ng· Harm~ l's tw lr1 

obJectlve> betwc<>n the two sides of the Atlantic. 

"rill::' pr imet focus for West Eurnpean security ln tt:r·e~ t.s hdz bP.e.n- and 

In 

·:..;pi.l.-::- ·:...·f !-~current anx1et1es aver Norway's norther-n bt.:I!"JI:!r- ~n.~j ov ..... t· ~-;oviet 

Psg" 
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=1Jt·J:V'Jr"}~:r~.-:;. ~n i:he Baltic:, the 'Nordic balsncF.l' has been undist;l_":rberi· -~n1i so f.=~t

~-~·d ·J b·.r.::{ -j~r s in the sac 1alist coun er it:s wh lC.l'l border t.h8 Fsa l t ir:. hr.1V~ Lil!··eu !enerj 

::o :j_j:-,~'.irh ir.. Th~ southern 'fl:!r1k', the Med1terranee:n ar-e.~. :~a~ L':-!>:1! 11:-'::i~: e,:,sy 

:_._, ,~·y··. tiJ. ~L- and much less easy to se; re~ upun 1::1 r.:uw_-t!r· Li-:-!d 1'1!'!'r t,)fH.L \.uw•.H ds, 

.!uE':lzl-3.vL:i 1:-um 1948 on was a common ?riortty, partly r·e::;r.:lv'=d Uv '='{.:onornir: 

·JSS:st.:m·:e ar:d hy openin6' West Europe~n !'TkH·kets to that country. (fr·nRr:.e an,j 

';L:: ko:y )·d:HI~ been the focus for repeatod crises, contaitled within t.!lP fr-l'!mP.work 

of ~!ATO l . .illd -to a much lesser extent- within the vur·io1;s West Eurr.·pean 

orp;a:~Jz-'itirms, t'rnm the Council of Europe, as a symbolir-: f'onn!l tor dL'moc:ral.k 

r-Rpr'?.S0:1tM :. ~(~nl to the EC. The French Government. at.h:mpt~d tu pe:·:::u~de 1 ts 

.-~lli-=::=. in l:he tat~ 1950s that the Algerian civil war wBs a t.hr-·::::a.t hJ lhe '1'1,.:.'!::.~" •• 

ar:d w.J..; rebuffed on this 'out of araa' conflict. British o.nd F\·t::ru:.:h .J.Cttort t3t 

S;_;~z l~L 1956 w-as unsuppOrted by the 11nitac:t Stetes. For mo:=.t r.1f tlv::: 196021 r::tflrj 

1970s M.::·:l.l.:.erranean security was guaranteed by th.A United Stnt.~2::.;, with Fr-".lnt:t: 

,;;: t""J:"!fl t·em•.::v~ from the Alliance and Italy• its only s1gnif1cant. partner. 

Dr.!vr:lopmunt:::. in the 1980s- intervention in the Lebanon,. the :31no1's peacekeepln~ 

ft_!rc'=, mine~wt:::eping operations in the Red Sea, and the 8SS1.~nmflnt ,-,f .; ne~·mn.n 

tjes trr1yer group to the Med 1terranean--· suggest: that th b-:-, mny nmv be t:hanB' in~;. 

But tt>'lt ls a major question for this confeno>nce. 

It:!!'~dJs IJ]! lea I ~xper !ence 

Th,:;: fir~t independent West European detente initiA.tivo tn F.a:.;t-We:~t 

rr~Jaf.ions following the stabilisatton of the Eur-opean ser.::•;r!ty ur·d'=r· WrJ:-: thilt. rJf 

Dt:: Cr:J!Jlk. The fallut'e of hts emdeavour to forge a Europo 'from thi:! Atlantic tn 

'the Urah.·.', however, was not due to Eastern tectturnity, bu-t because nf a lack 

'='~' We·:.t.ern ·:=.!.lpport. 

Tl~t:: :.;.ec•.Jnd initiative was Launched by successive West Uerm~n \Jovr:wnmP.nts 

from the \a. te 1960s. It proved successfu 1 because it 1.:1th levf:,j in Lr·u.- b l1Jc 

~11pnort ~nd !ntra··bloc compromise, both through NATO (from t.h" H>~rm•>l R8porl 

t.'i'lWrds, whkh ~·~~-ved as the basis for Fl nF.'!w conceptual unJty for West.er·n policy 

. towards the Socialist COIII!llun!ty) and thB rcPC (Which at the OIJ\3"'t appeu!le•j l•J 

Lh'= G~nu.:u:~ above all for the muJtl .. lateral cover· tt offtned fc~r +_he FRG':s::; 

().-; tp·~! ft lk~. At the same time, th<:' r~l~'s Ostpolit1k was supplement.eij '>y 

superpower cooperation, l!nklng European ~nd global d,;,tente. 
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~ .. 1;;0pA.;:~:1 detente in the 1970s was anchured in the vllr lC•I.J·":: '~'-'::' tw~r trfl?,c IJt 

t.L-::: t':t!·ly ::::eventies and in t.he Helsinki Cnnten~nc•::O er 197~;1 Wl!idl ~1-:'r·v~rJ o:.:, !? 

=.-_lrTt_~,~~ ::e.<:~.r.El treaty. 

·re la t lc:-ts in Europe. 

=!r-nt" ir-..:; \l,lp·;-!: European governments to d~.VQ lop the k new con:::;;u 1 ~-•.:i L ~v~: !J!'"uU:!dun::= 

·3~-·J=.;w~ -'3. ?fOcess in what the USA was pn=?parE=!d to let tl11-i! F::Ir(-,pP-an::- t.ak.·:. th~:: 

le-J.J. ·:·ne us et u lness of the Ct::CE was pnrt fclJJf)r !y mR.rked in th~~ ·~?.t:- !~' ~ ii:Jht i~~-~, 

•Nh:::: !r. ;wT:iri>:?d a crw:ial forum for continuing Eiist··West di~lo~H~ t.t'd .... Gil?;\1 t.h~ 

~..J,-;;·:;t, r~ri-"Jrl lif what has been called 'tll8 Second Cold WFtr·· (~-n~~(! H.;l)filRV!. 

1-=.S.:.U~i:.:: fui· Lh~ future conduct of West European policy toward::. th~""-! Eas:t.. Fir.s.t., 

-::h..:.t tnt.c-r"-bl . .JC ralo.t1on!:l d!:!:pend on w. modicum of lntr.J-blot~. r:on·7.r"~r-,•.:,tJs ;~nd 

Unilateral initiatives from wttr.in either bl•='C ar<e •.tnl.il{ely to be 

:5'.\f:l~·:::·s:l fu 1, v..rh8raas int iat ives pursued i.n a mu It l.la tera l fr.9.m~wnrk hnv~ mnr~~ 

•.:h~!ii.•.~ r.f .:l•:hi~ving results. Secondly, thR.t P.'lW~I stA.bility for hot.h ;::tlll~n,-:e.;;; 

\·-, 9.:;.::;··m r ~~ l for the East-West d 1~;: logue to produce rP.SIJ! ts . 

. jest.abll!·;;uUon or dlv!d!ng the ~pponenb alliance relaticmc;hip'" ar~ ultimatdy 

f_('IJl, L1:1· pr·ud:JJ .. :: t ivfi: and threaten the European s:.ocur i ty ordor. ':='•}'~· tf:lm il7. ·-; t~h i l i ty 

-;nd r:t. equ!!. J.br 1:;m between the two bloc~ is a vital proragu i~~ i b:~: for F.R~t.·· W G~. t 

~-:nopo:::w . ., t, ion 13nd understand tng. Thirdly, that in terms of W8st l'.uropean 

r)stpolitlA, th~ crucial axis 1s the Franco-FRG relationship. 

e:<j ... d:Jn:d in greater deta 1l be low. 

The ~a t.e S;;vo?.J.lU!"_'>_.~nd Early Eight 1es 

8)' '.1,<: end of the 1970s, Eti,;t-Wee;t r.et•mt.e hed bep;un ,_,J fait"'"· 

In b!lt-•':"!c t lng ty enough, however, it became o.pparen t thu i t~.(! 1··-·~o t'.·o; r!l'!>. r.~r~t.~ r,ocl 

~ unl{ !n Eun~pe in the seventies ~.woved strong enough to we a. ther th~ d1. t ll winds 

i)Jowln~. fr·•-'m both the East and the West. Despite the tensions <cdu.s"'d by the 

Eut u-m ~r:!Z t j("t dC!p loym~n ts and the ?o 113h 2r !~!!!I th.t!! unri~\· J.ytnf:: t·~a.sou:b f t:n llu:!! 

er.:..:~i· ... Ht wi det~mte la~ with deve~oprrn=mts out::1df~ of EurapP., in Afric:o, Gentr·.al 

Am~"~rfr:a, S•..i'.lth-East Asia a.nd the Middle Eeo:::t, and thb; affecte-d th,:;:; ~rlpAr·powecs 

mnn:·.. than 1t. did the European s t.a tes. As Sllperpower n: la t itJns w~n ~ in to 1jeep .. 

fr·eez~:= ~n !983-,54. tensions within the t.wo allidnce sys:t.o.m~ mo~mt.ed i:i.= e~ch 

--------·-------
Paga ~ 
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~:...:~:::=1 ~".J~··~:· ::::ought t1:~ rally its f::urop€!an al!.h'5 b@h ind a policy nt c:o:~ fran tat ion, 

W Hh.H1 the '-Ne!::t~rn A-111.anc~ there wen= d tspu tes over tlv~ IJnerl):l.'..l i. ·..J i 1-rs·.iS 

~'~>·1 ~n~ .;.n~, :?crmomlc sanctions, !3.nd ln the WTO there wer-~ ne.Jt.'=c! ~?:-:ch:lr1ges 

!':'Vn~- t:~r:>: Hungarisn-GOR theses on the rr..1~? ot' small Ftn•.i me!1ii11m ·;t,;_t~s ln 

n~.:..:: 1n r..:t i:·: t :·:.-s !"):a logue tn p_eriods of 1n tern a tione l t:ens ion. Th<? "t tr;:tc t l ve pow~?r 

'" C:~ten\e t.·J the E:uropeans !s most strlklnglv !llustrate'i ov r.r.~ c•>se ·Jf the 

G~R, wr: ich !~a1 to be dragged kicking and :.;r:raam ing in to the riP. tP.n t8 prn(As:; in 

:~·:;,l·-7:. :c:.Jt wc.ich publlcelly resisted the Soviet policy of confrontation with 

t.::~ Wes": in 1983-84 <notably over the is~ue of Erich Honeck.:r':; '..!iChi!'•Julcd vi·;it 

":;""1 ~.f::--. r·fKr~ 

i-'!'Orr~ ~he m tdd le of the e 1gh ties onwards, how~vP..r, tht=~. it: t.ernR t ione.l. c 1 ime te 

~-~o:.:. br.:..:.~!.ur: tc improve as US-Soviet relations h1lVe thawed, ~ .. Htd E!..tnJ~·~ h-:1s be•..:.n 

=>1..1Ujo:t .. t. ~ .... 1 ~number of potentially benef1ctal but nevAr'th~l~s::. u::-tsettlin~ 

r· trs t lYt Mikha11 Gor·b:3.Lhev ·~ elec Lion to the po~ t 0f Gt~nnra 1-

::.:•..:r·er.ur y .. _lf t.tH:!: cPSU, and the inttJat1on of e fer-reachlnp; refocm prf.:.~,~-l" umm~ in 

\!~ion. 

dr-:.~nuu -;~:,i~ation ho!d out the promise of a refor·med USSR whir..:h would o=ippt:ar iP.s::;; 

rhri'·Ot8nl.r.g to the Wel'lt, and al<>o hav~. great s!gn!f lcence for the o:.ME/1 orod the 

E:ln>pf7·Rn mP.mQers of the Socialist Community. The 'New f'nlit.k;nl Thtnktnp;• tr. 

!orf"!ign poiky ~lso promis~ to transform the Soviet !Inion 1nt.o a mer~e 

rnnp,ore ttv~ ond actomodet!on part tcipant In the ln ternBt lonB l system. A nurnb,r· 

uf Vh.::~ tern r:nmrnen ta tors· (for example M ichd.e 1 McGuire and S tP.phen !:>henf i A ld J 

hnvr~ ..;!so .-:\f"J:t;u8d that a major reassessment of mf tit8ry ctoctrlnB is under way in 

1.:11-! S•JV L·~ t Un. ton which obviates the ne~d for an offen5 ive .o::; trR t:Ftp;)' ep;~ inst 

Wps tern Eur·'-'P" ln the event of host !lit les breeltlnr, out. 

S~:~·:·(_lnd ly, Soviet perestroJka has lmpor· te.n. t imp lice t ions ftJr t::e.stern EtJr·opr: 

IJILrl ~r.)r r0.ln.tion~-:;; between the Soviet Uni.on and the countries of ti:is I"f:'r~ion. On 

hi:::, ·1·!.gt-tJnn r,o the post ·or GeneraL-:i~r:rP.tery. Gorbachev det:L~rcx:l t:hnt hi-=> 'fii·;t 

cwmnumcimerH' I•H:1:= to improve relettons with the fraternal snr.if.lli:;t nllies of 

~.:.~:-:; l,'::!1·n Eu1·opr~. It. appears thQt the new Soviet lea.d8:rsh lp w i~hf:!'!: t.•J. l!!ncourAge 

!.he proco:ss r;d econom.1e r-es tructu·r tnP.. .tn Eas to:r·n Ew·1)pe dnd 1n tho LMr.·,A 1n 

r_~r·:j~:::r :.u 1 -:du·:e the tmp11c1t Soviet subsidio:;:; tn th~se countr·ies awJ l•.:> han1co::.~ 
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~:l!.-i::::'!fi"..l·~l,_•.'1Ul dt,+~ractiveness of soct..::~.l!sm. 

;:.i•,.;t.:r: ~o the t:ast f::urope*ts to pursue their own national paths t_u ~~.>·~!i:lli~r:t \.t:>r 

·~:: u-~~ -.yr:k::;; say, away from soc1sl1sm!>. At the same t.imf-~ t:h~r;~ i.·-:-, n mnvA 

t('·.i-f,J:-.:!.: f rl~~r~;::: !n the 'blank zpotS 1 t.:)f hi~tory ~hc::th have- Si)lJr-=,j :::.ovtt:t-2a::.;L 

f.t:rr-•p'?a.n relations <such as the Katyn rnas:sacra in ~nviet-~o,~ i ish ,·e:_,:~t.ion.:>. 

•.·lidl'=- 1. 1.he~~:: ie~.vc been sul'\gestions: from leadtng Soviet s~ .. =·~~·srn>::!l t.hdt th~...: 

·:-c~:·~·,n-=·,1 pr lnc ip le' no longer govern::; .Snv iat-Eas t ElJropeRn 

1_, t=ll'l== tJ!"•.Jlr::.•..::t..~ ':.o ccntdbute to a re-sh~ping of the pol~ticel 

;·h~r·"'il;•, t.h~ underlying question~ of t.ranr..at.la.ntir' .. s9ctJrit? Dad economi:: 

C'= !.:1 t i<·r1'-"- t.ho ha lance of burdens anrj n:":)J..>on::; ibil i l ios b~tl\'e.-~n t.hP IJ:) and it:;

:::.J!··.J~:·.:.=!r~ :11 ~ tP.s, the shsr1ng of ou t.-,.,of-arca ~ocur i t.v to'\'=ik:;, the dei in it ion of 

., ~ i i~Jf'.·.-A stf'a.tegy and tha nature of the threats to be rac~d- i:ilr·-= a~,.: in r4r:.i~~~ 

;~-· I h.-: ~1..:1 f~~-=~. European reactions both tu the SDI and to the f<·~rKJFP!ik summit 

t-e( l~c ~ed .':\ growing unease e: t the apparent <i tvqrgences of U~) ond ELtropeutJ 

pr 1or it ~es. The looming problem of the US budget deficit now nvRr::-~n~dows tl-,e 

lJS (..:u:'.v•::Jr.tion.;i commitment A continentaL Europe. 

in t.he ·-•Jur ':.e of the early 1980s West Europedn gove1-r1mfm t~:; r.; trt::.np; thenec! 

t;lc~ fr ?'r..-)r-edur·es for· c:oopE!rat ion on fore 1p;n and secur· i ty po l ir:y, in r-P.~.ponse to 

t.he lr d t the que 11 ty of US a !!lance= leadersh lp. The LondrJ!l Repu1·l. and 

Afp.;hant~t:Rn, !r.13;n 8n(l ti"I(! r_';nnsth~r ·Col umbo Plan grew out nf 

Pcl-=~nn, an•j the painful awareness of 

the er ises ovel-

West 

~na..rj"=QU-.3.1:~ c.uu!"dinatton 1n responding tu them. 

!::ucopo.f!.n 't:J1.p; three•, end the revival r:.f 

Europe~n govPrnments of l;ht: b· 

f.;onf 1den t !a l Ill'=~ t ing!". F.!tmong the 

the Franco- West l..ier-m,:,tl ,;· .. ecur i l".y 

c!L•l"F".t!P, l"d on to the resusc!tat!on ol WEU, as a forum tlu·oui\h which \i)e 

• s•=r ir::>u:; 1 WAs t Eur·opeans governments could d 1scuss sP.cur Hy l.SStJe::3, frnm F6.s t 

West ,-,, "•'-tons to <illlance strategy and ar·ms control. 

By 18.36 WEU was again faltering, in the fece of contlnu!nf; •Hff.,cencec. of 

i.ippt-oa1:h f r·om with tn the French, West German and Brit ish GOv'=!'r·nrn(·m ts. .=mri of 

in t.~cm 1 t t~!\ t d isapprovs l from Washing twn for thA top 1cs t.H!!cu-:sed. Tr~~ s!11.)r.:k of 

t.lco= R~ikjavtk summit transfor-med th" s!tuatlun. 

Page 6 
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er:tiv1ty~ forBtgn and def'enee rntnlsters gave it:;; meetings renewer:i ~t~enr,ion.& 

Tl1e 'P la t fur m <.>f European SecurIty Interests' was agreed at tloe Ha tu" ln Odob.,r 

ThA 'blessing' of the multl!ateral WEU framework ·w~;s p;lven to naval 

<18ployments by the Dutch, •elglOII$ ~nd 1tal1~ms to the Gulf <an•1 b'f Lh•' t3erman•' 

to the Medit~rranean). And in the course of 1988 the nF!got i8 t ion:-3 on 

Por hrg""~" and Spanish appllca t ions to join were accompan l~d by c. ign if ir.iln t 

l':hdn(-1,·1:':=; in t.he emphasis _of Spentsh defence pol!c.y. AccGs~ ion. fn J. ~!'39, t.,rou.ld 

t.r'ensf<;r·m \his central ·front orgenlzatiol'l il'lto a 9-m<>mber bodo; of wtrich 4 

mr~mbt~r gnver·nmen ts <not including the UK Government '9 n:!~ ir:!ua! Cypru.s 

u.>mmi tm"'n b > had major forces a11d pr .. occupa t tons on NATO's souttrer·n fldnk. 

\!I<;;;;;_~ l;;urop•'"" Policy towards Eastern !;;_~_!:ope 

Dnsp i to> the broecl consumsus reached at the end 0f \he six t i<>« in NATO and 

th" F:Pc over the genE>ral alms and desirability of d.av .. Joping good. relation• with 

'.he •Eo::::.tct~n hlor.', West European policy towards the regi<.:m. diffnr·~ o:;!JbstontiaUy 

in in tAns 1 ty and direction. To beg in with, as has a !ready bo;>Bn mentioned, \h·" 

West. is primRrily concernE>d with the countries in the centra nf thP continent, 

r-a lit er LhBn th" Balkans and South-l:;es t Europe. Fur thermnr", w,s tem In t.,,-.,,; b 

ann R~tlv!t!es in theS~e countrieS~ var-Ies considerably, with the FRG nnd Austria 

pl•lyiag the most active role, followed by France and Italy I.And mor·e r-ecently 

P"'-h''P"'• t.ho;> llnited Klngdo!ll). 1\t the same timB, for some Wester-n Eur.opP.ans 

<abov" "11, France), an al:tlve Ustpol it Jk is as much about manag In~; intra-- b lo>c 

r·':ldtit:~ns as it ts a. reflection of an intrins:ir.. interest in l.he rQp;!nn for its 

own s"ke. Tht::!~e factors must be born in mind when c:r.:msidGri.n~ the sc:opf: of 

WRstern p•.>lioy towards the East. 

'"'Y Ji:cusslon of Western Ostpoiftik must begin with the Fed,;;r-•1 RepJJb]i( 

oi G<wm>l.ny. This Is because the Cold War division of Er;rope fr·lldured th" 

tcrr I tor-tes o;f the former Third Reich ~:~nd sp 11 t the Germ en people in t•> t.wn r i va J 

"nn ~nl."fr.unistic states and alliance systems. Not only does the F'RG Government 

ther·dure perceive Itself as having a direct lnter.,st in the GLlH, but it al:;o 

feed,; razpnns lble for German m in or it I as ln Hungary, Rom~n lu. the USSR a"'j 

Europe. The regIon has tract I tiona lly be<m of gr·eu t 

r.oru.:en1 t'J the C.Termar1s for reasons of trade. econom le in terOP.ndence, pu 1i t ir:a 1 

lrd lu.,nce and cllltural affinities, al'ld d<>sp!te the WestintRgratJon of th~. FRG, 

Page 7 
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t.i"1~ WP.:it UP.:rmans con t!nue to have an ab id 1ns- interest in the lanrls t1.., thG> it

(d, L. As f'r of essor Werner LInk has eY.pressed 1 t, the StaB tsriison of th" FRG Js 

fifes tbindung <West bonding.> and Ostverbindung <East conned !uns). 

w i Ut tt1~ fa !lure of Adenauer's PolJttk aer Sttirke and the I)Btvertrlii'f8 of 

u·,., '"'" ly seventies, the FRG ceased to be a form8lly revisionist p<wer in r•Jrop<> 

Que::..:;tion' has 

f.o1Jn if i cR. t irjn 

status quo powew. Cunsequently, the nature of the 'German 

undergone a process r:>f che!nge, in wh !eh the goa 1 of po 11 t lr.a 1 

Ms been subsumed wIth in the broader and long- t<>rm guec. t inn o I' 

~::tuLlbhi.!l~ !i europ!ils~he Frtedensordnun!f (a. 'European Peact..! Ord~·~r'). 

lr,dE:t:d. the division of Germany ha:s emergl!!!d as a fac:tar nf :;-,tnbility in 

th" pnst · Wl'lr t::uropean securIty system, and there ar·e f~w r •J>) t.;,, s f,x a 

rr~un t n~~d t~ermany in either East or West. NP.verthe less, as R lr.ha.rd Vine o.r?;ues; 

'·J Ger m~n "system" in which neither trede nor pP.rson:; r.Rn mow~ nm~ma I Jy 

l.Je tw~:en the two parts and where cllitural life is stitl'ld, is not viable 

•;v<=•· l.he long run. Germany's cultural and sclent1flc greatness In the past 

prerlRteO Germany's poUtical unification; it is, thu~~ not ohltp;atory to 

think of political reunif!cation as " means of escaplnp: the hems of this 

dil"mma' 'PP• 33"·34), 

Rt~la L ir.m::r. betwP.en the two German states have improved con!; iderab-ly over th~ 

pu~;, kw yeRr<o, with a record number of vb!ts by E.ast. Germans to the FRG; 

e;n1w ing economit:. (!lnd poli ticei link~; town ... twinn inR; and _broad-rnn-gtng cu 1 tural 

""''"""tl""'· Tha joint SED-SPD docume11t 011 'Common Security and th"' Strugg h> ,.,f 

!de" logte:;;' 6lso represented an tmportan t- If eontrov~>r:;;i~ J .. l•lnd10ark in 

p.;l!ttcal discussion and understanding between the two parts of G~rmany. Good 

r ~ 1:~. t it)n~ bAtwt=aen the Get-tn.an ~ta tes, standing as:; _they do in the h~ar- t~ nf t.ht=

corl t l!lt=ll t and an the front line between the wot·ld 's moz.t. pnwerfu 1 m i 1 i tcJ.r y 

•31lianr:os, c;..;.u tht:wefore serve es 8 model uf 'pcacefu l coexi.s tenr.:e• b~ twe~Dn Ea!=it 

For thIs to prove durable, both sides mu5t a~cept the polltk·>l 

;;ov·~ra tgnty and terri tor la 1 in tegr 1 ty of the oth"r; for the F .. d,.ra l Rep11h l k, th'3 

lup;ical c<:trollary of thh! is the establishment of full ct!plomatk relations with 

the J;DR and the reeogn it Ion of East German cl t lzensh1p, howev<>r nnp10 la tab le th b; 

Page (l 
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IdS:~.., t bP. domes t tea lly. Weg t German Ostpoli t Jk, therefore, tann~~ t be thP. pu:"'e.u 1 t 

ot !"'C"lunif icetion h! other gulsas, for this threatens the Eurapf.'ll:'l.n security 

:iV~ l.~w r.1nd wcu ld be unacceptable to the Soviet !Jn ion and Ge1·rudny 's no ighl)otw:::; 

Sl.lch ~:. Ft dncc and Poland. Rather, Bonn'oo policy towards the t:ast mu,;t aim .;t 

impr•oving the security situation In M.ftteleuropll, and foztcr!ng ilncl deepenln;o 

o>conorn!c, political and cultural ties with ttte countries of thA region, 

!'r~;nce, as a long-established nation-state on the Westr,or·n o:<.IB·e of tJ·,,. 

Eun.Jp~·'ln c-nnt lnen t. does not have the same cultural, ethnic and linp;u b t ir: t i12~-:-. 

l,u E>Jo 1.-C•on tnli Europe that the FRG has. Never· the less, FrRnc"' has p l'-'y~d .• n 

<Jdlve rol" !n the politics of the region. having had previous tles to Poland 

i~nd RIJ~sia es fJ1:1rtners in containing fir·st Prussfaj and Aust1·ia .snd thAn a 

IJn tf led Germany. For 5 !m liar se~ur! ty re,.sons, France p laycd a ko;>y role ln th~ 

~" 1 H. le·.: "1 the regIon !n the In ter··war per !od. A l thoup;h tr1e '}"u 11 id •:m l ic.y ot 

·e:twnpF ft om lhe At !ant le to the Ura ls' ct Id not ~ !gn \ flr.Rn t ly cl18nge the 

iJ' .. .dLI.h.:.:-.:tl m.=tp of Europe, France d1r.l succeed ln tha 1960·.;: in est,;,~blL;:h!rtp: r.:ln~~ 

:-e ln r: n1n:::. v.; l th t.•!Jth h!oman 1a and Poland. fiowever, over th~ L"!·: t dACJ9t1A French 

cu 1 t,_,cu 1 ..:tnd pl'i 1 it ical 1nf luence in the re?; ion haz been waning, as th•:! Fronch 

ha·.'~.! !t1st (•Ut to the Germans, both hecaus:oe Qf the o.ttfaclive pnw.=tr ot the F'RG's 

!H·Jr ket::;, anr. hP.couse of the East Eur·opE:an::;j' more fsvourab le p•:n:cpt inn of Oonn'·.:; 

•:•Jmmitment to Ostpalitlk. As a result of tttls, and ber.F.Iuse of Frendt 

unw!l.l!np;ne:ss to leave West Europaan Ostpolltlk to Hans-D!f<tri~h l}~""cher, it 

''PP~w·s thnt President Mltterrand's second tlilrm ·will w1tne~:·~ r,1nQwP.rl French 

In Let·'-'~l in !'.astern Europe <see l!arbara van Ow in the Sildt.leut:::ch" Zeitung, 2') 

o;cpt.,mher 1988 ). It seems that M it terrand w i5hes to see Fr;mc:o-nnrrnan 

Jnf lueno:e w;~d to 11m1t the dangers of !nstRbll!ty In E·Jstern Europe. ill '>rd••r 

t(_~ pn:w irln the most fevourab le- cond i t.ions for· the ~ur:cess of r~ form is t 

'·""lo:-Jvourco ln \tte Socialist Community and conventional dlsar·mamcn\ talks lr. 

Eump.,. AL Lhe same time, the french elll.e has continued t.a b<> Mx!ous- ind•>P.d, 

IJV'='r -un)~ iou.c:; about perceived lendenr: tas towardz neu tr·a l ism., par:i f 11"': ism and 

11upallo In the FRG. The c loseneS$ of Ft·anco-West Ger·man l"'.norti in at ion on 

"""'" i l.y ""d East--West relations !s thus lnt.ended to anr:hor FRG Gov,.,rnm<>nt·e 

fir·nily ill the Western ca111p. It Is therefore as much Rbn•Jt lntro-bloc rel~lions 

as it is ~:~b•JuL bloc-to-bloc concerns. 
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Par ~r I ta1n, Eastern Europ" has tr8d 1t 1ona lly been re l.a t iv~ I y I ow r;n th•.• 

Chamberlain'c; ~nmm•mts on Czechoslovakia in 1q.1il {'a 

~m~ll <:0untcy ·Jbout which we know very l!ttle'l :oeemed to typify the Briti,c.h 

'lu,~k 1)!" 1ntArAst 1n the region, except as a factor in tho Eur-tlpAAn beiancf::! 1.;f 

pnw~?r~. A::, !.ill island state, the UK ha:; hi~torically felt 1tself Lr_, ~t~ ~Z.IimP.what 

d L I. ant from the a ffa !rs of the cont 1 nen t 1n the f lrs t p lac<>, "M when ~·d LJ in 

!M::;. blo":lR:l 1nt.erested in Europe, it has b~en with WP.stt:?rn or Centr•j,l F.\..!l"f"1!'"' <~Pe 

~·ld.i·~n·; f'·?f tlr! t ish Foreign P£1Usy in the 19~. w .Wa tl""~ .;nd r_ .. Tup;enh•J I .. p .2 

i.Hld 12), NP.vertheless, Brita1n 1B role as one of th~?. r·our· Power· ·.=;t.atcs 

n:spon::.iblP. frw Ber·lLn glvt!s it a df.rect stake in East CAntr~eJ Europ~. The 

h:>Ush a lsb and the perceived need for West f:IJropean lnvolv~m..,nt in the FRG's 

Os lpL,il t ik have rnade the Conserve t ive Gov~rnment more i3Wt:~.r·c of th8 pn 1 it ica 1 

und ~ t.r6 teg l.c lntportanc:e of Has tern r:::ur op~, and in her second t.er·m of offlr:A1 

Mar;0ar•o t ThFI tcher, and her Foreign M lnlster Geo ffr"y Hm;A, began w> ~<.:I. ivc 

oroc:;r-lmme of vl·:dt!::i to tba capitals of the Wansaw Pact. However·, lhi:::i ref!Qc:t:::; 

u c:h"'lrtP./~ in :;lyle and priorities, rather than a fundamental reas~~c~~.m.::mt nf 

obj,ctlves. The goal of the British GovP.rnment r·emalns as b"fnrP.: to en~oun>f.:;'• 

~~.::on1Jm ir: .:~~nd poli t tea 1 r&fonn. to boost Br 1 t i!:lh trade in Ut~ n~t') ion, R.nrl to 

;,; limuta t" c:Flst. Eur·opean autonomy from the Soviet Un !on. 

rn (.ontrast to the 1b!g three' <West GeE~many, France W1U th" IJK l, l taly 's 

pr· 1mar·y inl~::1·es t Is not In Central Europe, but in the llalkan,; r.~.nd S~""~u th·· Ea·;: t 

Europe. A lthoueh In the early eighties Italy developed C!OS@. re la t!ons with thiJ 

''DR (with visits by E~t~h Hone~ker to Romo In 1985 and Craxi to B"rlin in 1986), 

f,,. t•,eopollt.ical r·easons lt Is primarily interested in Hung~ry, 'fU)l''-'"L;vi~ Rnd 

Albania. Jt1lly's role 1n East-West relRtions is also of interest in t.hRt, alon,~ 

wlt:h t.li~:: Fureign Ministry, 1t is home for two other tmptJrtant non·gov~rtHncntQ! 

ln,,;tltul.lon,;: firstly, the PC!, which has had an Influential role to 1>l"y :o;iven 

t.h1:: r.hr, l.l~H~i~ and at tract ion of Eurocornmun ism to 'ex i:=i t in3 .<:>oc ia! ism 1.; .and 

;o-:<.:onctly. the Vdtican, which has been ~ decisive political fc•r•:o t.hrnugt.out thn 

,-ee;icm, rn';~L notably 1n Poland 1 but al~o in Hungary, CzechosliJveklP.I end 

Y lll:?;C'IS ~~Via, The ,-.,-emergence of 'M itteleuropean' cooper·u t ion has udck•d " 

mglond dcmens1on to lta11an Interests, with politldan~ and rcl',irmal 

,,,_.l.horitle.s frotn the No6-East focussing attention on o;;tregtll"'ning links wilh 

i\ustr!M>, llrmp;ary and Slovanla. 
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5'-~g_i;~r.:~_d...l..f.f.~P.!I]_ti~tton M.d.._ .. ~azt-West IJe_leJtj_<_?,nf' in Eu(Opr~ 

T:!r::' r:.-~::;!?. of Italy illustrate~ onP. ot thE:- key feat.u!"r.::~~ of S.'i':'t'="-t·\l!es.t 

!-~l5~h-H'l'-':': ;r·: [t_,r,:•pe, namelr,. tha growjnp; rt:!siona! differ;:nt\.:=tti•·m i:l\!(_,1'-.'r~d. At 

l:h··' h·::)o:,t···t, ·)f t..h~::J F..a.st-West relRtionship h C.gntcal Ew.n:~pta, "'1'3 WE:! lJ.:JI.'•: fl!r-~~dy 

iwJl, __ ;_d_ed, :1:1t fc.w lhe countries on the periphr=ry, t.h~ pritJrltk~:-:-. _.,~~:! •:unf:,~r-n·:;; 

~~('H rJlfft·!r't:nt. r)n the Northern front, for exernph:~, D~nmark ldi':-!Ili.U'it=!.S \.Jittl i.h(~ 

::.,_:., r.r!' i-':.•1 ·.:c·n(:~r·n::: of the Nordlc countcies, and thJs r.:oluw·:::s it.s. Gr.t lt.r.!J.,.:: tn 

nl:•:k:!~r :J>:>t.'::'r·!.···=n•:e and NWFZs. tm the Sor.lth8rn front, Grancp <alt.lJr_,u,~h ;t t,c.o 

r10lattons with the GDR in the early P.igtli:IO:c-,). 

1 ~l· .. di,.;.,n::: in t.t1.e Balkans have a logic anrJ dynamic. of t.t1>:lr rJNn (rPt ~e~~·Unf' ~n(:! 

!d= .. tt::-:··i~~l: r.rJt:flkts and anJm.ositiP.S of the region). given 1.hat thP ;:tre;.J u:!~\i:nin·::; 

-:.wr.• 1 J.v-=t1. NATO states <Greece and Tur~kP.y>; two very <'Jiffe!-~!l!. WTO st.A.t~?·.:. 

•.Bulg.;(·1n, u ::.tdlt! loyal to Mogc:ow, and Rf.>tnanta. ~ r·ogu~ :..tat(:~ in all sur·t.~ nf 

(',(i'r!rt'\IJll 

..:..xp1,Jining why 

·~t:"J:;~~try, Jn?lr'lnri) hav~ been regarded a~ thA 'difficult.' <sometirr!~:~·. n:]-=:,., c:Jil·~d 

th~! 1 fv,.;r_n-.;-,~r1:') corJnt.ries in NATO and tha EPc. 

:::<!~.::n 1n C.:t·,tral Europe, thara ar~ different: proc~s~.;,~:; At \.Jr:a-k. f~n!-3tions 

b·:.+-.wr:!,;.~~ t,hr: l.wo Ciermany states clear·ly hF.~:ve a logic Rrll1 dyndmk nt theit· ,:·.·wn 

t!v~···r· ·JLtd .Jbov(~ of that of £ast-We3t relatiOrlS in genero.l <hr~nr.P t~'1>: f .. 1t·!r·on'11o31 

( .. -:cn!'~-:r 11 1..,1~ t.hA neighbours and alliRS ot the t.wo Uer·mrJni~~, sud: ~-·.; Fri3n·-=~ •.irtrl 

Au::.tria ctnd Hungary also have such p;ood rell:!t:f.ons !.hnt. t.~lk ·Jf .. "''n 

'> 'Jii l_!.:r't.=i~n' ln this; part of turope has long ~incP. becom~ unthfn.kable: Hni"'?;"·.Jf''/ 

!;_~::-N L11:J.,·y:::. t.>~.~ttAr· relations with its. bour·gools capU.-.3li~t 'c! . .-.L::·'.3 t-,.npmy• 1.•-· t:-·H;) 

\~~·!·;,' !_!\,.Jn it l1oe~ with tts 'fratF.lrnal sociRlfst ally' in tt1-: E"l·:-.t. l~orrlr.tfli-3.. 'Th8 

·:•:mr:cpl. uf :J. :;tl-atght-fon~ard East-WPst dJvid1:i! ln £Ut··op1.2 hRs th~1·c~fnr·~;) becum.:~ 

'::1.:::: ,;,_,; d~L•::r1 "s th1~ now widely dlscn:ditc=~.d not1on of <:J 'Lutalit~rliln' F..;~t8rn 

bl.·x. As t.ll•' blad-Bnd-whlte contrasto; of the olrl ntpolar world of th" •:nld w . .,,
!1avp. f.ld•2D, l.h~ various culturlil dnd polttic..:.d links whh:h h~vF. ~·utt.i."!r-nAd t.!H~ 

':~:!d.!Ji' ~:= 0:· t11e European continent havP be3un to reass~~r~ th.:::ms~::lvo·:.: t:rtt: i·.: 

most ~-l~~1[·ly damonstrated by th@ deba te"J tak1np; D lace abou !· the ml:':.:in inp; a1vj 

f'ap;e 1 l 

·~- .,.·-
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::::.~·,n1h ~r.r,nl'·8 ut the concept of HtttalDtJropa, whtr..:h has cnptur·pc~ r'ne im.:t~~inr.~ttnn 

.. :,f ir:d.':':·Ilccr.~J,-,).; /j,S far apart AS Prr.t,~u~ and VH:mna, [{erlir'l iil1•i /.~_a,rQ~. H~·-=t:(: .. ~ 

,-::·pJ k r.9 k,-,w, Th i=. p["'ocess of r-~g iona I r1 1t fer·ent 1.::1 t lon 'in Fnst- w~~ t r·.~ tr. Ln~-=-. in 

l::1n opt::: ~~~ .. 1-.':i c,wtJ-!er ccmpllc:ated the alr·eddy dHficUlt to::;k rif 11nv,.:.i.opirtg ~ 

I':'(HIHil,)n We-:.+: Hl.tr·optu3u Ostpol/tfk. 

I!J.\; .. ~'·''"'P\c . . ':>f WesLfulr:ollean Ostpoli tJJ; _aQd . .J.t•> L !m! tat lo_qo; 

it tPj'=' been su.ggested that the WP..P.t's mo·.st cffP.ct.ive ()s(rY-'litik is si.mply 

!;h-Jt. ,:>f PC'=::iell ting an e:l ternat.tve mod~ I of soc i~ta l rlRvt=~ lnpm8n t t.Q F:-9.·::;t:8-rn 

IJ:c:Jrr.\l~:jvP;s; •J.~ l.(::tnnir.t Albe.lkin ha.s ucknowladged (Nov~mbe:· IC).-·~~ .. l. 'lJ! mnn:J 

.,,;j.~::~H!.ific nru1 technologicel fields, capitelism has ganF.! fer ah..:w.! nf •r·:. '"Hll1 h.:t.~:: 

J:':::::l~..!!itL"'llly e:<t::~:l:!'ded soc1Bl1Snt' <.DF.t.wlsha. p.121>. 

··1~m·.J•~r·~f.i,: r'"'l,ght~ en,loyecl <to varying dep:re~s> by many ln Wo~.r.~rn Eurup(~. n.~ 

;..,n-:-il ~:.. +;hP tr;::aditions of tolerance •lnd op~n r.IAb!JtE! whic:h ~ave b,!!en Rn 

t:r:p:-:(r.,~rd: ·..:ur'"'n"l:nt. in at least some of thP. Westet'n libArFt.!~demr ... l,...:t·~·-:i.,:.:. h;jv~ o.JI1 

o::no~·~m~..iJJ·.; '-'l:·pea. l 

~:":•:j.>'=r l~flr..:!n tn t trm rJf 

tt) many 

tha Wast 

ln E::est. Eur'ope. The «...:ulturRi 

have c.eptured the lmap; tna li•>n nf 

!;hP- ~r~~-~~~.!gontsta 1n tha.East, whilst the cunsumBr goods and mFl.t~ri.·7!.L ~"~·~::1d';.Q 

•.:·! Wr-!~t~r·n mr:~.rkP.ts exert an enormou5 pull on virtually ~ .... n cl:=t-:.--;~.s .: .. f F.,i:it 

Youth culture 1s also heavf ly dept:nd~nt, on r.r-·~:·.ds in r.h•.:.! 

~~~~~"''·· p~rt1('.Uldl·ly as regards fashion and mu'3ir:. Nt=vertheles·..::. t,hR p(>!!t.kn.l .=.nrl: 

t:l.t!+-.•~r,1·~ p:.dJ !")f t.he WE!ist on East. t;P.ntral Eur·op~ is r-..:>t "lt":osoiute, ?f.iVP.n Uti:! 

·:)!,.,,;::- :::.:t,t=-·:.:·.~. i:: r.~~B Elj~l of the West'!:. nwn prr.)b l~Jms ot unemp ln;rrnen t. hQmr• !P.ssnes:.:::., 

)"'\~;!~··-=~ .j!-, hr.w~ certain 'legitim~cy r-e::;orves' upon which th·~Y i.i'1(l dr·,Jw, ~~v~n 

!.!:~~ v.Ji.jc •;pr-e~d popular acceptance of the Vdlut~!-=l of s0cial1:::m •:mJ +·h~ hi~,t! 

d~.~t"•::oc (.'f ~~j~ ia l and economic we lt"6re which r.har·ac t1·.H' ise3 t.ih:: ~oun tr· i..:!~: •-:of 

11. is clB·Jt, 

differentlrlt.::!d Fln-:\lysl:.. nt~ tht..! 

:tnp•..:!.'- t ..,f f.~·~~ WGst on Eastern Europe a~~ an alternative m1ld~;~: l ot :~·~·.:!I'\ 1 ond 

[.)f.> l. it ir.."' l dev·~ lt"lpwen t. 

!"f1b L.'":lkPS tu the heart of our prasent. 1;onr:~rns~ th.-.~ rel;Jt.l,..;n~.:.h1T"' b~twct.:n 

!~:e pr:~r·c...:-~:: of 'ui'=St Europear1 inteRrat!un f":'ln th6 onf.\ h.:~.n.J. 3t'\ri tr!~ d~·;,~lnpm~n!. 
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~""lt b:,-1 7-:t.-·W.;st. relstlons Ln Europe on. thA other. 

·.r:r.ogr-·:JtJc.n h1 Wt=6t~rn Europe, the b1Jilct1np; of El Eur·op~a11 pillr.J.l' ·in NPd"\'.~· '"'·'· th~ 

::.+r~n . ..:.:~h-:J:l.!:~~~ ut the Wt::O might be se:e.n t:t.~ Jl!:::it'lforcinp; thlo\l prr-!·=>Ant .SF:.oCl.Jf'HV 

):'!:!t~~t- irr r.:,,r·upe, whh.:h perpetuates tho liivfslon ot l~urope. This dilenw1d b not. 

r:':-v.:·: ;);.;. eal'" ly d:.:: 1948 SO'tne in the WAst wor·r-1~1j about. lht::! ~.:~~n:..:.~~ou8n,-~--lo; nf the 

tiiv1~1iln r;f lfprmeny and the c:reation at rival ml.litery alliances. Geoq.~·e Kemt,Jn, 

fe-r- ~.:.:•.3-!Tip~~:.!. w•jr·w:::J that, 'from such R t.rend of ctevelopm.:nt::-,, lt w•->uld hf~ h.;n1 

..• i,l.l ! ind "t:ho rtJa:d back" to a united •lnd free Europ1~ 1 {i.)awisha. p.l95). A::> 

ljr::,_:~r·:~(~ r;.:~nnrm has subsequently argw:!d, thP. prnb.! ern ts u·1a. t ;) Jl.!l'JUf', h br..th 

i:l.tli.-7r.~·.r:s tvm~~ formed as 1nstru_rp_en.t~ of policy to cope with !J~<.!r·,~~~~Lv(.::l1 •::z:·:toiTi.'"ll 

~.~-:..r.t;r··i.t:'l thr·,;:u.b:., they have increasingly becorne ~Q.q_-;;_ af polir.y l/P.t"~,w~~A ot ~heir 

t·~_;l~ 111 lllli-'J.nr..:·~ C(>ha!ilon and intrB-bloc pr.:ditical manap;-ement. Tht? Fi;:G t"l·..1·:.:. h;:id 

i'l>'f.: .. ::;t!ntt--;,gtat:Jon effectively spelt t!1e end rJf German r=~.-=.pir;;~ion·; tot-.oar··ds 

rPt.rn!t1:-:a.J:t1::!t. o.~ the Social Democrat!!.:: oppo!:~ition Arg\Jed FJt. t!1e t.im~. (ln t_h,·J 

-~ l.!"!~:r hand. 1 t can be ar-gued the t thP. r.nrrt:mt trends tn We•.:.1: F.urnpP.~''m se cur it. y 

t.llinl"\ing n=pr·~::.:~.:al the only realistic wuy forward, followln~ the i.WI"J-t.rack 

·::.iLr·.J.l.~:.];y •)f t:ha He.rmel Report. of sategu~:~rd1ng· Wester-n de!.t::~n,:t~ toJhll~t p1_tr·;u!nf; -.l 

P'"-' .llr.y c,[ J i.~ logue and peacefu I coopera t ton w 1 th the East. 

T"h~ :.:.;tr~n~.Ltu:nlng of WEU (if 1t can ::;uccessfully bo.= ca.r·ri~:1r:1 forttl~r-::: t.ll·= 

lmu'.~ Lu::. tn P.Coaomtc integra t ton und ~rowth rapresen ted by t:h':: F(. '=. ·1 '.j92 

;")r-·np;r-.'HIH!le~ mutuel recognition betw~en the ~Xand the CMEA, top;-nt.h~r \o.'i t!~ ~..:l•.J":.•:::t· 

i.1 J.!,J t~ .. ~:--,11 ,:..,;"jr~'r.-,. t ion between r:a8 t anti We·3 t ElJ!Ppf'?.nn er..onom il.~~-!) tlu-(Jup;h t:I"-311A. 

( in.:;<:n~~~-~ finri .it) i . .u !. ven turest the ex~po.n~ it.m of human and t.:tt 1 turn! r:on tac ts bv !.h 

thr-(.\lJ,"?,h for··mal ;.J.K"reements and througlt thP informal J-Woco~:---;.~::~:--, of televh;i,~n 
a. 

l-·~·~~"?pt. lon !iwl tu,Jrism; all these c:ontr t.b1.1tA to£'11est~rn Eurr.>pA whid1 w~ll •:-xort rm 

incr·~-i.::\lnglY ruo,.;netic pull on its .E:s!!ot r:uropean tteip;hbours. A li8h~.:r=:ttG Rt the 

!ftiJ-:i t 1·e.-:en t ~iot'liet Party Conferenr.::e warn ad hiS lis terner:::-. th..; t. f tJ i lur ~-~ ~n m~ke 

her..•i.J·,.,vy w l th Sov Jet economic reform would teart East EuropAnn ~:n~.tn tr-1;~~ 1 to look 

irH.·r -=-u::j ing towflrds the tr Wes t~n1 neighbours rather than to u::; '. c ~.oser 
inl.o:p;r~ttnn •;f Austria Into the !>C, whether by e6rly f•Jll me>mhr~hip ol" by 

.~r t·anp,~:rnef•L!-:-i l~tt.ding towards eventw:t l memb•Esh ip, w 1.11 ftH· thcr incr~ea·.:,e Lh·~ 

!.r)r(')-.. r.~f Ut~:: puil for Hungary and. Cz:echasJov;Jk1a. 

-----· 
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"!"hA rtiSk for West European govarnmAnt,s is to t:.oord in.<=~ t.F.! n:·=·:.e ·~ i.tfr~J"t'd1 'r. 

dimPn:-=J}(.Jfi'='· , _ _,f has:t-WP.st relations in ~llC'h a W!':l.y a::=. to maintrJ'Ln 1.1-tr:: r;n-Ar:Rriou·; 

ll..,)•j!tr~r-.: b.-·~t\>..'r.:!~n steb!ltty and change t~pr(:::;;ant~Q by gr-dd,Ja.1 pnlitlcGl •=Vt)!ut.inn 

Coordination of these sper. if tea lly \YRs t. Eur-up~.:-··:1n 

~"in 1.!·· . .!.-::·~ "''it:~, re lir:tes on arms reduct ton:-s, n1Jc lear and ccmv~mt i.on~J J. s 1.!"•'1 h~~}:, anrj 

'•.l:><:;nvJpt 1 o:ldlion:;: will provE tt1e mo~.t. diffir:ult u.nd d0.lir:l'lt~~ t;i· .. ,k ahanri, 

L:·\~.·.n·,·:·· W':'·::-1. Curopean priorities with tho~·= of th~ U~A ,).;;;; ;:;lltan<:P IAiJ.J~r-. Mw-.h 

\dl; ,-!p["~8f:d lJp·~fl the per·spect.fv8S dBd th"l prior ftie-~ - nf t!L~ rJI:~>: t U~ 

Ad m i~liS t.r·u I, ii.Jli. The impact on Wes tel""n Eurnpe of the dnmP.-st j;: 1.13 r·[,~\"'.; t~ on 

1.l.-:fen..:~.! ::;pAI"!IJhlK and commitments wtll complkate the tr·tJn::::;.:~t!n.ntic du.tll.l!l,uA, 

~·'.::1rttcutl3.r·ly if (as on earlier occasions) i.t Jr::r13.rls to ::..:tt"'at~=~.~ic r~-~r~)r·rnnl~t..ions 

wh1ch th·:.:fllias will be asked to accept. Su will the evolu~kn-; r;f U~~ p.::dkv ,,n 

t~d .... nninB·y l.r ;.:~,nsfGr, as West Europesn comp~nies aad govermm12nt~; .;rr:::~ pursu~~d hy 

CM~'.A PCtt.ci pri..::es hungry for Bdvanc~d technology. So may w~?-11 d!SO(':!·~~~m~•nt.s r)n 

p•olld·~~ t<owecd;, the M !dd le l:".ast and Ea:;; tern Med i terrene;Jil, a<. 1\nb- bt·an 1 i 

t .• ::-n:.:.. L. Ill~·. ::[-!ill •:war 1uto terrorism or local conf lic:t. 

WEIJ, il lt can. successfully prov!de the fr-amawork for· r:;liOntinrltkm .::;f 

:"'•"'• .. l .. n· i ty pu I k i~s among the major Wa!'; t. European gover-nmcn t.-,, will p 1"'ly ,Jn 

important role, l!nking NATO and transallantir. relal;ion<o '·'' t:PC nnd 

w lll the European Community and it::; memb;,r govern"'"'" to., as they 

1.:oa~~- t·J t•~:"ms with the lmmedi.ste.and "''fp!i<.:it dP-mands from 1:ht! F.FTA (:Jr,tr h.:::: 

in(:~ing t!'1e key European neutrals - for· a t"EYief inition ot lhcir r.•VJ<.:';! in J:l 

mi .. r·~:: intep;ret.et! W~stern Europe, and WtttL thR .less explicit hopo-1o::: of thj~ F..est 

tAn~.!-ai f:rJr•J(.l•=-an r.ountr-ies fClr c-loser ecrJI)omic relati.on.s. h1 a very n~.'il s::?ns,~, 

!.h'~ ArJ·:-'.1- iun::. t'HlV*= ,#again come to tho c~n tre of t::ui·ope; for t.h~1 (.cirrtilliJn i tyls 

:··~ . .:--.-;· .. ·.:-:::.~ to Utt: broader impl1catiori:;:; of_ an Austr' lan 6pplkat ion w i.i.l -::;~t t.h'~ 
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The Spanish perception of the challenges to Western Eur

ope in East-West relations were determined largely by the pecu

liar situation in Spain during the forty years of the Franco 

regime.A profound dearth of knowledge existed regarding the 

complex relationship between East and West. During this time, 

problems of security and strategy were not studied at the uni

versities; the various governments since the democratic tran

sition have done little to instigate such studies. This is 

due, in the first instance, to the fact that the subject of 

NATO divided the Spanish political forces, and subsequently, 

to the realizatio;m that pacifist studies were more profitable 

in terms of political votes for the present government. Nei

ther did there exist any sovietologists at any of the few Fac

ulties of Political Science. 

From this perspective, we can understand in good part 

the difficulties and problems that have hampered the definition 

of security policy in Spain during the last few years. 

The delayed exchange of diplomatic representations bet

ween Spain, the Soviet Union and the Eastern European nations 

must also be pointed out. This is yet another fact that ex

plains the partial removal of Spain from the debate that most 

of the European Community nations maintain on the situation 

in Central Europe. 

The Mediterranean is a different matter. Spain's interest 

in the situation in this zone has been relevant since the era 

of the Franco regime. The friendship with the Arab nations, 

the difficulties in the relationships with the principal Mag

hreb states and the awareness of the importance of Gibraltar 

have all contributed to a special interest in the Mediterran

ean region. 

Another sphere of special interest has been and is the 

relationship with Latin America, as well as that with the Uni

ted States. This latter, imbued with a strong military content 

permiteed Spain's indirect integration into European defense. 
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At the present, Spain's incorporation into NATO and the 

European Community has produced important changes, although 

several conditions have been maintained that pertain to the 

previous era of relative isolation. 

The Spanish Government maintains a strong Europeanist 

orientation in questions regarding security. Spains supports 

the idea of a European Union standing for a common European 

foreign and defense policy, . which it considers indispensable. 

Political and economic insufficient; 

the 

military 

existing 

autonomy are 

be necessary to 

United States 

autonomy is judged to 

disequilibrium with the 

European pillar which is 

itself. 

balance 

and to reinforce the 

considered to be separate from NATO 

From this perspective, then, one can understand Spain's 

interest in its incorporation into the Western European Union, 

with the softening of the initial posture on Spanish integra

tion to NATO. However, several problems remain to be solved, 

such as 1) the fact that non-integration into NATO's military 

structure would prevent a possible parallel admission of shar~ 

ed command in a European army; 2) the problem of the compati

bility between forward defense and the rejection of the plan 

to send Spanish troops to defend the borders of its allies. 

Regarding this last paint, it should be noted, however, that 

the creation of rapid deployment forces is a novel element 

and thus the problems of modernization and mobility of the 

Spanish Armed Forces should be kept in mind; and 3) the inter

est in disarmament, as was demonstrated by the speedy accept

ation by Spain of the double zero option, is also more highly 

nuanced at present, as are the role of nuclear weapons in Euro

pean defense and the "progressive reduction" of the American 

presence in Spain. The emphasis on solidarity with ·the Allies 

is a reality. 

In any case, the reform policies that are being carried 

out by Gorbachev and the results obtained up to now are viewed 
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very positively from Spain. In the words of the Secretary 

of Foreign Policy at the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, a posi

tion of "constructive vigilance". is being maintained. 

To finalize this outline, the special relationships that 

have been created with France and Italy to promote strategic 

reflexion and coordination specially for the Western Medi ter-

ranean should be underscored. Cooperation has also been acti-
vated with Portugal. It can be said that at the present day, 

the Strait of Gibraltar and its accesses, as well as the situ

ation in the Mediterranean, continue to be principal centres 

of Spanish interest. 

From this perspective, ~he focus of the Western European 

Union should shift slightly more to the south with the entrance 

of Spain to this organization. 
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TURKISH PERSPECTIVES ON EAST-WEST RELATIONS AND EUROPEAN SECURITY 

Duygu Bazo~lu Sezer 

How does Turkey view the recent developments in East-West relations, 
i.e. the reduced tension, the accelerating search for expanded areas of 
accomodation and cooperation, and hence the growing stability between the 
East and the West? Inseparably linked to this is the question of European 
security: How does Turkey view the evolving European security scene against 
the background of developments in East-West relations? 

These questions had been in the making for some time now, in fact ever 
since the dawn of strategic parity between the super powers. Two relative
ly recent and parallel developments have launched the debate to new heights 
and kept it there: The movement on nuclear arms control, more specifically 
the signing of the INF Treaty in Dec. 1987, and secondly, General-Secre
tary Gorbachev's innovative approaches to Soviet foreign and security po

licies as well as to domestic development. Together, they .have reopened 
the vital and interrelated questions of the definition of "the. character 
of the threat", the role of the U.S. in European security, the continu-
ing relevance of the Alliance's military strategy of flexible response, 
and the perennial inter-Alliance and intra-Alliance tensions over the 
role of conventional forces for deterrence, and the question of the con
ventional balance or lack of balance and what to do about it. 

This paper will be an attempt by an independent observer to summarize 
how Turkey approaches the questions posed above. 

I. East-West Relations and the INF Treaty 

There is no question that Turkey welcomes the improvement in East-West 
relations in all its dimensions. She believes that the signing of the INF 

treaty has made important positive contributions to East-West relations, 
but that the treaty is not sufficient by itself to create the desired en

vironment of mutual confidence and security in Europe and the world. A 
START agreement and a chemical-weapons-ban agreement should follow. 

At the same time, however, the INF treaty has increased the prominence 
and significance of the conventional imbalance, thus paradoxically breeding 
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more insecurity than before, particularly in regions where the NATO/Warsaw 
Pact conventional imbalance is acutely adverse for the Alliance. Turkey 
sees the southern flank as one such region. In other words, progress in 

the nuclear arms control field should in no way overshadow the importance 
of the conventional dimension. 

2. European Security Framework 

European security requirements can be met most effect·i vely with the 
active participation of the U.S.A. Therefore, the North Atlantic Alliance 
continues to enjoy a vital role in the preservation of European and world 
peace. Similarly, the strategy of flexible response should not be tampered 
with further, which continues to require an adequate mix of nuclear as well 
as conventional forces. 

On the other hand, in order to help eliminate American apprehensions 
and budgetary constraints, the European tlATO members should make greater 
contributions to common defense efforts within the framework of the 
Alliance. Turkey would probably join most such moves. However, if the 
European NATO felt it expedient to move in the direction of a sep~rate 
security identity and to institutionalize it in the Western European Union, 
Turkey would want to be able to join such moves, too. Clearly there.are 
serious obstacles to Turkey's joining, but she feels her resolve to be 
part of any emerging European security arrangement should at least quali
fy her favourable consideration in this process. 

3. Indivisibility of security 

Turkey believes that the security concept of the Atlantic Alliance is 
based on the idea that security is indivisible. This means that the Alliance 
should not compartmentalize its security priorities and requirements beyond 
the level of geographic and strategic compartmentalization that has been 
with the Alliance since its foundation. There are, of course, regional dif
ferences but these should not be made the basis of a new impetus for the 

enhanced political and military integration of one region as opposed to 
the further distancing of other regions. The recently gathering tendency 
to enhance the regionalism of the Center has been a source of concern to 
Turkey. Similarly, Mediterranean security should not be viewed as a 
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separate issue. These tendencies threaten to disrupt the strategic in
tegrity of the Alliance. The same tendency could manifest itself, 
dangerously, at the conventional stability-reduction talks at the cost 
of a globalist approach. 

At the other extreme, the question of out-of-area issues has always 
been a source of discomfort for Turkey. She looks at the NATO commitment. 
strictly ~.fithin the geographical boundaries defined by the treaty. Yet, 
she feels that NATO should review each case on its own merits in case 
of a threat to NATO interests from a third-party and in third-party 
areas. 

4. The Soviet Union under General-Secretary M. Gorbachev 

Mr. Gorbachev's internal reforms serve domestic purposes, but they 
would be instrumenta.l in reducing East-West tensions. Therefore, the 
West can reap benefits from "perestroika". in ind.irect ways as well as 
directly by entering. into economic and commercial exchanges. Yet, the 
West must proceed cautiously and must judge the Soviet Union by deeds 
rather than by words only. 

Soviet Military Doctrine: The declaratory policy of revising the 
Soviet Military doctrine from one based on offense to one based on "ac
tive Defense" has not so far been reflected in either the qualitative or . 
the quantitative measures of a military strategy. Soviet-Warsaw Pact 
forces facing the southern flank continue to be offensively manned, 
equipped and deployed. 

5. Public Opinion in Turkey on Security Issues 

Governments are increasingly feeling the pressure of the attentive 
public, in particular on the questions of A) The, hea:vy burden of NATO-

. . . 

related defense expenditures on the economy, B) The peace initiatives 

of Mr. Gorbachev, C) Uncertainties of Turkey's future prospects with 
and in Western Europe, and D) The possibility of being left alone in 

bilateral security relationship with the U.S., in case NATO is allowed 
to further lose its collective security mission and identity and Turkey 
cannot move closer to Western Europe. 
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Security challenges 
as perceived in the Mediterranean 

There is no "Mediterranean Region". The Mediterrenean 1s a closed sea, shared 
by different political, economic, social, cultural and military realities. In 
the Mediterranean it is possible to draw the borders dividing various, 
autonomous, "Regions". Therefore, there are no "Mediterranean Perceptions" as 
such, of the security challenges. 

some countries, such as Portugal, Spain, France, Italy. Greece and Turkey are 
formally integrated in the Western security system, from the Atlantic Alliance 
to the European Community, with various degrees of participation and influence. 
Others are variously linked with the Arab League, and divide themselves 
accord1ng to inter-arab and muslim parameters. Israel share the the Western 
European countries its economic links with the EC and its secur1ty links with 
the US, remaining however basically a Middle Eastern power. Since the severing 
of the alliances between the USSR, Yugoslavia and Albania, no Warsaw Pact state 
is riparian of the Mediterranean. However, Bulgaria and Rumania are Balkan 
states (and the Balkans are a "Mediterranean" Regioh) and, together with the 
USSR, face' the Black Sea. 

Thus, the Mediterranean area is certainly not "unitarian". It extends beyond 
the Mediterranean Sea and its riparian countries. ln this part of tne world, 
cirises involve the close intertwining of ideological, ethnic and political 
factors such as Islamism, assertive nationalism, intra-Arab rivalries or 
Arab-African disputes. The whole area , in security terms, is an "arc of 
crises" (to follow a definition by Brzezinsky). 

Strategic military planning and security policies are equally divided. Forty 
years ago the Atlantic Alliance was established, torning the whole area in two. 
sectors: a "northern" one, ma1nly concerned with the Soviet threat, and a 
"southern" one centered around decolonization and local crises and wars. The 
fading away of Cento (a kind of Eastern "arm" of Nato) has sharpened this 
distinction. Today, the Soviets see the Mediterranean strategic theatre through 
the planmng of three different TVDs (the Western, South-Western and Southern 
TVDs), and the US, while putting all its Mediterranean forces under its 
European Command, has established a new Central Command in charge for the 
Middle East and the Gulf. 
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No single Mediterranean power is capable of imposing its will on the entire 
area by the use of military force or other means; rather, each is a somewhat 
"junior" partner in a coalition with stronger powers. Thus local conflicts and 
local security perceptions are mixed with larger and more important 
international ones. For the past forty years, moreover, neither superpower has 
attached to the Mediterranean enough importance and priority, or invested 
enough resources there to become its master. In Central Europe, the division 
and confrontation between East and West have effectively frozen and removed 
from the political picture the traditional intra-European conflicts. No such 
result has been achieved in the Mediterranean, where borders between the two 
"blocs" are muddled and dubious and alliances frail and changeable. A "balance 
of mutual impotence" has been created, failing to impose long-lasting order and 
stability on this area. 

In Nato terms, a large part of the Mediterranean is "out of area". For many 
years, Americans and Europeans remained at odds on the problem of out of area 
commitments, with the US trying not to be obliged to support the dwindling 
European colonial empires. The year 1956, when the US effectively dealt the 
death blow to the Anglo-French military intervention against Egypt, marks the 
highest point of US disagreement with European colonial powers. 

This situation was completly reversed shortly afterwards, when the Europeans 
gave back the Americans the same sympathy and aid they had received in the past 
on similar occasions - that is none. , 

No common strategy was conceived, therefore, that could be dealt with through 
the common machinery of the Atlantic Alliance. The "let us do the best we can" 
and "if somebody wishes to do more let him" attitudes on out-of-area issues 
were already present in the 1967 Harmel report: "Crises and conflicts arising 
outside the area may impair its (NATO) secur1ty either directly or by affecting 
the global balance. Allied countries contribute individually within the United 
Nations and other international organizations to the maintenance of 
1nternarional peace and security, and to the solution of important 
international problems. In accordance with established usage the Allies, or 
those of them who wish to do so, will also continue to consult on such problems 
without commitment and as the case demands." 

They have been repeated at length in the final communiques of the North 
Atlantic Council meetings of the '80s. Typically the Allies recognise that 
events outside the Treaty Area may affect their common interests as members of 
the Alliance. If it is established that their common interests are involved, 
they say that they will engage in timely consultations. Sufficient military 
capab1lities must be assured in the Treaty Area, however, to maintain an 
adequate defense posture against the Warsaw Pact (the "primary" Nato mission). 
Individual member governments who are in a position to do so can endeavour to 
support, at their request, sovereign nations whose security and independence 
are threatened. Those Allies in a position to facilitate the deployment of 
forces outside the Treaty area may do so on the basis of national decisions. 

Out-of-area developments are normally discussed at ambassadorial level within 
the Atlantic Council framework, but these discussions are general in nature and 
amount to information gathering and perception exchanging sessions rather than 
to real discussions of policy options. Furthermore, consultation, while 
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considered desirable, has often been cosmetic and very late with respect to the 
development of events. 

The significant words of the Atlantic compromise are the following: "if it is 
established that common interests are involved". Therein lies the key clue to 
the difficulties, a clear indication of the uncertainty of the Allied 
commitment, of the different national perceptions of out-of-area challenges, 
and of the obstacles on the road to an effective and coordinated Allied 
response to crises outside the Nato-Warsaw Pact context. 

The most important factor influencing the security perceptions of the 
Mediterranean countries, therefore, is the coherence that can be found between 
the strategic aims of the major external powers and the local interests and 
policies. 

This factor could result in a kind of strategic interface, undermining the 
solidarity between Atlantic allies. The main problem for the Southern European 
members of the Alliance is understanding the scope of the "vital interests" 
guaranteed by the Alliance. This term has a direct bearing on the extension of 
American nuclear deterrence: therefore, it has to be used sparingly, especially 
when other doubts are growing with respect to the credibility of such a 
deterrence. According to the traditional behaviour of the Alliance, Central 
European interests have been considered somewhat more "vital" than the 
Southern European and Mediterranean ones. It is also true, however, that , at 
least in principle, the Southern European allies are currently guaranteed by 
the concept of "vital interest": this is the key pillar of extended deterrence 
for the Southern Region. 

Out-of-area interests are more "opinable" than "vital", however. In 1983, the 
South West Asia Impact Study of Nato stated that no "conceivable contingencies" 
in the area were bound to create unmanageable security problems for the 
Alliance. A policy of greater involvement in overseas contingencies, resulting 
in a de facto linking the Southern Region of Nato and out-of-area crisis 
management - even for simple reasons of geographic proximity - will inevitably 
blur the strategic assessment of what is "vital" and what is "opinable", 
dimin1shing the strategic importance of present distinctions. 

It is also true, however, that out-of-area crises are growing in strategic 
importance anyway, and that the American perception of the U.S. vital interests 
seems to be changing in the direction feared by the European Allies. The 
problem, therefore, exists and cannot be avoided. It has to be "managed". Thus, 
NATO will have to deal with the setting up of many strategies "a la carte" 
without leasing its political and military coherence. Differing perceptions and 
alternate priorities of arms procurement will grow, straining NATO internal 
consensus and efficiency. 

Meanwhile, the United States has tended more to inform its allies and seek 
their blessing than to consult, except in cases where it was felt that the 
issue had to be multilaterized in order to insure military support and burden 
sharing. Even then, reliance was placed on bilateral consultations with each 
European country, but with special treatment of "special" allies, in terms of 
the level of officials involved and the amount of information provided. The 
American consultation process before the April 1986 air attack on Libya is a 
very good example of this. 
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The United States has, understandably, never been very willing, in the course 
of consultations, to provide details of its planned military operations, or 
those ready for implementetion. The risk of very damaging leakages is 
considered too high to be taken lightly, and information is given out on a 
selective basis, and only if and when necessary. Thus, again considering the 
April 1986 bombing of Libya, the information provided by the United States to 
the British Premier, Mrs Thatcher, was more detailed than that given to French 
President Francois Mitterand, which was, in turn, more complete than that 
submitted to the Italian Prime Minister, Bettino Craxi. 

While considering the "southern" perceptions, therefore, it is also important 
to compare them with the US policies. There are basic areas of dissension 
between the US and the local countries, on various grounds, detrimental to the 
effectiveness of Western policies in the Mediterranean. 

The US are generally considering local conflicts and policies from an East-West 
angle, while local countries underline the importance of endogenous factors. 
Thus, while the US are ready to cash in any "American option" taken by local 
powers as an asset in the East-West balance, Mediterranean countries, on the 
contrary, fear this political polarization as a new conflictual element, adding 
fresh insecurity to an already troubled spot. 

American and Mediterranean attitudes also differ on the possibility of 
eliciting responsible cooperation from the Soviet Union. Nothwistand~~g some 
very short-lived attempts, the basic American attitude has been to keep the 
Soviet Union out of the Mediterranean (or to the lowest possible level of 
presence). More or less consciously, local powers do not consider this to be 
consistent with their long term stability concerns. 

Dissensions appear on the question of terrorism. The US considers terrorism as 
a global phenomenon, and it is certainly true that terrorism has played aga1nst 
the us and in.the hands of the Soviet Un1on. Still, terrorism is also a new 
manifestation of old regional factors that require both political and military 
responses. In the Mediterranean eyes the political factors are of paramount 
importance, while military responses alone can be counterproductive. 

summing up: from a Superpower's point of view, the Mediterranean is mainly a 
convenient line of communication reaching various strategic theatres, and a 
"flank" of various possible wars (from Central Europe to the Gulf). From a 
local point of view, on the contrary, the Mediterranean increses the risks of 
being unwillingly drafted in external crises, while local interests are 
somewhat downplayed if not simply ignored by the major players. 

2. 

Southern European perceptions of the threat are equally out of line with the 
main thrust of the Atlantic Alliance. The Spanish attention to the threat from 
the South, or the Greek concentration on the Turkish threat, are just two of 
the many anomalies. Each Southern European country has its own view of the 
Mediterranean and of its military needs. 

Portugal, while firmly integrated with the Atlantic strategic theatre, has a 
somewhat residual role for the ground defence of North Eastern Italy. 
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Spain, much less integrated in the Allied structure and planning, is 
effectively reducing its utility as American bridgehead in the South, and 
strives to maintain its traditional strategic "isolation" from the European 
theatres. 

France, apart from being a central European power of its own right, has 
possibly the strongest Mediterranean military power, after the US, but its 
military and strategic commitment in the area is apparently aimed mainly at 
establishing a kind of "Western Mediterrenean" sanctuary, in line with the 
traditional appreciation of the Mediterranean as a "flank". 

Italy is torn between conflicting interests and perceptions. It has a dual 
role, European and Mediterranean: its North Eastern border would be part of a 

.central European confrontation between East and West, while its Central 
Mediterranean location exposes the country to completely different threats and 
strategic requirements. 

While Greece fears Turkey more than the Warsaw Pact, the latter is also part of 
the Middle Eastern strategic theatre and, sharing a common border and a Sea 
With the USSR, is probably the most exposed country of the Mediterranean and 
the less covered by an absolute Allied guarantee. 

According to the prevailing Allied consensus, however, the Mediterranean is 
relatively less threatened and more "secure" than Central Europe, at .least on 
East-West terms. 

The Balance in the Southern Flank 
Nato 
present 

Land F'orces 
Divisions 47 
Tanks 6.203 
Artillery,Mlrs 4.486 
Tactical Air 
fGA 570 
Fighters 194 
Recce 112 
Naval Forces 
Carriers 4 
Hel. and V/Stol 
Carriers 5 
Cruisers 5 
Destroyers 45 
FregatesjCorvettes 58 
fPBs 64 
Minesweepers 63 
Landing shipsjcr. 135 
Attack 
submarines 58 

Nato 
reinforced 

57 
7.231 
4.956 

713 
194 
121 

Wars. P. 
present 

30.2/3 
7.481 
4. 511 

7 30 
955 
118 

2 
9 
19 
47 
79 
80 
48 

36 
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Wars. P. 
reinforced 

72,2/3 
17.736 
10.244 

955 
l. 015 
118 



According to the Military Balance 1988/89 of the IISS, therefore, Nato holds a 
clear superiority over the Warsaw Pact in the Naval balance of forces, in the 
Mediterranean. The USSR Mediterranean Squadron includes about 40 ships, only 6 
of which are major surface combatants, with 6 attack submarines, 2 of which 
modern and armed with long-range surface-to surface missiles. The Nato ships, 
however, are slowly getting older, while the Soviet ships are increasingly 
armed with modern missile systems. 

The Nato's numerical advantage in terms of number of Army divisions would 
disappear with mobilization and reinforcements, while the Warsaw Pact has a 
greater number of tanks and other land weapons, and of aircraft (interceptors, 
ground attack, bombers and armed helicopters). Qualitatively, moreover, the 
Warsaw Pact forces are in better shape than the Greek and Turkish ones. 50% of 
the Russian tanks in the South-Western TVD are T-64/-72, and the Soviets are 
deploying modern systems like the Su-24 Fencer, the Hind assault helicopters 
and the SS-21 and SS-23 missiles. 

For the Southern Region of Nato, the Allied military doctrine has meant a 
minimal role. If Nato held in the Center with conventional forces or nuclear 
weapons, should they be needed, pace would soon return, with little action on 
the Flanks. Nato's defeat in the Center, on the contrary, would give little 
choice to the Flanks but to accomodate Soviet wishes. Thus, Southern Region 
countries would have a vital stake in the success or failure of Nato defenses, 
but little effect on the outcome. 

• 
The lower state readiness of Soviet forces in the south-Western and Southern 
TVDs, as compared with the forces in the Western TVD, confirm the traditional 
wisdom, even if the technological improvement of Soviet Naval forces and of 
Soviet ground attack fighters and weapon systems could change somewhat this 
idyllic picture. Apart from some technological countermoves, however, 
especially on the defensive capacity of the Navies and the Air Forces, no major 
reappraisal of situation is called for. 

The picture changes more sharply, however, if other scenarios are taken into 
account. 

One problem lies with the very high probability that any war in Central Europe 
would be likely to trigger early nuclear escalation. There is more room for 
maneuver in the Flanks though - wether it is political, military, or both. 
Thus, if the Soviets choose to launch a military attack against Nato to achieve 
limited gains, they will have to do so without total victory over Nato forces 
and without seeking to capture West Germany. Such a war for limited gains would 
make Nato's Southern and Northern Regions an attractive target, and a less 
risky one than those located in Central Europe. 

Moreover, the increasing "conventionalization" of the Allied strategy, while 
attractive for general reasons, is also strictly linked to the gee-strategic 
features of the various military theatres which, in the Southern Region case, 
are widely scattered, far from each other and poorly integrated with the bulk 
of Nato's defences. The absence of a massive presence of American troops, on 
land, could further diminish the credibility of the Allied deterrence in the 
South (particularly in the South-East) and in the North-East. 
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A second problem stems from the possible connections between the escalation of 
an out-of-area military confrontation (e.g. in the Gulf, or around Israel) and 
the Southern Nato sector (particularly the Asiatic part of Turkey). Nato's 
South~rn Flank is not merely a regional defence line against the East. It also 
guarantees a strong Western posture over the Middle Eastern Region. In the 
event of a local conflict turning sour, or in the event of an East-West 
confrontation, the Soviets might very well turn to Nato's Southern Region as a 
target of opportunity and an indirect but powerful way for gaining additional 
political and military leverage against the West. 

A third problem is linked with the evolution of the threat, including indirect 
threats like international terrorism or the political utilization of economic 
pressures (e.g. taking advantage of the dependency of many Southern European 
countries from imports of oil and gas from the USSR, Algeria, Libya etc.). The 
careful exploitation of these indirect strategies could further disjoint ·the 
Alliance in the Mediterranean, helping to bring about a favourable outcome for 
political and military pressures. 

It is not surprising, therefore, if the general attitudes of the Southern 
European countries vis-a-vis Nato is one both of asking for reassurance and 
commitment and increasing irresponsability and neutralistic tendencies. 
Southern Europe needs Nato for its defence, but it is clearly dissatisfied with 
Nato's responses. 

A case in point is the idea, apparently quite fashionable today, of a 
"diversionary" role of the Southern Flank, in case of military confrontation in 
the Center. It is an old story. During the I WW, a high number of the Italian 
offensives over the Isonzo were prompted by the requests of the Allied Supreme 
Commander, Foch, to relieve the French and the Russian fronts. The favour was 
reciprocated, however, when the last Isonzo offensive did turn into an Italian 
military defeat, helping the Italians to withstand successfully the pressure of 
the Central Empires. ls this kind of reciprocity still possible, in present 
terms? Given the greater risks connected with war on the Central Front, could 
we assume that Nato would be willing to relieve the pressure on the Southern 
Allies with an offensive on the Center? Furthermore, it is far from clear that 
the Southern European countries could easily and successfully shift from their 
present defensive posture to an offensive one, even with American help. 

The perception of being drafted for fighting a distant war without fair 
reciprocity from the Allies, is certainly feeding the existing "neutralist" 
tendencies in some Southern European countries. All the more so, if the out of 
area crises are taken into account: the utilization of the Mediterranean bases 
and communication lanes by the United States, without prior consultation and 
agreement, increases the probability of irresponsible behaviour from the 
Southern Allies. 

The Southern European Allies therefore remain relatively uncommited to the 
common defense. The numbers are clear enough. 

p. 7 



The Southern Countries share of the global defence expenditures of the Atlantic 
Alliance is the following: 

1960 1965 1970 1975 1980 1986 

GREECE 0.32 0.38 0.45 0.51 0.54 0.51 
PORTUGAL 0.28 0.30 0.33 0.36 0.39 0.37 
TURKEY 0.42 0.44 0.50 0.63 0.61 0.74 
ITALY 5.71 5.82 6.56 6.54 6.75 6.55 

Spain would add something like 3.5%, if considered. France goes from the 7.81% 
of the 1960 to the 9.32% of the 1986, including however all its defence 
expenditures for the Central front and national defence. (source: G. Adams & E. 
Munz, Fair Shares, Defense Budget Project, Washington D.C., 1988) 

This picture changes somewhat if the number of soldiers is taken into 
consideration ( Turkey alone is granting the 12.61% of the total of the 
Alliance, with only 8.66% of the population): but these soldiers are relatively 
poorly armed, even considering the American military assistance program to 
Portugal, Greece and Turkey. 

The Italian "exception" moreover is only apparent. Italy's contribution to its 
own defence, in percentage of its GNP, is one of.the lowest of the Alliance: 
only 2.27%, for 1988. 

3. 

Could this situation change with the building of a European political and 
military pillar? The question is a difficult and somewhat theoretical one. Some 
considerations could be made, however. 

All the Southern European countries hold a bias in favour of Europe, at least 
in principle. "Isolation" from the mainstream of European politics has always 
been a major problem, for all these countries. Democratic regimes, in all these 
countries, have played repetedly the "European card" for strenghtening 
themselves. In the case of Greece and Spain (and in the case of the Italian 
Communist Party), a greater European defence cooperation is seen as a way out 
from the present "unequal relationship" with the US and a more acceptable 
justification for increasing their commitment to common defense. Europe is at 
the same time the main aim and the main trouble of the Turkish foreign policy, 
torn between its willingness ·to join the EC and the WEU and its nationalistic 
reaction against the present European rejection of the Turkish yearning. 

southern expectations and perceptions are not necessarily shared by the other 
Europeans. Could a "European pillar" be more oriented toward the South than the 
present Nato system? Presently after all the US is the only non-Mediterranean 
Nato ally effectively engaged in the Med1terranean, with considerable military 
forces. A recent decision of West Germany to send some naval forces in the 
Mediterranean, to help Nato to close the gap created by the American, French 
and Italian naval engagement in the Gulf, is a step in the good direction. In 
military terms, however, no real alternative exists to the permanence of the US 
present commitment for the defence of the Eastern Mediterranean allies and for 
the maintenance of an acceptable balance of Air Forces. 

p. 8 



No European pillar, therefore, could make without the US, in the South as well 
as in the entire Nato area. The European pillar, however, could be useful for 
at least two other reasons. · 

The first is a political one. The main problem of the Southern Flank is its 
·perception of isolation and lack of a clear international "identity". A greater 

European integration could supply both (even if it could have some contrary 
effect on Turkey if appropriate compensatory steps are not taken). 

The second is a strategic one. The importance and danger of the crises 
developing out of the Nato area is growing rapidly. Western Europe cannot 
ignore the requirements of world order, and European countries are increasingly 
asked to share the burden of managing overseas crises. Both the Western 
European Union (to be enlarged soon to Spain and Portugal) and the EC machinery 
have been already involved with out of area problems of various nature, A. 
greater European coordination would make sense and would certainly help to 
establish a more balanced relationship between the American way of dealing with 
out of area crises and the European interests and priorities. Such a 
coordination, moreover, could ease some of the problems experienced by the 
Southern European countries, increasing the Allied solidarity in the 
t1editerranean while allowing for a differentiated (but still consensual) 
approach. 

p. 9 
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MEDITERRANEAN SECURITY: A DUTCH VIEW 

A.E.Pijpers (University of Amsterdam/University of Leiden) 

Note prepared for the conference "West European Security Policy: 

the Scope of Identity", Ebenhausen November 10 - 12, 1988 

1. The Dutch defence and security efforts are, both in military-

strategic and in financial-material terms, for 90 % concentrated 

on the Central Sector. In addition, the North Flank plays an 

important role in Dutch (naval) strategy, and this flank is in 

any case considered more important than the South Flank. This is 

not only due to, obviously, the geographic location of the 

Netherlands, but also because the strategic link between the 

North Flank and the Central Sector is more direct than the link 

between the south Flank and the Central Sector. In case of a 

protracted conventional conflict between NATO and WP, the loss of 

Norway, and hence of the sea lines across the Atlantic, are 

probably more fatal for· Western Europe as a whole than the loss 

of Turkey. 

The Dutch defence priorities for the 1990s are fourfold: (a) to 

maintain a credible nuclear deterrent in Europe;(b) to realize a 

true conventional balance between NATO and WP (and hence to 

reduce considerably WP forces); (c) to reach acceptable 
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arrangements for burden-sharing between the US and Western 

Europa; (d) to further develop a West European security policy 

within a firm NATO-framework. 

(2) Rummel and Schmidt are quite correct when they write in their 

report for this conference (p.20): "· .. regional security problems 

in the Mediterranean area as well as in the Middle East seem to 

be only of marginal significance to West European strategrsts 

compared to those in Central Europe". And yet the security 

situation in and around the Mediterranean, both in East-West and 

out-of-area terms, is not altogether a quantite negligeable from 

a Dutch foreign policy and security viewpoint. On the contrary, 

it seems that security~related problems in this area, ranging 

from the strategic significance of Turkey and the Greek-Turkish 

dispute, to the Arab-Israeli conflict, Libyan inspired terrorism, 

or the wars in Lebanon,~ are increasingly requiring some sort of 

decisionmaking in The Hague. Moreover, in the 1980s these issues 

have caused the Dutch government more often than before to take 

rather concrete diplomatic, economic, and sometimes even (very 

modest) military measures. 

3. The Dutch involvement in this respect is mainly conducted via 

two multi lateral fora (leaving the UN apart for the moment): (a) 

NATO, and (b) European cooperation, in particular EPC. There are, 

however, also examples of predominantly national initiatives. The 
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Dutch offer to Egypt to assist with the minehunting operations in 

the Red Sea and the Gulf of Suez (1984) is a case in point. 

4. As a NATO-country 

involved with issues 

the Netherlands is of course (indirectly) 

like: 

Mediterranean (always a point 

the Russian naval expansion in the 

of attention for a country being 

itself the smallest of the larger West European naval powers); 

the Greek-Turkish dispute; the possible consequences of a large 

scale (American) RDF deployment in the Middle East or Gulf region 

for the balance of power in the Southern Region; the political 

stability in Turkey, Greece, or Portugal; the entry of Spain into 

NATO, etcetera. But, as said before, these concerns are not 

translated in any significant military commitment, apart from the 

participation of Dutch marines to NATO exercises like "Distant 

Hammer" (on Gibraltar and Sardinia), or the occasional showing of 

the flag in the ports of AFSOUTH countries. 

The Dutch attitude on these NATO-issues is probably not very 

different from the viewpoints of its European neighbours. The 

only specific point is perhaps the inbuilt tension between on the 

one hand the Dutch NATO-line, and on the other, an outspoken 

human rights policy towards countries like Turkey (and formerly 

Greece or Portugal). 

Since the Russian invasion of Afghanistan and the convulsions in 

the Gulf region, the position of Turkey, a cornerstone for both 
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NATO' s South Flank as well as for South West Asia (NATO' s south 

Flank-writ-large) became of urgent concern for the Alliance. 

Germany and the US have made strong efforts to improve inter alia 

the quality of the Turkish army. Recently, the Dutch government 

has decided to join these attempts, and to give annually H£1.40 

million ''structural defense aid'' to Turkey (as well as to Greece 

and Portugal) in order to underpin its commi.tment to the South 

Flank, and also for the sake of burden-sharing (cf. the third 

Dutch defense priority). 

5. More interesting, and probably of increasing importance, is 

the EPC vehicle. About 40 -50% (depending on the criteria) of the 

more than 300 EPC declarations issued so far are related to 

crises and conflicts originating in or around the eastern and 

southern shores of the Mediterranean. Since almost two decades 

EPC has more or less forced the Dutch government to take up a 

position regarding these issues, and to make decisions about the 

required policy-measures ( demarches, sanctions, fact-£ ind ing 

missions etcetera). At one occasion (MFO/Sinai) the Dutch got 

even militarily involved. These activities are in military terms 

of course negligible, but politically they are often quite 

sensitive because of the relationship with the US. 

6. Thus, regarding the (political and economic aspects of) 

security in and around the Mediterranean, undoubtedly a process 



of Europeanization has taken place in Dutch foreign 

to the expanding scope of European economic and 
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policy. Due 

political 

cooperation, and due to an increased preparedness to certain 

kinds of European security cooperation (cf. the fourth Dutch 

defense priority), a country in the North-West of Europe 

apparently becomes at least politically closer involved with the 

problems of and nearby NATO's Southern Region. 

7. The Gulf is of course not part of Mediterranean security, but 

their are 

instance, the 

obviously 

Gulf war 

certain political 

and the position 

links between, for 

of Turkey (or the 

situation in Lebanon), and as said before, operations of NATO 

countries outside Europe do incur compensatiDn problems inside 

the NATO-boundaries. The West European naval operations in the 

Gulf, for instance, induced Germany to send some ships to 

Mediterranean waters (while Norway sent a patrol to the North 

Sea). Such moves are keenly noticed at Dutch naval headquarters 

in Den Helder, particularly when the German Navy is involved. 

8. As a colonial power Holland had considerable interests in the 

Mediterranean. The Suez canal, of which Holland was the third 

largest user at the turn of this century, counted as a vital link 

with the Dutch East-Indies. Decolonization made of course an end 

to these concerns, but it is interesting to note that through the 

process of Europe~nization, some ''colonial" security issues (like 
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the balancing of continental and overseas defence priorities) 

have been returned to a certain extent on the security~ agenda in 

The Hague. 

9. Rummel and Schmidt talk about the ''splitting tendencies• 

within the West European security community, and about "regional 

and subregional differentiation" in this respect (p.21). And they 

fear that •; .. the divers pro~esses of subregional cooperation are 

. likely to impede the development of a common West European 

security policy•. This is perhaps true. But we see on the other 

hand countries in North-West Europe, large and small, taking 

political an even militari responsibilities for operations on Snd 

beyond NATO's southern borders in the frameworks of WEU or EPC. 

Not exactly a process of "subregional differentiation• as it 

seems. 
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1. Introduction 

In recent years cooperation between the countries of 

Western Europe in the field of security policy has in

creased considerably. The WEU has been reactivated and 

for the first time European Political Cooperation has 

received a legal basis. The IEPG has developed into a 

focus for initiatives aimed at coordinating military 

procurement programmes and plans for cooperation in arms 

technology. 

In addition to these multilateral developments it has 

also been possible to observe a remarkable increase in 

bilateral cooperation. Franco-German cooperation based 

on the Elysee Treaty has taken on such concrete form 

that other Western European countries have made critical 

comments on the subject. Great Britain and France have 

begun to take steps in the field of defence cooperation. 

Very recently efforts have been made to strengthen the 

links between Great Britain and the Federal Republic of 

Germany and similar initiatives in Italian-German rela

tions have also begun to take place. In both cases 

Franco-German security consultation serves as a model. 

All this is happening with the aim of building a second 

pillar within the Western Alliance, however, at diffe

rent building sites at the same time. 

An important factor underlying these efforts involves 

Western European fears of being forced to play a minor 

role in security affairs as a result of changes in the 

relationship between the superpowers. During the first 

half of the 80s Western European countries attempted to 

work together in order to lend greater weight to their 

common interest in the revival of detente and arms con

trol dialogue. Since the Reykjavik summit meeting in 

1986 they have become increasingly involved in coopera

tion in an attempt to prevent the superpowers reaching 

agreement on disarmament measures which would be detri-

1 
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2. ~aims of security cooperation 

A primary function of bi- and multilateral coordination 

is to bring together Western European interests in order 

to be able to exercise greater influence on the policies 

of the USA. It is also meant to reduce the structural 

imbalance in the Alliance's decision-making process 

(catchword: equal partnership). The move towards what is 

sometimes called "a more self-assertive Europe" is thus 

an attempt to gain greater public support for defence 

policy in some countries. 

The construction of a European pillar within the Alli

anca is to damonstrata a Europaan r•adina88 to take on 

greater responsibility and also to make the Western Eu

ropean defence contribution much more visible in order 

to maintain the USA's firm commitment to the defence of 

Europe. It is clear here, however, that due to the pres

ent budgetary constraints in most Western European coun

tries defence efforts cannot be improved by significant 

increases in defence spending, but only as a result of a 

coordinated management of resourees. 

At the centre of all Europeanization initiatives one 

will find that an attempt is being made to preserve the 

status quo within the Western defence system - even 

within the changed framework of the post-INF era - with

out wishing to pay an additional price for this. How

ever, Europeans will only be able to play a greater role 

in the Western Alliance if France is involved in a va

riety of indirect, ie European ways, since its military 

re-integration within NATO is not forseeable in the near 

future (although this would perhaps make things consid

erably easier) . 

2 
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Western European cooperation has been intensified sig

nificantly as a result of the disarmament process made 

possible by the superpowers. However, there are also 

other independent factors which have led to progress in 

the process of Europeanization. Western Europeans' con

sciousness of their economic and political role in the 

world has been substantially changed by progress in the 

field of EC integration. Moves towards security coopera

tion are thus also meant to accelerate the process of 

European integration and improve the technological com

petitiveness of Western Europe in relation to the USA 

and Japan. It is also clear that in the field of securi

ty policy a certain amount of momentum has been achieved 

in Western European institutional developments so that 

they are themselves having an impact within the communi

ty of twelve as well as in the surrounding region. (The 

number of applications for membership of the WEU and the 

EC should be seen in this light.) 

However, the single mantle of joint policy goals con

ceals a large number of divergent interests. These can 

range from different national priorities in defence pol

icy to divergences in opinion on concrete questions of 

arms control and disarmament (eg in relation to SNF) and 

different ideas on which European institutions need 

strengthening. The ironing out of these differences 

not only between Bonn, Paris and London, but also, for 

example, between the Central and Southern European 

states - represents an essential part of the coordina

tion process at different levels of security coopera

tion. On the one hand, overcoming these differences re

presents a problem for the development of a European 

aecurity policy indentity. On the other, however, the 

new challenges which have to be dealt with in arms con

trol and disarmament policy not only present an oppor

tunity to reduce the scale of the Soviet threat through 

negotiation, but also to accelerate the general European 

integration process including the field of security. 

3 
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3. The development and scale of institutiQD~l~ 

cooperation 

Efforts at achieving consensus on security and arms con

trol questions are not restricted to one forum or organ

ization. Discussions held within the WEU are aimed at 

this goal to the same extent as the coordination process 

within the EPC and the discussions held within the 

framework of Franco-German consultations. In addition to 

this there is also the Eurogroup of European NATO de

fence ministers (without France) and the Independent Eu

ropean Program Group (of which France is a member), 

The Eurogroup largely devotes itself to the task of mak

ing the extent of European defence performance clear to 

the USA and publicizing it there through carefully di

rected public relations activities. In the long term it 

is questionable whether simply presenting the defence 

e~forts made will be enough to convince the USA that the 

European contribution is sufficient. 

The IEPG attracted greater public interest last year 

when it published a study called "Towards a Stronger 

Europe", which was drawn up by an independent group of 

experts. The study presented proposals for a strengthen

ing of Europe's position in the fields of arms produc

tion and technology. The IEPG is also involved in as

sisting the low developed defence industries (LDisl of 

some of its member states by offering support to facili

tate their participation in cooperative technology pro

grammes (CTPs). As a whole the practical results of IEPG 

activity are not ss great as they could be and its 

stronger institutionalization through the establishment 

of a secretariat has not taken place. 

Using the examples of Franco-German cooperation, the WEU 

and the EPC I would now like to present a brief overview 

of security-related cooperation in order then to des-

4 
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cribe the interaction between the institutions involved 

and their compatibility with NATO. 

a) Franco-German security cooperation takes place on the 

basis on the Elysee Treaty of 1963. It first began to 

develop in the early 80s before the background of the 

anti-missile protests in the Federal Republic of Ger

many. It was then given further impetus by the disarma

ment policy of the superpowers. On the 25th anniversary 

of the Franco-German Treaty, on 22nd January 1988, both 

sides agreed to the establishment of a joint brigade. At 

the same time they also decided to form a Defence and 

Security council in order to complete the existing bi

lateral consultative framework, although no new respons

ibilities were allocated to this body. Both governments 

wish to keep their cooperation open for the involvement 

of other countries and regard it as the security policy 

nucleus for a future European Union. 

However, this view is not shared completely by others. 

In Great Britain and Italy it was greeted with criticism 

and even in the Benelux countries old fears reappeared 

about a Franco-G~rman condominium which could be harmful 

to European unity. The USA, and to a certain extent 

NATO, reacted to the foundation of the council and the 

formation of a integrated military unit with digcernible 

scepticism. It remains to be seen if ~ranco-German coop

eration will be restricted to symbolic political mea

sures or whether further concrete steps will be taken 

which could reR11lt in the foundation of a conventional 

Western European army. It is also unclear whether coop

eration between the two countries might not lead to the 

emergence of new problems which could hinder future de

velopment. 

b) The WEU is the only multilateral body within the 

Western Alliance in which the foreign and defence minis

ters from seven Western European NATO countries come to-

5 
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gether for joint discussions twice a year. Its revital

ization in 1984 was closely connected with the problems 

experienced in expanding the EPC to include the field of 

security; however, it was also made possible by the con

currence of different national interests, particularly 

those of France and the Federal Republic. At the same 

time it also opened up an opportunity for the smaller 

states to be able to exert a greater influence on the 

defence policy of the big three. 

tn the Rome Declaration the member states of the WEU 

agreed to discuss the specific problems of European se

curity and to attempt to harmonize their views. They 

agreed to do this in relation to the following areas: 

questions of defence and disarmament, political support 

for arms cooperation, and the effects on European secu

rity of crises in other parts of the world. In connec

tion with the latter, in 1987 for the first time at

tempts were made at coordinating the dispatch of Euro

pean naval units to a conflict region, the Persain Gulf, 

on the basis of paragraph VIII of the Modified Brussels 

Treaty and Section III, Number 4 of the ~l.at.:tiorm. The 

military operations of these ships in the Gulf, however, 

remained under national command. Nevertheless, this may 

have set a precedent for future Western European hand

ling of NATO's out-of-area problem. 

The "Platform" which was agreed in October 1987 by the 

meeting of the WEU Council of Ministers held in The 

Hague is a smaller version of the original French pro

posal for a European Security Charter. The central idea 

underlying the consensus achieved in The Hague involves 

the perception that at present there is no alternative 

to the Western strategy of nuclear deterreilc;'e, that us , 

involvement in Western European defence is absolutely 

necessary if it is to be effectively and credibly main

tained and also that British and French independent nu

clear forces are of ~onsiderable importance. Thus, es-

6 
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sentially the Platform reconfirmed old principles ~~d 

interests, and did not offer new perspectives in rela

tion to a further development of a specificly Western 

European security policy. 

It is also in this light that one should see the minor 

iruprovements in the organizational structure of the WEU 

(the enlargement of the Permanent Council to include 

Political Directors. the formation of Working Groups) 

and the endless arguments on the question of the col

location of WEU bodies, which are at present divided 

between London and Paris. Another problem which long oc

cupied the W!U related to the applications for member

ship from the Iberian countries. The reason for this was 

that Spain has maintained a critical stance towards nu

clear deterrence. However. in March this year the 

Spanish head of government Mr Gonzalez unreservedly ac

cepted the NATO summit communique, which included cen

tral elements of the WEU Platform. Agreement has also 

been reached between Spain and the USA on the question 

of military bases, so that it would now appear that 

nothing stands in the way of the acceptance of Spain as 

a member of the WEU. The example of Spain demonstrates 

the function of the Platform as a kind of filter in the 

integration process which facilitates decisions on the 

acceptance or rejection of new applications and also as 

an instrument for harmonizing different national atti

tudes towards the essential aspects of Western defence 

strategy. 

A further problem of the WEU as an organization concerns 

the lack of attention paid to the Standing Armaments 

committee (SAC), the three agencies for defence. arms 

cooperation and arms control, and the Parliamentary As

sembly. The council clearly only approves of the Assem

bly having a consultative function. Attempts at increas

ing public involvement have not found favour with the 

council. The main reason for this is that the member 

7 
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states primarily regard the WEU as a forum ~ithin which 

military aspects of security policy can be discussed in 

a discreet and frank way which is not possible within 

the EPC framework. 

WEU The 

kind 

regard 

whilst 

in its present form can thus be regarded as a 
of extension of the EPC which is selective with 

to its participants and the tasks it sets itself 

at the same time not being restricted by the con-

straints of the EC framework. One of its primary activi

ties involves reacting to the policy of the USA, and 

also that of the Soviet Union, in order to a9ree, if 

possible, on a coordinated approach 

NATO bodies (NPG, Eurogroup, DPC, 

which follow the sessions of the WEU 

at meetings of the 

Atlantic Council) 

Council. In doing 

this, 

that 

care is taken not to give rise to the impression 

it is a counterpole to NATO, but to underline its 

function as a complementary body in NATO decision-making 

processes. 

c) The main political focus for security-related cooper

ation in Western Europe is clearly to be found within 

the BPC. Even though it received a legal framework with

in the SEA little has changed in the way it functions or 

its structures (foreign ministers' meetings, Political 

Committee, Group of Correspondents, Working Groups) 

apart from the establishment of a secretariat in Brus

sels. A common foreign policy has not yet been estab

lished. 8y attempting to create a European foreign pol

icy identity, movements towards integration, for exam

ple, as laid down in the Draft Treaty for a European 

Union drawn up by the European Parliament, have not been 

achieved. Nevertheless, in Section III of the SEA the EC 

member states accepted the obligation "to inform and 

consult each other on any foreign policy matters of gen

eral interest" and "to co-ordinate their positions more 

closely on the political and economic aspects of securi

ty". This was the most which could be achieved within 

8 
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the EC framework and the long debate on the importance 

of security policy within the Community was brought to 

an end for the time being. 

The limited range of the security dimension within the 

EC was again made very clear by the failure of the 

Delors initiative on a European security summit. In 

spite of this the foreign ministers have dealt with as

pects of disarmament policy within the framework of 

their informal meetings (eg the one held in April 1987 

in Turnhout, Belgium). tn several official declarations 

the_Twelve have also laid down their general position on 

arms control (a reduction in strategic nuclear weapons 

by 50 %, the banning of chemical weapons, the bringing 

about of a stable conventional balance in Europe). In 

doing so, the guidelines for disarmament policy agreed 

by NATO have been verified by the EPC. 

Traditionally important areas of EPC's work are to be 

found in CSCE policy and dealing with general develop

ments in East-West relations. In the light of more form

al relations between the EC and Comecon and its member 

states it was decided at the EPC meeting in Ioannina 

held under Greek presidency to commission studies which 

are to outline the framework for a joint Western Euro

pean Ostpolitik. Decisions on this are supposed to be 

taken at the Rhodes summit in December this year. 

Further 

related 

central themes of the EPC in recent years have-

to the question of the 

should take towards crises and 

position the EC countries 

conflicts outside Europe, 

in particular in the Near and Middle East, in Southern 

Africa and in Central America. 

The EPC largely sees its purpose as using diplomatic and 

economic means to contribute towards a peaceful solution 

of conflicts and the reduction of tension around the 

world. It also aims to provide support for regional eo-

9 
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operation outside Europe. In pursuing such objectives 

the EPC occasionally finds itself in a position in which 

it is carrying out different policies from those of the 

USA. This has not helped to overcome the scepticism to

wards the EPC which has occasionally reappeared in most 
US administrations since the time of Henry Kissinger. 

If one compares the policies of the EPC with that of the 
WEU it would appear that a clear division of labour be

tween the two Western European institutions has devel-
oped: the 

North-South 
"nnper11tive policy elements in East-West and 
relations are coordinated in the EPC and the 

more military aspects within the WEU. The range an·d ex

tent of political action undertaken by the EPC is wider 

and because of its close links with the EC it also has 
an economic power base (EC trade and cooperation pol

icy). The WEU, on the other hand, is essentially a forum 

for discussion. 

The relationship between EPC and NATO could be described 

as one which tends to be mutually exclusive. The WEU, on 

the other hand, has close links with NATO because of the 
provisions of the Modified Brussels Treaty (even if 

there is a lack of institutionalized contact between the 
WI'.:U and NATO), The relationship between the EPC snd WEU 

can be characterized as complementary. The demarcation 
between the spheres of activity of the two organizations 

would appear rather artificial and in practice it is not 
always strictly adhered to. Because of their importance 
general aspects of security and arms control policy have 

become a part of EPC consultations. From the perspective 

of integration policy the WEU functions as an instrument 

of adjustment to the imperatives of Central European se

curity and defence. The scope of the EPC, on the other 

hand, is much more wide-ranging. Specific national in

terests, for example, in relation to increased East-West 

cooperation or improved stability in the Mediterranean 

region and the Near East, are taken up and discussed in 

10 
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the process of developing a common political approach. 

Undoubtedly, however, the reactivation of the WEU has 

also influenced non-WEU members' readiness to become 
more involved in the EPC. 

4. Stru~tural problems and national inter~sts 

The Western European partner states are agreed that they 
will continue to expand their cooperation in security

related fields, not least because it is generally ac

cepted that the integration process would remain incom
plete without the ~nclusion of security policy. However, 

a centralized structure for security policy decision-
11\alrii'IO' l!.e.a I'IOt Y6t .::l:y.stll.lloo.,..J <tuU L}.,, responsibility 

for defence policy continues to remain in the hands of 

national governments and NATO. 

Western European decision-making processes involve a va

riety of overlapping bodies and consultative arrange

ments, a fac~ which has both advantages and disadvan

tages. On the one hand, it enables a gradual synthesis 

to take place and facilitates the development of a com
mon security identity without at the same time injuring 

the national self-esteem of those involved. On the 

other, however, it results in duplication, fragmentation 

and delays. 

The process of the Europeanization of security policy is 

moving forward in small steps rather than in historic 

leaps. The different motives for supporting security 
cooperation, divergent orientation& in defence policy, 

the power gap between the large and small states as well 

as between those possessing nuclear weapons and those 

without them all lead to the fact that most of the ener

gy expended is absorbed in finding the lowest common 

denominator. The limits for security cooperation and in

tegration in Western Europe are thus much more restrict-

11 
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ed than one might expect in the light of the divergences 

with the USA which periodically. occur and the wide

ranging plans for European integration which are on the 

table. 

One of the problems holding back further progess in

volves the various political preferences in respect of 

Western European institutions. The three medium-sized 

Western European powers, Great Britain, France and the 

Federal Republic of Germany, have very fixed views on 

the subject: whereas Great Britain, for example, would 

like to relocate the WEU in Brussels in order to ensure 

close contacts between the organization and NATO, France 

would like to bring together the WEU bodies in Paris, 

largely, but not only, for symbolic reasons. The French 

argument is certainly important if the WEU is not once. 

again to become an empty shell. In relation to security 

policy the Federal Republic of Germany has mainly made 

efforts to accelerate the development of a European 

Union. However, as this has only found favour with 

France (to a certain extent) the FRG supports the idea 

of the WEU being a coordinating body. However, the level 

of French commitment to the WEU fluctuates considerably 

so that the Franco-German defence axis fulfills an addi

tional, if also limited role here. 

Generally it can be said that although most Western Eu

ropean governments are interested in intensifying coop

eration, they try to avoid any strengthening of the in

stitutional framework which could be of a more binding 

nature. This also explains their preference for consult

ative security and defence arrangements outside the EC 

framework. 

The arduous progress being made along the road towards 

security cooperation should not necessarily be seen as 

an indication of the existence of structural barriers to 

maximizing the effectiveness of collective policy. It is 

12 
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far more the case that it illustrates the difficulties 

confronting the institutionalization of cooperation in 

the security and defence field rather than demonstrating 

its impossibility. At the present time it is not only 

possible to observe a trend towards maintaining national 

autonomy in security matters, but one can also see a 
trend towards extremely diverse and complex forms of hi

and multilateral cooperation. It is to be expected that 

the collective learning processes which will take place 
• relation to the usefulness of cooperation and intew l.n 
gration will lead to a harmonization of national in-

terests and as a result Western Europ;,<on identity will 

acquire greater weight within the Atlantic Alliance.· 

13 
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1. Do European institutions matter? Pros and cons for a 

I West European security set-up 

Reflections about European (and other) institutions are 

often met with hard till mild scepticism about the 

relevance of political "forms", It is either the "per

sonal" (pre)dispositions of governmental actors or the 

"objective" national interests which prevent or promote 

(West European security) policies. Institutional "en

gineering" is thui not a vital factor and might be even 

harmful, if it is directed against those "fundam~ntals" 

of (security) policies. 

In a slightly milder version, the scepticism is based on 

the argument that the politicians in responsible posi

tions are insufficiently aware of the need and the 

possibilities of using the existing (West European) 

structures more efficiently. Necessary is thus an 

operation to convince and teach politicians about West 

European security necessities and the optimal use of 

existing channels. The task for strategies is thus to 

mobilize the political "will" and improve the political 

"skill". Institutional set-ups should induce and promote 

learning processes without creating "unproductive con

straints". The debate should be subject- and person

orientated• too "strong institutions" would lead to an 

overemphasis of legal arguments and unnecessary confron

tations. 

The role of institutions in general is on the other hand 

emphasized by different schools of social and political 

science. The major thrust is that - though institutions 

might not overcome "fundamental" cleavages - they 

influence perceptions, structure information channels, 

and develop "regimes" of common management of (security) 

problems. 

P.3 
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In our workshop we are more interested in the question, 

if West European security institutions matter and in 

what direction. One basic school stresses that the 

present institutional ~et up i3 oufficient to deal with 

all security questions efficiently and effectively. All 

attempts for a (West) European pillar are even counter

productive as they are undermining the present more 

efficient and effective institutional set-ups. This 

thesis is based on two closely related consideration5: 

one is based on the analysis that the basic global 

security architecture is still bipolar. The main thrust 

of West European policies should be directed to the 

U.S., which is still and perhaps even more the main 

interlocutor with the USSR. The main avenue for that 

link is NATO. Any kind of possible "alliance within the 

Alliance" might only reduce the efficiency of NATO's 

work and at the same time the influence on the US and 

also on the USSR, thus the effectiveness would be 

reduced. The other argument of the "NATO School" is 

based on assumptions that the divergencies in the 

interests within Western Europe and the lack of 

"political will" will make West European s~curity policy 

per se rather le<J::J th<:.tll muLe efficient e.r.d effcct,ivf1: 

the West Europeans are perceived as not being willing or 

r.ot being able to tokc up regponsibilities togeth~r. 

Experiences With the "inefficient" bu~eaucratic EC 

polici~s (see "butter mountains") only inc~ease the 

resistance to any communitarian approach. 

The opposite "European School" stresses that the 

"demand" for West European institutions is increasing 

considerably. This demand has two origins: one lin~ 

tries to "how LhaL l t on.;:.kC!!: c~nl':e to have common 

European efforts for improving the security of Europe in 

and outside the NATO area (this asp~ct is dealt with in 

other contributions to this conferenc~). The other line 

of the European School stresses the integration aspect: 

P.4 
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any kind of further evolution of the EC in view of 1992 

and towards a "European Union" needs a stronger security 

dimension. This argument needs some more debate. The 

pro-security line of thinking is based on at least six 

closely linked arguments. 

(a) Some "state-like" European Union automatically 

implies a stronger security dimension. No (federal) 

state in the world does exist without it. As the 

political will to move forward to a European Union 

has been stressed by member governments and 

parliaments in ratifying the preamble of the Single 

European Act this consequence is logical. 

(b) Any kind of a" European Foreign Policy" (thus the 

goal of art. 30 SEA) is not conceivable without a 

direct security dimension. 

(c) To these two arguments which are deductions of 

broadly stated (and therefore quite vague) 

political goals other arguments stress inductive 

spill-over processes from real trends of integra

tion processes. 

(d) Faced with new general foreign policy challenges 

the West European process needs or at least will 

lead - by a "spill-over process" - to a security 

competence. Interdependent problems cannot be 

artificially split up in several fora, for a long 

term. Functional necessities will have an integra

ting effect. 

(e) The same logic is derived from the dynamics of 

"1992". An Internal Market 1992 with some kind of 

monetary policies carried out by a central bank 

creates strong spill-over effects for a more 

articulated European role in the international 

P.5 
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system in the international system; from a stronger 

economic role, a security dimension should and 

cannot be excluded. An "economic giant" cannot play 

an adequate role without more direct competences or 

common capabilities in the security area. 

(f) This spill-over from ongoing and "flourishing" 

Community policies is supposed to work more 

directly from the EC. research policies (new art. 

130 f - q in the EEC treaty) programme - key word, 

dual use - and the public procurement programme of 

thP. White Book, which however excludes defence 

procurement so far. 

The last argument for including security is that of 

integration strategies. 

(g) Political packages - vital ingredients for any 

integration strategies - show inherent tendencie~ 

to include more and more sectors of traditional 

"national" policies. The next major package - based 

on French-German interest constellations - could 

and should include monetary and security issues. 

These sectors are the vital vehicles for more 

progress towards European Union. 

Against the demand for a security dimension because of 

general integration r~asons at least six arguments can 

be put forward, 

(a) The goal of a European Union is at least va9ue (if 

not a concept ~ithnut any substance); there i5 not 

a clear political mandate for more security 
policies. 

P.6 
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(b) The EC "success" story of the last decades worked 

without a direct se~urity dimension. Why do we need 

a ~hange? 

(c) Hard-core security policies would "overload" the EC 

institutional system: neither are the present EC 

actors prepared to deal with security problems, nor 

is the security "club" prepared td work within.this 

institutional set-up. 

Id) Security issues would block the EC decision-making: 

The heterogeneity of se~urity positions and the 

divergencies of interests among member states would 

spill over to other policy fields, thus reducing 

the capacity of the EC institutions to tackle the 

priority problems of the EC; the complexity would 

become so enormous that - at least - the present 

system would stagnate or even collapse. 

(e) The legitimacy of the EC system is not large enough 

to deal with - at least - the hard-core security 

de~isions. 

(f) Finally, the Community might play a more effective 

role in a broader security concept by not develop

ing direct security policies. A "civilian power" 

which might be open for membership of neutral 

countries like Austria and ~loser links with East 

European countries might be more effective to 

stabilize a European peace system than a Community 

whiaiJ iliuv~~ Luwdc~~ d Lcd~~Liv<<al ~u~e~-power role. 

A "l'Europe ~ geometrie variable" concept might 

leave security to something like the WEU. 

This exchange of argument~ is based on different 

analyses of the reality and diverging perceptions of the 

future scenarios of European and global evolutions. We 

P.? 
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need to keep them in mind when evaluating future 

options. 

2. Qptions for institutional set-ups 

The demand for West European institution~ were seen to 

be two-fold: To contribute to a more effective security 

policy and to further the integration process towards 

some kind of a European Union. 

In reviewing and proposing certain options both 

functions should be taken as yardsticks for an assess

ment. We add considerations about the political 

feasability, All of these remarks are of course no final 

judgements but serve to open and perhaps structure the 

debate. 

(a) First group of options: The improvement of information 

and communication processes within an institutional 

status quo - towards a "communautA de vues" 

This set of options is based on the argument that the 

possibilities and channels to get together in order to 

"confront" interests and options are insufficient: more 

common or more efficient fora would lead to some kind of 

a "communaut~ de vues" on the West European security 

identity; in this view no basic institutional changes 

are needed - at least not in a first phase. The idFa 

would be to improve the West European bodies already 

existing in NATO, wEU and EPC in a way which would lead 

to an optimal meeting of "brains". For this purpose one 

could propose: 

Option 1, To adapt the working procedures and the scope 

of activities of the Independent European 

Programme Group and/or the Euro-Group 

P,8 
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In this option a mor~ formalized proc~dur~ for the 

Euro-Group and - as a necessary precondition - the 

return of France to the Euro-Group or a scope enlarge

men~ of the IEPG would be required . 

The heterogeneity of such a West European caucus is 

negative for both major functions: neither a mor~ 

efficient managem~nt of "core" West European interests 

is guaranteed nor the process towards a European Union 

is promoted - at least as long as not all West European 

NATO members are members of the EC. 

Option 2: To improve the deliberation capacity within 

the WEU 

This option would see the potential for a stronger West 

European security identity within the WEU group -

esp~cially if it is enlarged to other West European 

countri~s willing to accept The Hague Platform of 1987. 

As this set-up is even generally accepted by the US, 

thos~ W~st Europeans who are - expressis verbis -

prepared to go along with a more intensified West 

European coordination of policies could build up their 

own forum. If th~ organisational deficits of the 

secretariat could be reduced by moving it to Bruss~ls 

and th~ administrative infrastructure would be rein

forced - e.g. by having permanent representations of the 

WEU linked to the NATO permanent representations - then 

at least those aetive countries could create a "com

munautl d"information" and a "communaut~ de vues" which 

could be a common basis for policies in the "communautl 

d'action", i.e. NATO. 

This approach would meet the demand for a more efficient 

West European cooperation among a core group. In view 

of the integration goal it might however lead to an 

"Europe ~ la carte" which might even more reduce the 

coherence of West European foreign policy-making. This 

P.9 
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argument is less influenced by the fact that not all EC 

members would be participating - some of the resisting , 

unwilling countries might even be induced to "jump on 

the train leaving the station" - than by the parallelism 

of the several set-ups for West European foreign policy 

-making: the EC for external economic policy, the EPC 

for foreign policy and the WEU for security policy 

issues. On the other hand this division of labour might 

be useful for a more diversified and differentiated 

foreign policy-making. This option seems to be politi

cally feasible. 

Option 3: To enlarge the scope of the EPC deliberations 

For this option the scope of art. 30 item 6a SEA could 

be "reinterpreted" or changed when the revision comes up 

in 1992. As the Community countries have already pro

gressed considerably to build up a "communaut~ de vues" 

on general foreign policies this scope enlargement might 

develop into a European Foreign Policy in the broadest 

sense. The deficits as far as the identity in West 

European security positions and interests are concerned 

(as compared with WEU) might be overcome by an intensive 

learning process and spill-over effects from EPC and EC. 

Thi~ option ranks - in terms of the integration goal -

higher than option 2, in terms of security purposes - at 

least at the beginning - lower. The willingness of some 

EPC members to enlarge this scope of EPC seems still to 

be limited. 

(b) Second set of options: to change the status quo by 

creating a new or different legal set-up: towards a 
"communaute d'action" 

This set of options is based on the assumption that 

legal set-ups matter: they are needed to change 

political processes and understandings. A "Defence 

P.10 
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Union" and/or the Europ@an Union is thus not achieved by 

good will, more information or better coordination but 

only by some "saut qualitatif" of shifting competences 

and instruments to a more efficient and hopefully 

democratic institutional set-up on the European level. 

Option 4, A (parallel) intergovernmental security treaty 

This option is based on the assumption that a completely 

new set-up is to be established as the old structures 

(like the WEU) and projects {like the European Defence 

Community) cannot and should not be revived and as other 

existing forms like the EPC and EC are perceived as not 

being adequate for the specific needs of security 

policy . 

This treaty which could be seen as a basic reform of the 

WEU or parallel to the treaty an EPC would shift some 

areas of security policies to a "common responsibility" 

like the EHS did in monetary affairs. The activities 

would be run by some kind of a Council and a proper 

administrative infrastruc~ure withou~ supranational 

elements. A higher common discipline and a common 

responsibility for major defence resources and security 

policy instruments would be installed. This new approach 

could be inside NATO but offer the possibility of 

replacing the NATO responsibility in the ~ase the 

Alliance fails. The link to the process towards European 

Union would be nil. There are no indications for any 

political support of a completely new set-up. 

Option 5: A revised EPC treaty 

This option pleads for a more coherent and productive 

approach of West European foreign policy-making which 

should be based on the EPC experiences and in coherence 

to the EC's external relations. When the EPC revision 

P.ll 
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comes up in 1992 the process towards a "European Foreign 

Policy" (see "preamble" of art. 30, SEA) would b~ based 

on shifting real competences in the foreign policy and 

security area to a common level which would be mainly 

run by an intergovernmftntal set-up with a slightly 

increased role for a secretari~t and a strengthened 

administrative structure (e.g. permanent representa

tions); the links to the EC institutions especially to 

the European Parliament and the Commission would be 

improved in such a way as to foster the "consistency". 

The advantage of such an option is: to improve the 

capacity for a more coherent foreign and security policy 

without a "sell-out" to supranational bodies, but also 

keeping the process within the broader evolution towards 

a European Union. 

Option 6: A new chapter to the EEC treaty 

In analogy to the new ~hapters on "environment," 

"cohesion," and "technology" in the EEC treaty

introduced by the SEA -economic security issues or at 

least parts of them - e.g. arms production - could 

become an area of Community activity; these policies 

would be run along the rules of the EC treaties, i.e. a 

monopoly of initiative for the Commission, unanimity 

for basic decisions, majority voting and cooperation 

procedure with the Parliament for follow-up decisions. 

This EC approach is supposed to rationalize arms pro

duction and lower costs. The expectation is implied 

that this industrial approach would lead to a spill-over 

process to common defence policy. 

This option asks fo~ an extension of the Commission's 

resources and of the administrative infrastructure, 

e.g. of the permanent representation to the EC. 

P.12 
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The exclusion of arms production from the pres~nt EC 

public procurement programme for "1992" signals the 

politieal problems of such a "communitarian" approach. 

Option 7: Security competence in a federal constitution 

This option aims to replace the traditional nation state 

- at least in the area of defence - fully by a European 

federal state whose ted~ral institutions wo~ld dispose 

of full competence over security policies. Integration 

and defence functions would be completely integrated, 

but reality looks different ... 

(c) A third set of options: establishing a more efficient 

west European Sub-Group 

Option 8: A principal "nations" approach 

This option is based on the assumption that the larger 

three (four? five?) countries of the Community have 

broader security interests, more resources at hand and 

are mora willing to take up hrn~~Pr rP~pnn~1hl1i~iAR. A 

core group could tackle the security issue without the 

smaller "nuisance" powerR whose governments might even 

be glad to shift th~ responsibility to other countries 

to speak for Europe without participating in "nasty" 

decisions. 

This option has its serious drawbacks. The assumption 

that larger West European powers have more in common is 

not proved. You might even need sm~ller countries as 

catalysator between diverging interests of the larger 

countries. 

Smaller countries have also demonstrated that they are 

ready to take up responsibilities - see the ships of the 

P.13 
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WEU countries in the Persian Gulf and Dutch soldiers in 

the Sinai. 

Finally such a core group might increase the "irrespon

sibility" of smaller countries and decrease the chances 

for a European Unjon. In spite of all advantages for 

them to diffuse responsibility - their claim to be 

governed by a "directoire'' would be detrimental also to 

their confidence into the Community, the EPC and NATO. 

Option 9: A French - German Tandem 

This option assumes that France and the Federal Republic 

of Germany have more in common and are more willing to 

integrate into a united defence structure, which would 

contribute to the efficiency and effectiveness of other 

set-ups. By their activities they might stimulate others 

to follow and thus be "le moteur de l'intAgration 

europ~enne". The validity of all these assumption is 

questionable. 

3. Strategies 

These options presented are not mutually exclusive and 

can at least partly bo integrated into a coherent 

approach, if we come to some kind of common understand

ing on the basic que~tion~. As tor discussion purposes 

we should not exclude any of these possibilities ·we

never know how constellations might change and some 

highly speculative option might serve as a useful point 

of reference. To look for pragmatic steps forward we 

should follow a piece-meal engineering_cstrategy, i.e. to 
' ' . 

try and exploit at the same time different exJsting 

channels and possibilities and to test their relative 

value. As for timing the r~vision of the EPC treaty and 

the other dynamics within the EC point at "creative 

constellations" in 1991/1992. 
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PORTUGAL AND WFSl' l'XJROPEAN SIDJRITY POLICY 

In briefly summarizing the challenges facing Portugal's security policy 

at a time when it is becoming 'Europeanized' - not only· due to recent 

Portuguese membership of the Western European Union but mainly as a 

consequence of membership of the European Communities - three major 

topics can be identified: 

1. Challenges to Portugal's security 

2. Reorganization of relationships with the NATO allies 

3. Modernization of the armed forces and 'normalization' of defence 

policy making 

1. Portuguese security 

Located in the extreme Western periphery of Europe, Portugal does not 

have a clear perception of a specific Soviet threat to its security. 

The pro-Atlantic consensus and a 'tough' ideological approach to East-West 

relations created in the democratic political opinion and public opinion 

in general stems from the domestic crisis of 1974-75. The current 'new 

detente' in the East-West context and the effect it has in 'decoupling' 

Gorbachev (openness) and Alvaro eunhal 's Portuguese Communist Party 

(10% of the ballot in the last general election, 1986) will contribute 

to weaken even further the perception of a direct threat against Portugal's 
. 

national territory. The geographical vicinity with North Africa (the 

Southern coasts of Portugal are at 192 km from the Moroccan coasts) 

does not as yet translate into the perception of a specific menace 

coming from the South, although some senior military have been 
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emphasizing a potential or emerging low-intensity threat originating in 

North Africa. 

In European integration is to be found the main factor that.brings 

Portugal close to the security concerns of Western Europe, namely of 

those of front line or north flank states, geographically closer to the 

East. Therefore a global threat and the East-West balance are now 

primarily being taken into consideration. 

On the other hand, given the present international landscape and the 

domestic stability in Portugal, defence concerns are not so much a 

priority as economic development and readiness' to meet the great 

challenge of 1992. Directly related to the quest for an affirmative 

identity within Europe is the relationship with Brazil and the Portuguese

speaking African states. In.what concerns relations with Africa, the 

issue of military co-operation is cautiously and slowly being brought 

up; amongst various extra-European scenarios, this would certainly be 

the most likely for a future commitment of Portuguese armed forces, 

provided a certain general reticence is overcome. 

2. Relations with allies 

Portugal's defence relations with her allies most certainly are a 

priority issue in Portuguese security policy, and most prominently the 

bilateral relations with the United States, as well as those resulting 

from membership of the WEU and the consequences of Spain's accession to 

NATO. 

Bilateral defence relations with the United States have represented, 
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since the early days of the Atlantic Alliance, the almost exclusive 

link binding Portugal to Western security interests and practically 

consisting of the use by the United Staes of air-naval facilities in 

the archipelago of the Azores. These facilities are considerd by the 

United States as irreplaceable both in the European and in the out of 

area context (especially for the Middle East). 

Portugal seeks today a redefinition of its relationship with the United 

States and would like to see it evolve from a bilateral to a multi

lateral NATO framework, thus putting an end to what some analysts call 

a rather US/Third World country type of relationship. 

For out of area contingencies, Portugal has established since 1980, and 

more clearly since the agreement was signed in 1983, a case by case 

analysis of US requests for the use of facilitites in out of area 

missions. There has also been harsher and wider criticism on the part 

of Portuguese leaders in what concerns the non fulfilment of the commitment' 

undertaken by the United Staes with regard to agreed financial compen

sations for the use of those facilities. 

Membership of the WEU is another clear indication of~the 'European

ization' of Portuguese foreign and defence policies, and also that 

Portugal is seeking a European component .to balance its relationship 

with the United States. Portugal has no quarrel with the WEU platform 

and underlines the importance of the nuclear component of the NATO 

doctrine. Nevertheless, Portugal has stressed (perhaps more emphatically 

than other European allies) that the WEU should not be seen as an 

alternative to NATO but as a contribution to the European pillar of 

NATO concurring with' its North-American allies. 
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As a result of Spain's accession to NATO, the need has arisen to think 

about the co-ordination between Spanish air-naval forces in the East 

Atlantic and the Iberlant, at present under the command of a Portuguese 

admiral. 

There is potential room for bilateral tensions in this respect, if 

Portugal's concern over being given a subordinate role in the regional 

context is overlooked. The non-integration of Spain into the military 

command structure is therefore the .worst possible solution from Portugal's 

point of view. 

3. Military modernization and 'nonnalization' of defence policy makin;J 

As the country is part of an area. thought of as fundamental for the 

reinforcement of Europe, and in particular of its Southern flank, it is 

considered in Portugal as highly probable that in case of an East-West 

conflict the Soviet Union would try to disrupt the reinforcement of 

Europe from North America. Generally speaking, the Portuguese doctrine 

overlooks the distinction between front, flanks and s~rategic rearguard. 

The major strategic options generally define the missions of the Portu

guese armed forces as coincidental with the NATO ·missions , i.e. the 

defence of the sea lines of communication, namely the approaches to the 

straits of Gibraltar, the protection of the existing infrastructures, 

combined with the defence of the national territory - the so-called 

'angles' of the triangle mainland-Madeira-Azores. The Portuguese armed 

forces, however, are ill-equipped to perform the NATO missions assigned 

to them. Aside from the three ASW Meko frigates and the modernization 
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of the Cicap surveillance system, the ongoing re-equipment programme 

is meeting with serious difficulties. Not least because the US assistance 

agreed in 1983 has been steadily and significantly decreasing: 205 

million dollars in 1985, ll7 million in 1988. 

For the time being, however, the main concern of the government still 

is the thorough 'normalization' of the politico-military relations 
' . 

within the country, through a more decisive role of the Defence Ministry 

which will in turn become possible through the actual enforcement of 

the existing Internal Law of the Defence Ministry. 
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West European Security: The scope of identity, problems and 

perspectives of the cooperation among the Twelve, 

Ebenhausen, November 10-12, 1988. 

The reactivation of WEU 

1) Since the middle of the Eighties, the countries of Western 

Europe have been faced with a new situation in international 

relations. The changing situation calls for Western Europe to 

implement a European security policy. 

2) The reactivation of WEU is the most significant step towards 

the construction of a European defen'e identity. In the Rome 

declaration the seven WEU-MS declared: 

"Conscious of the continuing necessity to strengthen 

western security and of the specifically Western European 

geographical, political, psychological and military 

dimensions, the Ministers underlined their determination 

to make better use of the WEU framework in order to 

increase cooperation between the member states in the 

field of security policy and to encourage consensus." 

3) In October 1987 the process of reactivation led to the 

adoption of the platform on European·security interests. In 

the platform, the WEU-MS affirm their conviction, that the 

balanced policy of the Harmel Report remains valid: 

"Political solidarity and adequate military strength within 

the Atlantic Alliance, arms cont:J;,ol, disarmament and the 

search for genuine detente continue to be integral parts of 

this policy." 

4) In April 1988 the Council of Ministers charged the Special 

Working Group to present two reports on arms control and 

defence requirements and on the implementation process of the 

WEU-platform·for the autumn ministerial session. 
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In accordance with the ministerial mandate reports on the 

consequences for Western Europe of the START-negotiations, on 

CST and on the implementation has been elaborated. They will 

be presented at the forthcoming ministerial meeting. 

6). The most important achievement since the reactivation of WEU 

will be the accession of Spain and Portugal to the modified 

Brussels Treaty. The protocol of accession will be signed at 

the ministerial meeting. 

The documents of accession will contain a political 

declaration which considers the reexamination of the modified 

Brussels Treaty and the corresponding protocois in order.to 

adapt them to the present situation of Western European 

defence policy. 
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Security challenges and west European responses: an Irish perspective 

Patrick J::eatinge. Trinity College Dublin 

.L Security begins at home 

Two distinctive national concerns influence Irish attitudes towards the main 
body of European security issues, viz: 

a. Northern Ireland 
The terrorist campaign 1n Northern Ireland, mainly though not 

exclusively conducted by the IRA. is the security challenge for Irish 
governments. It has lasted some seventeen years to date and there are few 
grounds for optimism about its resolution. It absorbs about 2) per cent of total 
expenditure on security, and ties the very small standing army mainly to an 
aid-to-the-civil power role. 'Cross-border' security policy is framed in an 
institutionalised bilateral regime (the Anglo-Irish Conference) with the United 
Kingdom. 

There is a broader European dimension. In the last twelve months IRA 
operations have involved the security forces in France, the Federal Republic 
of Germany, the Netherlands, Belgium and Spain; the EC is actually and 
potentially involved (interior ministry cooperation via the Trevi Group, aid 
to the Anglo-Irish International Fund, Chancellor Kohl's European police force 
project etc.). Nevertheless, one general effect of the Northern Ireland conflict, 
so far as Dublin is concerned, is to distract political attention and (perhaps) 
material resources from general European security challenges. 

b. Neutrality. 
Ireland's stance of neutrality predates the post-194:> east-west divide. 
However ambiguous in form and permissive in content, it has been 
sustained and in some respects accentuated through fifteen years of EC 
membership. Ireland is a 'footnote state' with regard to European Security, 
and in terms of formal alignment the footnote state (see the unilateral 
declaration deposited with the SEA instrument of ratification, 1987). 

Title Ill of the SEA was the object of contradictory interpretations by 
the Irish Supreme Court. Official orthodoxy rests on the minimalist view, 
emphasising the looseness of commitment and exclusion of 'military security'. 
However, there is some evidence of revisionist thinking on neutrality. The 
Progressive Democrats(., liberal) have described it as 'bogus', partly because 
it does not address the requirements of a national defence policy, and 
leading Fine Gael personalities (e.g. Garret FitzGerald, Commissioner 
Peter Sutherland) have warned of an eventual call to arms in the context of 
further political integration. FiannaFail (,. Gaullist), which in the 1984 
EP election campaigned on the slogan 'we will never join any 
military alliance', is more circumspect in government resting on the orthodox 
doctrine of the parallel development of political and economic integration, in 
which is is assumed that defence obligations are part of the ultimate phase 
of integration. The left is unequivocally pro-neutrality, as is the public at 
large, which has not yet been presented with a serious trade-off dilemma on 
the issue. 

~ Nuclear issues 

A marked anti-nuclear consensus has developed since the civilian nuclear 
option was ruled out by popular demand ten years ago, and sensitivities were 
heightened in the'Third World War' scare of the early 1980s. This has served to 
underline traditional Irish disarmament policies in the United Nations context, 
particularly with regard to a Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty and the 
Non-Proliferation Treaty; there is also support for deep cuts in strategic arsenals and 
the strict maintenance of the ABM treaty. At a more popular level demands for 
nuclear free zones and the banning of (alleged) nuclear port visits and overflights 
have increased recently. 

OVER . ../ 



The 'environment-nuclear linkage' is reflected in government positions. To 
date the impact has been mainly bilateral (protests against British nuclear 
installations. including, notoriously, the Sellafield reprocessing plant), but following 
the Cattenom ruling recourse to the Community, hitherto unsuccessful, may be 
renewed. 

All in all, Ireland would hardly be comfortable with either the WEU platform or 
some future west-European minimum deterrant, even if more traditional reservations 
about neutrality were conceded . 

.1. The CSCE- towards an effective mutual security regime? 

From an Irish point of view the consolidation and further development of the 
CSCE is an important goal. In the first instance this involves: a) an insistence on the 
link between the alliances' conventional stability talks and the CSCE proper. to 
reinforce the legitimacy of both processes; and b) a development of the CSBM regime 
('Stockholm Mark 11' ). 

Further on the horizon are two possibilities. The first, which made a fleeting 
appearance during the final stages of Stockholm Mark I, concerns the availability of 
the neutrals for verification/st~pervisory roles in a changing relationship between 
the alliances. The second is the development of naval CSBMs; the traffic of (mainly 
NATO) submarines in the Irish Sea is already a public issue, and any redeployment of 
alliance forces away from central Europe towards the eastern Atlantic could raise 
further problems of this sort, for a state which has belatedly learned to recognize its 
maritime vocation. 

Ireland may also take a more pointed interest in the economic dimension of the 
CSCE. Traditionally trade contacts with the eastern bloc have been minimal, but some 
recent positive developments (particularly in the air transport industry) may whet 
the appetite and lead to support for the Community's central role in evolving more 
substantial east-west economic links. The overlapping of EC and CSCE frameworks in 
this respect would not entail the 'identity dilemma' which Ireland encounters on 
security issues in the CSCE (i.e. being associated with the EPC club rather than the 
Neutral and Non -aligned club). 

4. Linkages with non-European regional conflicts. 

As one of the smallest EC member-states, in a relatively isolated geo-strategic 
location, specific Irish security interests are not extensive , but it would be a mistake 
to assume there are none. In the Mediterranean two challenges persist. Relations 
with Libya have been coloured by recent indications that Libya was a far more 
important source of arms to the IRA than had hitherto been assumed. As a 
long-standing contributor to UNIFIL Ireland has a potentially dangerous 
involvement with the Arab-Israeli dispute. In both cases, EPC provides an important 
diplomatic framework, though of course the UN is also important. Indeed, in the last 
six months it has become increasingly so, with Irish participation in UN supervision 
of both the Iran-Iraq truce and the Soviet withdrawal from Afghanistan. 

Persistent popular pressures ensure that there is also the expression of 
distinctive positions on conflicts in southern Africa and central America, with some 

· ~. · · p_ublic'perception that EPC/EC involvement is too quiescent. This should be seen in 
' ::.. i ::!~£~~~/~,h'~',t,Q-'i\~1\h df popular support for development cooperation policies. including some 
.... ____ · ___ ~mphasis on disarmament-development linkages. 
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The director of the Stiftung Wissenschaft and Politik, Prof.Dr. Stiirmer 
welcomed the participants of the conference. In his remarks, he focussed 
on his experiences from a recent visit to Moscow. \\'bile the Soviet Union 
was prepared to redefine its foreign policy no such thing happened in the 
military field. The continuation of the military threat combined with a 
lack of new thinking in Soviet "Westpolitik" i.e. Gorbachev was making no 
concessions concerning Berlin and Germany, demonstrated a hardiine 
approach which had to be taken into account. The notion of a common 
European house did not look more tempting today than it did under 
Breschnew. Mr.Stiirmer outlined that change could only be realized if the 
Krernlin acknowledged that Western European integration would 
proceed; that US-presence in Western Europe enhanced stability, and 
that nuclear weapons will continue to be a necessary precondition for the 
coherence of a West European architecmre as well as for gobal stability. 
It was for the Soviet Union to introduce steps which would allow Western 
Europe to respond and promote fruitful relations to secure peace and 
stability. 

On behalf of the organizers of the conference (LTlStitut fur Europaische 
Politik, Hessische Stiftung Friedens- und Konfliktforschung, Stiftung 
Wissenschaft und Politik) Mr.Rumrnel opened the working sessions by 

pointing out the main thrust of the gathering: to exchange views berween 
military strategists and integrationists on the issue of security cooperation 
in Western Europe. The security challenges and the integration process in 
Western Europe had reached a level where they demanded a synergetic 
approach of so far separate expert communities. 

INTEGRATION AND SECURITY 

Chairman Mr.Wessels asked Mr. Peter Schrnidt to present his views on 
"West European Integration and Security Co-Operation - Diverging and 
Converging Trends" and Mr.Reinhardt Rumrnel on "Integration and 
Security: Recent Developments". 

Their joint presentation was followed by Mr. Hans-Gert Poettering's 
comment. "Our Goal: The European Security Union. Plea for a European 
security policy." 

In the following discussion, Mr.Pijpers asked Mr.Poettering to evaluate 
his statement on the direct link between the competition and dynamics of 
the European integration. \\'bile Mr. Poettering expressed a certain 
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necessity that the European Community should deal with security related 
issues, Mr. Schmidt and Mr. Rummel had emphasized in their paper 
rather the opposite. They had written on page 16 : "lt is basically to be 
questioned if the processes of economic, technological, and cultural 
integration presently require an extension to security issues at all." The 
question was whether the apparent dynamics of the internal market was in 
itself leading to the necessity of a closer defence and security cooperation 
in Europe. Mr.Pijpers suggested to take into account postwar 
developments leading to Western European integration to answer this 
question. The link of economic integration on the one hand and defence 
integration on the other hand was neither a pre-condition nor a basic 
requirement for the Western European integration. 

In terms of the Single European Act, the relationship between title two t-· 

and title three was non-eXlstmg. was highly important to realize this 
fact. A spill-over suggested by many European-minded persons was not 
likely to happen. Tne neo-functional integration theory had revealed 
tendencies that the two areas were not interrelated and Haas had pointed 
out some thirty years ago that certain sectors of Europe were more likely 
to be converted by integration processes while others remained 
untouched. Defence and security remained a high policy sector and were 
not suitable for gradual integration. This theoretical oberservation today 
was again under revision. Nevertheless, the outcome remained doubtful. 

Mr.Pedersen added that the linkage between the economic and the 
security dimension within the European Community would have an 
impact on the neutrals. Mr. Pedersen expressed concern not about the 
risk of endangering the specific West European goal of building a network 
of cooperative East-West relations (Schmidt/Rummel paper, page 17) but 
about the effects of making these .two processes totally interdependent. 
Referring to his Nordic background he asked: What was more important 
for the European Community, taking up the security dimension or the 
further enlargement? In his view, NATO remained the most suitable 
forum in regard to defence and security issues. How important would a 
security component be for the EC if it would be a major obstacle in 
enlarging the Community in the foreseeable future? He regarded it as 
more important to invite i.e. Sweden as a new member than trying to 
define a European stance on security thus duplicating similar efforts 
within NATO and causing serious problems in the transatlantic 
relationships. 
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Concerning the two models 'defence-first' and 'defence-last', he 
denounced them as not very precise and pointed out that they would not 
reflect the actual developments. The example of the Nordic countries 
showed that there was, despite of strong integration in the civilian area, 
nothing like a defence union. 

Mr. Miiller explained that the character in both fields differed widely, 
making closer collaboraiion very difficult. The character of economic 
interdependence. was very different from the character of military 
dependence. In the economic field autonomous forces were acting while 
in the military field something like that did not occur. Mr. Miiller 
emphasized the need to explain the reasons for what he called 'this rush 
into Europeanization.' He recailed that the German peace movement 
raised concern in Europe "to keep the Germans in"; that president 
Reagan's approach to the Soviet Union proved that he was an unreliable 
political leader of the Western world and that the Rejkavik summit had 
made Europeans aware that they had to get together. The US policy had 
this unintended effect on Western Europe to make them worry about 
their own security. Certainly there has been no spillover from European 
integration to security related issues. 

Mr. Vasconcelos raised the question why Europe should risk the 
destruction of NATO by shifting the emphasis away from the transatlantic 
framework, even if it was important to develop a common consensus on 
political issues, which clearly involves the security dimension i.e. in East
West relations and a trend to a more multiple structure in the 
international system. 

If a trend to such a multiple international structure could be observed 
one had to raise the question what were the security needs emerging for 
Europe if it wanted to be and remain an active actor in world politics. 
Concerning the Southern European countries, one could discover that the 
existence of the European Community had changed their perceptions of 
the overall security needs of Western Europe in general and the security 
needs of the central or front-line states in particular. The development of 
a common European security identity and policy would mean the ultimate 
destruction of the Alliance. From the Southern European perspective 
there was a clear need to improve the balance of relationship within the 
Alliance i.e. less American and more European presence. The public 
support would be far greater for a European defence policy if it would 
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contribute to an substantial improvement within and not apart from the 
NATO Alliance. 

Mr. Wittmann commented that the discussion of security matters in the 
European Parliament had been a qualitative step, although seemingly 
incremental. But the impression remains that the main focus of interests 
remains on the level of procedure, organization, institution , integration 
strategies and so on, and not on the substance. It seemed to him that 
WEU had a platform but no train. What should European security policy 
cooperation be? There were dangers in concentrating on purely 
institutional problems as a means of avoiding the substance. 

One danger was of course that the differences in the perception of the 
military threat and the different national interests in this respect were 
papered over. Diverging motives and interests had to be identified. 
Contradictions and conflicting attitudes had to be discussed in order to 
agree on common principles. The Franco-German bilateral defence 
cooperation was a good example of diverging motives and interests. 
France's intentions were different from those of the Federal Republic. 

All the talk about which forum might be best suitable was just another 
technique of avoiding substance. One negative effect of this talk could be 
seen in NATO. It was disruptive and created suspicion on substructures. 
NATO as an organization was very critical about the on-going talk and 
Mr. Wittmanrt had the impression that NATO rather felt to be on the 
defensive while not knowing what the outcome of the debate will be. The 
last comment he made was that the organizational approach currently 
discussed offered no answers at all to the burden-sharing issue which was 
the heart of the intra-Alliance problem. In this respect the question of 
definition of a European Pillar was rather of secondary meaning. 

Referring to his recent visit to the USA, Mr. Wittmann said that 
Western Europe must come up with some adequate answers in the field 
of substance and burden-sharing or risk-sharing otherwise the new 
administration will have a tough ride on the Europeans. 

Mr. Wallace warned the participants to believe that there would be no 
spillover between the economic integration and the security field. With 

4-- the~ternal market of 1992, a lot of changes were going to happen. The 
image of national defence would change too. The idea of national 
procurement would become absurd because of the integration of industry. 
The purchase of weapon components from Swedish or Swiss-owned 
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companies raised interesting questions for arms procurement in the 
national context. The change was going to force the Europeans to 
collaborate especially in the field of arms cooperation and procurement. 

Mr. Wallace expected certain spillover processes in the future effecting 
the relationship of Western Europe to neutral states as well as to Eastern 
Europe. The transatlantic burden-sharing issues for example lead to even 
more interesting questions of burden-sharing within Western Europe. The 
question who pays fOi what was rather difficult to answer as it raised both 
political and economical problems. Was it possible to introduce 
specialization among the national armed forces? What were the national 
priorities and capabilities in this respect? Who should pay for what and is 
there the basic trust and confidence in the first place? Mr. Wallace 
recalled a comment by Prime Minister Margret Thatcher who argued that 
the UK pays twice as much on defence than Italy. Is there going to be a "I 
want my ntilitary contribution back-attitude?" Questions of sovereignty 
and authority had to be solved as well. So far these kind of questions have 
been avoided for good national reasons. Asking for closer defence 
collaboration would open up a complete new set of very difficult 
questions. 

In his reply, Mr. Poettering said that the picture presented was rather 
complex and difficult to approach. Given the many contradictions in 
Western Europe the European integration process had proved to be 
successful, thus providing reason for European optintism. The EC was not 
only seen as an econontic fact but also as a political factor. Media 
attention had concentrated on the head of the comntission, Mr. Delor, 
during recent summit meetings, and less on head of states underlying the 
importance of the European Community. 

On the linkage between economic developments and security, Mr. 
Poettering did not argue that the internal market would lead immediately 
to a defence and security policy .. On the other hand, the economic 
dynamics of the internal market would provide the basis for more arms 
cooperation within the European Community. The harmonization of 
technical measures, norms, etc. would allow far greater technological 
exchange. He regarded the change in attitudes of the British Labour Party 
members in the European Parliament as a great success in so far as they 
are now prepared to acknowledge the need for greater arms 
collaboration. 
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Comparing the problems of Western European states with those of the 
Eastern European countries, Mr.Poettering concluded that Western 
European countries were far better prepared to face the future than those 
behind the iron curtain. Concerning the enlargement of the European 
Community by Switzerland, Sweden or Austria, he mentioned the 
historical experience that the integration process developed in a rather 
pragmatic way. He understood that Denmark was in favour of Sweden's 
membership to EC because of the historical links. The same applied to 
Austria or Switzerland from the German perspective. But these countries 
would have to give satisfying answers to the security component of the 
EC. They should not be allowed to enter the Community if they obstruct 
the development towards a common European security policy. 

He acknowledged that burden-sharing was a major issue. However, the 
notion of burden-sharing did not reflect adequately the relationship 
between the United States and its European allies. "Risk-sharing" would 
be much more appropriate. The main question was, inspite of American 
pressure, not "money" but psychological and political support. The 
transatlantic relationship was influenced by many aspects and it was 
likely that the debate would lead to different directions when economical 
considerations were included. 

In this respect he pointed out that Western Europe had to take up its 
political and international responsibilities. The bombing of civilian targets 
in Libya by the USA would not have happened if the Western Europeans 
had got together to use political, diplomatic and economical sanctions in 
order to fight state-funded international terrorism. Western Europe did 
not share the responsiblity but remained inactive, forcing the USA to act. 

Concerning the different perception of security needs between Central 
Europe and the Southern region, Mr. Poettering agreed that the 
American presence was too dominant and that the Europeans should do 
more to supplement it, not only in the Southern region. 

He partly accepted Mr.Wittmann's criticism concerrnng the 
substitution of substance. Institutions such as EPC and WEU were 
regarded as preconditions for discussions on security issues in a European 
context. He regarded the questions if Western Europe should accept a 
third zero-option; the question of a common perception on conventional 
reductions; the question how to react to the developments within the 
East-West relations and the response to the Soviet Union and its reform 
as very important in this respect. 
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Mr.Seidelmann wanted to know precisely if there had been any plans 
to include the military market into the concept ·Of an internal market in 
1992. If there were any plans, intentions or activities to elaborate an 
overall concept on the future of the East-West relations? If there were 
any plans to build up an integrated military space program? If there were 
any intentions in the European Parliament to develop a more 
comprehensive concept for the future conventional arms reduction talks? 

Mr.Daguet wanted to know how Mr. Poettering assessed the 
reactivation of WEU and its relation to NATO. 

Mr. Keatinge wanted to know, how a common defence policy could be 
made more acceptable in a European framework, taking into account that 
the Single European Act did not include the security dimension as such. 
Did Mr. Poettering see any attempts bearing in mind, that the Single 
European Act was based on consensus to include the defence dimension 
at the revision of the Single European Act in 1992? 

In his response, Mr.Poettering declared that he had no masterplan but 
various ideas about the development of the European Community. A 
substantial difficulty for him as a politician was the necessity to get 
majority votes in the European Parliament. Being forced to realize that 
only compromises would allow progress, the interparliamentary 
cooperation has improved substantially in recent years. 

Concerning the military market, he said that the ~nternal market will. 
contribute to a liberalization of the military market in one way or another. V\ 

Concerning the relation between the European Community and 
Eastern Europe, he regarded the signing of a declaration between the EC 
and COMECON as an enormous victory for the former because the 
Soviet Union finally accepted the European integration as a historical 
factor of political reality in Europe. The Soviet Union would require 

·economical assistance from the EC to modernize its "Empire." The EC 
had to think about a common concept how to handle this challenge. In his 
opinion, it seemed reasonable to improve relations on a bilateral basis 
between the EC and various Eastern European states. Such a concept 
should not only be economical oriented but should include political 
aspects i.e. human rights questions as well because time is working for the 
Western European democracies. 
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Concerning the space programs, Mr.· Poettering mentioned vanous 
programs dealing with technological cooperation. There had·· been 
thoughts to promote the idea of a military surveillance satellite but this 
could only be introduced in the framework of the European Commission 
and the national states. 

At this stage the European Parliament was not in a position to develop 
a comprehensive concept for conventional arms reduction but it 
supported asymmetrical reductions. The reduction of the conventional 
superiority of the Warsaw Pact should be regarded as a criteria of the 
truthfulness of the Gorbachev reforms. 

Mr.Poettering expressed his satisfaction with the state of the Franco
German relations. Mr. Poettering did not believe that the USA would 
fulfil its military commitment in Western Europe for another century. His 
conviction remained that a two pillar concept in the transatlantic 
relationship would enhance NATO's coherence. 

Concerning the non-acceptance of defence and security within S.E.A, 
it was the aim of Mr.Poettering to reduce the present restrictions by just 
mentioning security without "its political and economical aspects" in the 
Single European Act revision in 1992. 

TilE SCOPE OF CHALLENGES: EAST-WEST RELATIONS 

Mr. Mathias Jopp in the chair asked Mr. William Wallace and Mr. 
Adrian Hyde-Price to present their paper on "The Specific West 
European Contribution to the Shaping of East-West Relations." Their 
presentation was followed by comments from Mr. Pierre Champenois, 
Mr. Dominique David, Mr Antonio Marquina and Mrs. Duygu Sezer, 
representing the various national and regional perspectives. 

In the discussion, Mr. Greenwood pointed out that the theoretical 
discussion on how the integration process in the economical and military 
field should preside had a rather unreal quality. The idea that the 
economical integration would go hand in hand or at least in step with 
military cooperation was very doubtful. On the other hand, he realized 
that there were strong incentives for the convergence of both sectors in 
the framework of the EC. However, he thought that the key and vital 
imperative was the transatlantic burden-sharing issue, being very 
important from the security point of view. The trans-Atlantic connection 
had to be preserved and maintained in good shape. The burden-sharing 
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issue demanded some positive responses from the Western Europeans. 
Some presentations of the European position to the American 
administration, to Congress, to the media and to the public at large would 
have to be given in respect that the Western Europeans recognize the 
need to carry more risks, to assume a greater role and to bear a greater 
share of responsiblity. 

However, this process seemed to be difficult, taking into account the 
restraints on resources, lack of money and shortage of maripower. If there 
was no positive response from Western Europe, flashpoints i.e. 
regulations on hormone fed meat, would arise, mixing different aspects 
with possibly rather serious repercussions in the domestic context of the 
USA. Another flashpoint would be the particular problem concerning the 
modernization of short range nuclear missiles. 

In such an atmosphere of mutual misperception the justification of 
American bases for the benefit of the Europeans would emerge in the 
discussion and the decision of the USA would depend on the European 
response. The only positive response the Europeans could offer, given the 
resources restraints, was finding more sensible, efficient, economical and 
effective ways of a) fielding forces and b) enquiring the arms faulK 

Mr.Greenwood wanted to endorse the necessity for some better use of 
Alliance resources, mission specialization, reinforcements of the efforts to 
acquire arms for the forces more efficiently, and for all the activities going 
on under the aegis of the IEPG and related to the Alliance conventional 
arms planning arrangements. The problem of increasing the European 
contribution for the Alliance did carry the dangers of alienating some 
parts of the American strategist establishment while at the same time 
satisfy others. The problem would not be a question of choice but rather a 
challenge in the management of the Alliance. There was plenty of 
evidence of momentum and convergence in this preferable European 
settings. The IEPG would be the ideal instrument of making the arms 
market more transparent. It was in the interest of the ministries of 
defence to liberalize the European armament market in an attempt to get 
better value for money. 

The European Community was actually moving into the military field 
through its technolo ical programs i.e.strategic space programs which 
have military applications even m an o erwise civilian European 
Community. The question is not if the EC should assume a military role, 
the question is rather how is it going to manage it. 
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Mr.Greenwood insisted that there was no choice as the processes were 
going on anyhow. "Variable geometrie" was a fact of political life in the 
European Community. Therefore, one should not spent too much time in 
searching for comprehensive approaches but rather be pragmatic and 
pursue the current trends in the best possible fashion. 

In the defence domaine, ''variable geometrie" was just a starting point. 
Concerning the Western European contribution to the improvement of 
East-West relations there would be no spectacular choices available. The 
management of the challenge was the problem. It offered no grand 
design. In his conclusion, he emphasized the lack of linkage to existing 
structures in approaching arms control and conventional stability talks. 
He said, one should attach great importance to the "house" we already 
belong to. It was important that there should not be any separate 
approaches by individual residents in the European wing of the existing 
house. In the arms control track there was a danger that in making 
internal military dispositions politicians and decisionmakers must not be 
hostaged to the outcome of arms control processes .. 

One should take good care of the defence planning. In this repect the 
Bundeswehr Plan 89 was really hostage to arms control in the 1990s and is 
not a viable proposition for the Bundeswehr. He denounced this kind of 
defence planning, as it would create all kinds of incentives to accept arms 
control porposals and it would undermine the Western European 
negotiation position. His final point focussed on the fact that Western 
Europe exists and that this fact set the pace for the future. But it must 
continue to exist and must be able to develop according its own interests 
and should not be inhibited by considerations of how to avoid offending 
either the USA or the Soviet Union. In his last comment, he criticized a 
sentence in .the Rummel/Schmidt paper, who had written, on page 23, 
"Western Europe is both a pillar of the Atlantic Alliance and a pillar of an 
all European political structure including the Soviet Union." In his 
opinion this was not an appropriate assessment of the current situation. 

Mr. Muller challenged the notion in the paper of Mr. Wallace that 
Western Europe should try to preserve the stability in East-West 
relations. He would in general agree with that but pointed out that 
stability was rather the exception of the rule while instablitiy was more 
likely to emerge when change was moving on within the Eastern bloc. 
Western Europe had to be prepared to cope with this kind of instability. 
In this respect it was important to develop a common stance with the 

--------------------------- ----- ------
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United States because the backlash of another Poland crisis would be 
terrible. The linkage between economical integration and moving into the 
security dimension in due course of 1992 could enforce the division of 
Europe. On the other hand there were four counterarguments. 

1. The political consequences were largely context dependent; 

2. such a development would be very much policy dependent; 

3. the positive consequences of the existence of Western Europe on 
Eastern Europe could only continue if the integration process moved 
on. One should not stop integration for the sake of stability; 

4. there was still a situation of competition going on between East and 
West, a competition for the basic question of order and society. But 
Western Europe was likely to win this peaceful competition if it 
would exploit the progress and the advantages of European 
integration. 

Considering European security integration, one bad to keep in mind 
that the geostrategical realities wou not be resolved, even if 
Gorbachev's reform prove to be successful. The Soviet Union will remain 
a military superpower with the possibility and capability to act 
independently and unlimited. The Western European states should take 
this into account as well as the possible withdrawal of American troops 
from Western Europe and should elaborate possible alternatives to 
secure stability which had to be regarded as a precondition for successful 
arms control and disarmament processes. This was a main argument in 
favour of European integration in the security field. Concerning the 
Alliance management, Mr. Miiller agreed with Mr. David except for the 
question if Alliance management was either a transatlantic or 
nontransatlantic choice. The problem was that this was not feasible but 
that Western Europe had to occupy the middleground. 

Mr. Story referred to the notion of regionalization of defence. This 
might be true in a European perspective but the brain of European 
defence was basically located in Washington. What was missing was a 
European defence brain. This seemed to be a crucial question in respect 
of the American attitudes to remain in Europe and the European attitude 
to substitute American presence. He asked, what should be the character 
of an European brain. Should it have a complementary character or 
should it be designed as a substitute. It was important in this context to 
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realize how the USA perceives developments of the Western European 
integration process. The internal market of 1992 was being sold in the 
USA as a kind of economical "Fortress Europe" with rather negative side
effects. 

This was rather antagonistic as at the same time the situation in 
Eastern Europe opened up. Western Europe had to prevent a situation 
where the ambiguous attitudes of the United States concerning 1992, and 
particular in the area of arms procurement, created fears that the access 
to European markets would be limited. 

Concerning the enforcement of the division in Europe, he raised the 
point that this is not likely to happen if one took into account how parts of 
US immigrants from Eastern Europe had improved the links and exert 
political influence to improve the East West relations. The European 
perception of Western European integration on the one hand and NATO 
on the other was different from the American perception of Western 
Europe and Eastern Europe as the USA regards herself as an integrated 
part in the former. 

Mr. Stepbanou came back to the core question of whether the software 
dimension should be supplemented by the hardware dimension. He 
accepted some problems of definition of both dimensions i.e. 
disarmament being software and nuclear planning hardware. For this 
reason there bad been no EPC initiative in disarmament debate but only 
reactive steps. Therefore, one would expect more initiatives from 
institutions like the WEU in the future to the extent that military experts 
participate in the process of policy making, planning and disarmament. In 
his opinion it would be productive and useful to promote the software 
dimension in the European context. There are two ways of looking at the 
problem. First, the Community could attract the neutrals and maybe at 
some point the Eastern Europeans which should not be rejected out of 
hand. However, the danger persisted that the original Community could 
not pursue its interest to develop a security community as long as neutral 
states remain neutral. One bad to take into account that i.e. the Soviet 
Union would not like the acceptance of Austria into the European 
Community whatever the Community stands for. As far as the hardware 
dimension was concerned, the need for a new military organization did 
not exist even if there were some problems within NATO. In the 
Southern region the American presence and its security guarantees could 
not be substituted by Western Europeans as there was no such thing as a 
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common European fleet. There was no clear need for supplementing the 
NATO in the Mediterranean. But a more interesting aspect was the "out 
of area issue." What were the options of the Western European states to 
support the USA in this respect? The Gulf minesweeping exercise had 
been a success for a joint European attempt of safeguarding interests in a 
troubled region. But there were other out-of-area issues within the 
Mediterranean itself such as Malta or Cyprus. 

Mr. ~e it clear that Italy could not be regarded as a 
marginal country as it was implied in the outline of Mr. Wallace. The 
Italian foreign policy directed to Eastern Europe had always focussed on 
the core of Eastern Europe and not at its fringes. Such a strong Italian 
interest in Yugoslavia or Albania was not the case even if Italy was 
interested to maintain constructive relationships with these countries. So 
far, all the Italian foreign initiatives had an impact on and improved the 
East-West relationship. Within the NATO context, it was Italy who 
accepted the INF deployment without much debate and it was just . 
recently that Italy accepted the stationing of US F-16 squadrons refused 
by Spain. 

The paper of Wallace and Hyde-Price was a curiosity in the sense that 
it started with the American attitude towards East-West relations and 
ended emphasizing the importance of Austria's entry into the European 
Community which would clearly overestimate Austria's political 
importance. 

The basic problem of how to continue and develop the European 
integration process remained unsolved while trying to improve the East
West relations. The answer was very difficult but there was room for 
Western Europe to act united as it had been showed in the CSCE process 
or by signing bilateral agreements with the COMECON. The importance 
of the economic challenge underlined the need to act together i.e. in 
relation to the Soviet Union which required financial aid to implement its 
economic reforms. In the economic field there were strong incentives for 
Western Europe to be more united than less. In respect to improving 
East-West relations, he warned of a revitalization of old concepts of 
"Mitteleuropa" which were dangerous and would involve great risks for 
the Western European integration. The concept raised the problem of 
German reunification, it promoted tendencies in some Eastern European 
countries to disassociate themselves from the Soviet Union and it 
undermined the position of Austria as a neutral state. 

\ 
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Firnilly, th< oooreJ>' of 'Mi tt<l"'""P'" '~'""'"' • ,;,;nn whi<h <ould l 
blow up not only the Western European integration but also promote 
regional disintegrative tendencies which would be extremely difficult to 
control. · 

Mr. Keatinge raised the question of the perception of the Soviet threat. 
The fact that the Soviet Union had not implemented the new thinking in 
its armed forces and its defence plimning would lead to the impression 
that Gorbachev's reforms were just another empty peace offensive. One 
wondered if Gorbachev was not capable of controlling the military. Or. if 
it was just a precondition of having a better negotiation position. 

His other point focussed on the framework of negotiations. In this 
respect the CSCE framework seemed to be suitable as previous progress 
had shown i.e. the human rights issue or the proposed second round of the 
Conference on Confidence building measures in Europe. 

The CSCE had some relevance and a legitimizing role that may 
actually prove to be quite important if and when substantial negotiations 
take place. It would be difficult for either side to withdraw from 
negotiations if they were threatened to suffer a defeat. In this context, the 
role of neutral states had been important and should be acknowledged in 
future considerations. 

Mr.Pedersen rejected the idea to separate the Northern flank from the 
central area. This area which was highly industrialized and has strong 
democratic structures was closely integrated in Western Europe. He 
stressed the importance to maintain and re-inforce the transaltantic 
relationship as NATO had proven its capabilitiy to preserve peace and 
security for the last four decades. Trying to substitute NATO would be 
opposed by· the Nordic countries. The tendency to overemphasize the 
consequences of the opening up in Eastern Europe should not lead to a 
reduction of Western European commitments to the Alliance. So far, 
nothing much has changed in favour of the West and a careful evaluation 
of the negotiation positions would show that the West had to be very 
careful not to accept disadvantageous arms control agreement for the 
sake of improving political and economical links with the Soviet Union. 
The Danish government was strongly in favour of NATO but accepted 
that a better Alliance management was required to re-impose a balance 
between the USA and Western Europe. In this respect the problem was 
not so much a question of institutions but to cut the immense loss through 
duplication in the arms sector. This waste of resources had to be reduced 
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to the nnrumum. Another positive and productive step would be the 
reintegration of France into the military branch of NATO to improve the 
coherence of NATO. Western Europe should be aware of the dangers of 
too much talk on Europeanization which could have counterproductive 
consequences on the transatlantic relationship and would not help to 
develop the existing institutional structure i.e. WEU and EPC to handle 
security related issues in favour of strengthening NATO. 

In his comment Mr. Ferraris pointed out that at present not all 
European NATO members contribute their fair share to the common 
defence. Delimark, for instance, was not prepared to accept NATO 
strategy on nuclear weapons. In respect to burden-sharing, it was evident 
that there were different degrees of responsibility for the common cause. 
For example, the Federal Republic was not prepared to use its armed 
forces outside the central front. Concerning the problem of military 
stability, one would have to realize, as Mr. Miiller did, that it was likely 
that in the near future the political situation and the political systems 
within Eastern Europe would show great signs of stress and instability. 
Europe was heading to a decade of great instability. Taking on this 
challenge, Western Europe should not forget that financial support had 
grave implications. How should Western Europe react to a new flair of 
uprises in Poland? What should the West do if Gorbachev did not succeed 
with his reforms? Questions of this kind should be answered in advance 
and not when it was too late. 

So far, there was no common Western European policy in political or 
· even economical terms to the developments within the Soviet Union and 
in Eastern Europe. 

Austria might be a testcase in various ways but not so much in respect 
to the Soviet attitude but for the European Community. As Austrian 
motives for joining the Community were primarily economical, the 
possiblity that the new member would be able to obstruct the political 
dimension of the Community were rather serious. The membership of 
Austria would actually prove, in which ways the European Community 
will develop. A refusal to let Austria in would be a clear sign that 
economical motives were not a sufficient precondition for membership. 

Concerning the vision of "Mitteleuropa", Mr. Ferraris said that it would 
be rather difficult to implement such a vision. One should not forget the 
strength of public opinion. The acceptability of Western European 
defence efforts could not be taken for granted. This vision could lead to 
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moral disarmament and subsequently to a reduced perception of the need 
to defend ourselves. 

Mr. Wittmann pointed out, that in fact public opinion was absolutely 
crucial in all aspects which had been mentioned in the debate. During the 
recent years, public approval for NATO's military deterrence was rather 
low. Too low, in respect to the present situation where Gorbachev's 
appeal to Western societies created a false sense of security. The dangers 
of this situation were two-folded. Public readiness to carry the burden of 
deterrence and defence were eroding, and the Western public would not 
support NATO's proposal for conventional arms reduction talks. Various 
points have to be mentioned: 

The explication of the threat i.e. the factors which were threatening 
security and stability in Europe i.e. the geostrategic situation and the 
military capabilities. 

The limitations of the arms-control process; arms control should not 
be regarded as an end in itself, but should be seen as one instrument 
which could enhance stability; 

The rationale of nuclear weapons, even if the use of military force 
seemed to be a taboo in the debate; 

The explanation that the improvements of Western defence were not 
directed against the arms control process. NATO had the right as a 
matter of principle to modernize its tactical nuclear weapons 
regardless Soviet propaganda. 

This was a challenge to Western politicians and security experts and 
less the military. Nevertheless, the military had to improve its public 
standing and had to justify the need for military security. 

Mr. Sivestri explained that it was rather difficult to define a European 
identity in East-West relations and in the transatlantic relationship. He 
wanted to stress the relationship between European identity and detente 
and cooperation with the Eastern European states. This seemed to him to 
be no contradiction as Western Europe would have been confronted with 
even greater managerial problems, had it been less integrated. He based 
this assumption on two arguments. The attitude of the West vis-a-vis 
Gorbachev's reforms were rather relaxed as various Western European 
countries offered financial and economical aid to the Soviet Union. Those 
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Western European countries which were not too keen on helping the 
Eastern bloc would probably re-define the balance within the West. 

Secondly, grave changes would have to take place in the Soviet Union 
and the Eastern bloc if Gorbachev would continue to implement his 
reforms. This would of course lead to a high degree of instability. Western 
European financial support would in this respect contribute to instability 
and would create various problems for the Soviet Union and its Eastern 
allies. It seemed to him that instability was the price to pay for a change of 
direction. Therefore, it was very important for the West to agree on a 
common economical policy. The need for some really strong coriunon 
institutions and strong common policies was evident. 

In respect to Austria, he disagreed with previous statements on its 
international importance. Austria was neither a bridge to the Arab world, 
nor between Eastern and Western Europe. She was in an uneasy situation 
if she would like to enter the European Community. Austria's position 
would depend on the degree of relationship between the European . 
Community and the Soviet Union and not vice versa. That did not mean 
that there would be no EC alternative for Austria. 

He made a last comment on the Western European Union which did 
not work very well. The organization had no operational role, after it had 
lost its armS contro) function vis-a-vis the rearmament of the Federal 
Republic. It was a good consultation machinery but nothing else. Its 
advantages were limited and the likelihood of finding a permanent role 
within the European security dimension were poor. 

He felt very uneasy about a debate within the German Social 
Democratic Party to water down Western European integration within 
the European Community for the sake of following the idea of a 
"Common House." Their ideas of saving the political and integrational 
part of the European dream through WEU would have very serious 
consequences. 

Mr. Pedersen referred to the question how the West should handle the 
Soviet challenge or how the West could exploit the instability of the 
Eastern system. In his opinion the West should be very careful not to 
finance the inefficiency of the Eastern European economical system. The 
West should deal with the Eastern bloc on purely commercial terms. In 
this respect, he pointed out that the Foreign Secretary of the Soviet 
Union, Shevardnadze, at a recent conference in Copenhagen, showed 
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more interest to abolish the COCOM list than finding ways and means to 
improve East-West trade in general. This seemed to him to be a clear 
indication that the Soviet Union was still not prepared for . real 
cooperation. 

Mr. Vasconcelos pointed out that there was a clear temptation for 
"continentalization" of the European foreign policy. It was a normal 
temptation, resulting from the geographical situation of Western Europe. 
In the future, Western Europe could have the choice between a 
continentalization including a strong policy to the Eastern bloc with all 
dangers that this implied i.e. the destruction of the stable postwar system 
in Europe and a continuation of the rather successful Western European 
integration process. The attractiveness of the European integration was 
very strong in the South. Turkey was interested to join the EC, and her 
application was far more serious and important than that of Austria. The 
Western Europeans should pay more attention to the Turkish case and 
the possible consequences of either letting them in or excluding them 
from Europe. What would be the outcome in respect to the security 
dimension if Turkey would be kept outside? What option would remain 
for Turkey in this case? These seemed to be limited. Mr. Vasconcelos 
concluded that Western Europe should take the opportunity to improve 
its relations with the USA More attention should be paid to the United 
States and less to the relations with the Soviet Union. If Western Europe 
was putting too much emphasis on relations with Eastern Europe and the 
Soviet Union, it might risk the destruction of the transatlantic Alliance. 
Western Europe.should try to strengthen its part within NATO. 

Mr. Schmidt made two comments on "open" versus "closed Europe" 
and the question of the European identity. In respect to the first he asked 
for some precise definition. Would a "close"-European approach exclude 
Poland from becoming an EC-member? In the context of giving loans to 
the East this would have no impact on the Western European integration 
at all. The division of Europe had no practical relevance. He concluded 
that Western Europe had to maintain the Alliance while improving its 
relations to Eastern Europe. 

Concerning the European identity, Mr. Schmidt pointed out that the 
Federal Republic was not in such a comfortable position as Denmark in 
respect to the public attitude to defence spending, arms control and 
nuclear weapons. The search for a European identity in the security 
dimension was closely related and even caused by the need to win back 
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public approval. "Waving the European flag" might be a useful public 
relation excercise. A second point was to improve the intra-alliance 
management by i.e. something like the WEU platform which had the aim 
to stabilize the current structure. Of course, there were some accepted 
contradictions i.e. the Franco-German defence cooperation in respect to 
the modernization of tactical nuclear weapons which would not allow to 
speak of a Western Europe security policy but of a security policy in 
Western Europe. 

Mr. David said that France did not expect the Federal Republic to 
choose between the protection of the USA and the cooperation with 
France. The first question would be open and the answer was not evident. 
So far Western Europe had not agreed on the necessity of a Western 
European defence "personality." Western Europe would have to deal with 
strategic aims and the problem of choice between various strategic aims. 
The strategic aim of Western European countries at the present were a) 
to reinforce the Atlantic Alliance while acknowledging the limits of the 
American commitment in Europe or b) to build a European political and 
military system while knowing that the Atlantic Alliance would remain a 
necessity for the future. 

If the Federal Republic or other states would choose between France 
and the USA, they would have to choose between these two strategic 
aims. There were various problems involved in the Franco-German 
defence cooperation as France and the Federal Republic did not follow 
the same strategic aim. Some day, they would have to agree on the same 
strategic aim, otherwise the discussion on strategic concepts and military 
planning would be senseless. 

French reentry into NATO was not a subject of the public debate. 
There was no point for France to re-enter NATO while it was revising its 
military strategy. On the other hand there had been substantial progress 
considering the degree of cooperation between European partners within 
NATO. 

Mr. Daguet pointed out why France had left the military organization 
of NATO in 1965. While the concept of a European Pillar was always on 
the European agenda the United States was ready to accept such a 
European defence identity and it was doubtful if its consequences? Mr. 
Daguet was not sure if the USA would accept the economic implications 
in terms of an European armament market. 
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The French initiative to reactivate the WEU was not directed to 
weaken NATO but to provide a forum for truely European discussions on 
security issues. 

Mr. Wallace made some final remarks on the European security 
dimension. He thought that France was more Atlantist while the Federal 
Republic was more European minded. Concerning his paper, he said that 
he was referring to an evolutionary process. When the European Political 
Cooperation was set up everybody was rather critical apart from the 
French Government who was the initiator. The same happened to the 
Rome treaties. There had been always scepticism in respect to new 
initiatives and institutions. 

Concerning Eastern Europe, he expected slow and gradual changes. 
There was no chance that any of the Eastern European countries would 
be able to join the European Community in the foreseeable future. But 
time was moving and there might be an option to invite these countries in 
the long run. The question was how to assess the evolving structure of 
Europe. Things were moving very rapidly at the moment. The magnetic 
pool (Germany and her neighbours) was increasing. This presents 
problems for the Western Europeans at least as much as for those who 
were attracted to join the Community. The definition what Western 
European integration was about and how far it should include the security 
dimension, had to be evaluated. This would allow an answer how to react 
to an immense queue of countries who would like to become members or 
more closely associated with the Community. 

Another problem was the relationship to the United States in the 
context of 1992. The Western European states were forced to redefine 
their interests which were actually overlapping within political, 
economical, financial, social and security dimensions. 

The problem of public opinion and the perception of the Soviet threat 
was not limited to West Germany. The emergence of Gorbachev had 
raised a degree of confidence in the Soviet leadership. The idea to 
promote a European identity was regarded as a possible way to regain 
part of the lost in the East-West PR battle. 

The question of the neutrals · and whether to let them into the 
Community would dilute the present working arrangements. There was 
obviously an interaction. Those who wanted to join would have to make 
their own priorities clear. A good example was Spain's entry into WEU 
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and the signing of the WEU Platform. Spain had to accept the basic 
assumptions of the Western European security system. Another aspect 
was the contribution these countries could offer to the EC. In respect to 
Western European burden-sharing this would impose some difficult 
questions. A Western Europe where there were three net contributers to 
th~ European Community budget (Britain, France and West-Germany), 
three countries who made major contributions to Western European 
defence while all the other countries were net beneficiaries, was not 
stable in the long run. 

His last point focussed on the competition between East and West and 
West/West. There were actually three different ideas .. The West 
European sense of social values was actually divergent from the 
transatlantic. One had to beware if talking about a European identity that 
Western Europe should not automatically assume a division between East 
and West. In respect to 1992 Western Europe would try to achieve a 
rather different model of social and economic relations than the 
Americans had wished towards the European. 

THE SCOPE OF CHALLENGES: MEDITERRANEAN SECURI1Y 

Mr. Rummel as the chairperson asked Mr. Stefano Silvestri to present 
his paper on "Security Challenges as Perceived in the Mediterranean." 
Comments followed from national and regional perspectives by 
Mr.Alvaro de Vasconcelos, Mr.Nikiforos Diamandouros, Mr.Alfred 
Pijpers and Mr.Harald Miiller. 

Recalling some positive statements by various speakers about the 
attitudes of their countries towards the Alliance, ~,.!Jtonvicini poipted out 
that this did not contradict the findings of Mr. Silvestri. He had 
mentioned a lower degree of solidarity from the fringes towards the 
Atlantic Alliance. The problem was however the definition of "fringes." 
Turkey and Italy did not belong to the fringes as far as their attitudes and 
contributions to NATO were concerned. It seemed to him that France 
was on the fringes of NATO. The question of fringes and solidarity 
depended on the context, the perspective and the issues involved. 

As far as the Mediterraneans were concerned, they were confronted 
with threats not covered by NATO. The fragmantation of the answer 
which clearly appeared when analysing the security situation in this area 
was a true reflection of the lack of an institutional framework in which 

. discussions and consultations could take place in times of crisis. The lack 
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of an institutional framework made it difficult to help the Southern 
European states to behave in a more coherent way. 

The main problem in this area was the way in which the USA behaved. 
The political and military weight of the USA in the Mediterranean was 
even stronger than inside NATO. In NATO the USA had to follow 
certain rules and procedures and was .confronted with strong and 
determined partners. In the Mediterranean area, where the United States 
had a variety of choices to pursue her interests the situation was different. 

How could the Western European countries answer the challenge 
which arose out of the specific situation in the Mediterranean area? The 
answer had to be pragmatic in so far as to rely on bilateral agreements, a 
network of multilateral agreements in particular to fight international 
terrorism, etc. Clearly, this would not be sufficient; the problem remained 
to upgrade the security cooperation. Based on the present bilateral 
agreements this seemed to be difficult to achieve. Real progress could 
only be obtained on a more institutionalized level. In that respect building 
up a European Pillar would be a good solution. The Mediterranean 
region was a well defined area which would be suitable for such an 
exercise. 

But WEU would not be the appropriate body as it lacked funds, 
resources, had a poor image, no obvious role and no military capacity. 
The problem was more complex than building up a European Pillar. 
Answers had to be found vis-a-vis the relationship to the United States 
and her involvement in the Mediterranean. How to include the USA in an 
European effort to develop a more coherent policy towards the 
Mediterranean? 

Concerning joint American and European political objectives in out-of
area issues in the future, Mr. Wallace asked what kind of relationship 
should Western Europe develop vis-a-vis the USA? Should Europe be 
prepared to make a greater contribution towards following American 
strategic priorities in an area where European assumptions and American 
interests diverge more than elsewhere? An area where the military. 
presence of Europe was much lower than at the central front and where 
the American sense of controlling the region was higher. Unless there was 
a substantial chance in Western European attitudes, capacities and 
approaches Western European out of area missions i.e. in the Gulf and 
the Lebanon would be determined by American strategic interests. The 
implications of changing European capabilities and approaches were far 
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larger than the incremental development in European cooperation at the 
central front where it was much easier to talk about strengthening WEU, 
using institutions which were available, strengthening the mechanism of 
bilateral consultations, etc. None of these instruments existed in the 
Mediterranean. The Gulf mine-sweeping mission was a failure and the 
blame must be shared among the British and French governments who 
were reluctant to "europeanize" their efforts. Had there been a change of 
American attitudes this would have raised a number of serious questions. 
IT one looks at mediumterrn and longterrn threats in the Mediterranean 
and possible Western European response there were no easy answers as 
the continuation of diverging interests between USA and Europe was very 
likely to remain. How did Western Europe see its role to stabilize an 
unstable region under conditions in which the likelihood of conflict with 
the United States would persist? And where the use of American bases in 
Europe to reinforce the area would have to be defined? 

The test for a European Pillar within NATO was much more likely to 
be in the Mediterranean area than at the central front. Mr. Wallace 
explained that he had no answers to these questions which were even 
more difficult to solve than any partial American withdrawal from the 
central front in the next ten years. It was reasonable to assume that the 
Americans would share the assessment that the Mediterranean was a 
rather more acute area of strategic interest and an area where there was 
likely to be more disorder than at the central front where the European 
could take a great share of responsibility. 

Mr.Wegener argued that out-of-area crisis for Western Europe were 
diminishing. He defined "out of area" as a military threat to the Alliance 
which had to be met with military means outside the NATO territory. The 
superpowers had reduced their out-of-areas involvements as an 
instrument of superpower competition. The Soviet Union was even 
prepared to solve regional crisis. He proposed that out-of-area crisis 
would become at the same time more demilitarized, less international and 
less dangerous for the Western world. This implied that the threat had 
shifted and the necessity for stability had increased. The West Europeans 
would have to play a primary role to stabilize policies by using diplomatic 
instruments and economical aid. But that was not out-of-area crisis 
containment. Containment meant some military action by a certain 
number of countries. The Alliance countries and probably the Europeans 
were much better in doing non-military things. They could bring to bear 
the various economical, cultural, political, diplomatic instruments in a 
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more harmonious way. The question of participation of labour within the 
Alliance for dealing with crisis elsewhere in the world would be easier to 
handle by Europeans than by Americans. The present discussion 
reminded him more of the traumata of the past than future needs. 

In respect to the security situation in the Mediterranean area, Mr. 
Wegener did not share the negative assessments mentioned before. Given. 
the situation in Northern Africa which turned out to be more peaceful in 
external affairs where various conflicts had been solved or became 
manageable while the Middle East remained an area of concern, it 
seemed to him that Europe should take on the challenge of introducing 
peaceful and stabilizing policies especially with the Arab countries. 

In this rather reassuring perspective he hoped that the conflict between 
a European defence identity and Alliance policies would become also 
more an objective ofrelaxed considerations. 

Mr. Champenois said that the attempt to discuss the Mediterranean, 
the flanks and out-of-area in one session were rather confusing. He 
mentioned that while the threat seemed to be invisible the ways how to 
handle it remained invisible as well. 

As the Mediterranean was close to the "out-of-Europe area" it was 
justified to ask if there were specific European strategic interests in these 
regions which were more than the combination of the traditional 
nationalistic interests. In Belgium there was a growing perception that 
there were strategic interests as such and that they have to be protected. 
This was implied in the WEU Platform. Belgium had been traditionally 
openminded to out -of-area activities mainly directed against Africa. It had 
maintained an air-borne brigade which could be used for peacekeeping 
missions He agreed with Mr. Miiller that public opinion would only 
approve humanitarian goals in the use of armed forces. Force projection 
would not been justifiable. 

Discussing out-of-area-activities in a WEU framework would be really 
at the verge of Alliance solidarity. The approach should be 
complementary and would allow great potentials for burden-sharing. 
Because the main single reason which led to conflicts within the Alliance 
had been the question of burden-sharing. European contribution in this 
respect would help to influence the American public that Europe was 
prepared to take its fair share. 
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Concerning the Middle East there were potentials'for conflicts with the 
USA and he wondered if Europe should contribute to activities which 
were not in her strategic interests. Therefore he recommended that 
Western Europe should decide on a case to case basis, keeping the global 
picture in mind. Finally he agreed with Mr.Wegener, in so far as there was 
room for diplomatic initiatives, stabilizing policies and peace-keeping 
which would allow even EPC to play a more active role. 

Mr. Diamandouros focussed his remarks on public opinion in general. 
The public opinion had a major impact on the security debate. An 
important question was what actually determines public opinion. He 
proposed to link the international dimension with the domestic 
background and to compare the shift of the public attitudes in various 
European states. To exploit this linkage would allow a greater 
understanding of public opinion in general and would offer perspectives 
on how security and defence policy could be legitimized in future. One 
immanent factor for the present situation was the general crisis of major 
domestic institutions to continue to play an important role for what 
functionalists would call "interest aggregation." 

The erosion of domestic institutions i.e. churches, trade urnons, 
political parties, parliaments, governments etc. as well as the crisis of 
social democrats provoced the creation of new social movements. New 
social movements began to have an effect on the domestic arrangements. 
The search for alternatives reflected the way how public opinion was 
drifting. 

Mr. Ferraris did not accept Mr. Wegener's remarks on a peaceful 
change in the Mediterranean area. He pointed out that the Moslem 
movement was constituting a serious threat which would be difficult to 
cope with. While the threat of a direct military engagement in the 
Mediterranean region was rather low, the risks of political blackmailing 
remained high. This was the most likely challenge in the region. Western 
Europe should be prepared to carry its full share of its political and 
military responsiblity in such a way as to strengthen the confidence and 
security of the Southern flank. The Southern flank in this repect was as 
important as the Central or Northern flank. 

He made a last comment on the general perception of Italy and her 
importance to NATO. While there had been only one Adelphi Paper on 
Italy within the last decades the Italian military capacity had improved 
substantially in recent years. Italy had participated in the Gulf mission not 
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only with a number of mine-sweepers but also with warships. The overall 
commitment to NATO was strong and it would be necessary to 
acknowledge the Italian contribution. 

Mr.Wallace defended his initial statement on the importance of Italy 
by saying that in security terms only the big three were relevant. He 
suggested a much more active collaboration between Italian, French and · 
Spanish armed forces within the WEU to strengthen the European 
presence in the Mediterranean. He said that this would be a reasonable 
instrument to make the other Europeans more aware of the security 
situation in the Mediterranean area. Mr.Bonvicini insisted that the Italian 
military contribution to the Alliance should not be underestimated. 

From a Danish perception, the problem within the Mediterranean was 
the lack of a visible Soviet threat because major navy formation were 
concentrated in the Black Sea, Mr.Pedersen said. The balance of East
West forces was rather more favourable to the Western side given the 
strong presence of the American fleet in the Mediterranean sea. 

Concerning the public opinion issue, Mr.Petersen agreed that it was 
rather difficult to define and to assess its impact. An obvious reason were 
the lack of precise questionaires. Usually, public opinion polls were 
primitive and useless for academic analysis. Cross-references showed that 
the public gave contradictory answers. Polls were a kind of temperature 
curve. 

On the other hand there was solid evidence that Gorbachev had an 
impact on public opinion. The expectation of Gorbachev's reforms have 
accelerated and were now out of proportion. The lack of common sense 
would have rather serious implications for the future policymaking. He 
criticized that too much credit was given to the Soviet Union in advance. 
Opinion leaders had a great responsibility not to overestimate ·the 
likelihood of real improvements regarding the Soviet Union in so far as, 
apart from other things, the primary motivation for the reforms were 
based in the domestic setting. 

Mr. Vasconcelos acknowledged that the military threat in the 
Mediterranean region was not as strong as at the central front. This raised 
serious political problems in the domestic situation of Southern European 
countries to justify defence spending. 
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The lack of a clear threat and the existence of NATO did not on the 
other hand reduce another sort of threat which was not strategic but was 
defined in social, economic and demographic dimensions. In a few 
decades, there would be twice as many people living in the South than 
today. The enlargement of the EC had changed the trade structure of 
various countries i.e. Tunisia , Marocco, and created serious economical 
problems in respect to the provision of food and employment. There 
would be more economical and social problems in the near future. He 
said that these were the kind of issues one should discuss and he agreed 
that it was not a military problem at all, as long as security guarantees 
could be provided. 

France's policy in North Africa was a good example Western Europe 
could follow. French action in North Africa was not of a direct 
intervention but to protect a country i.e. to secure its borders. This 
allowed France an image of actually protecting and defending Arab 
countries while similar steps by the USA would be regarded as attacking, 
thus forcing Arab countries into solidarity. Western Europe would be 
much better suited to react to different kind of threats in this regions than 
the Americans. A clear division of labour would be sensible in so far as 
Western Europe could provide a full spectrum of nonmilitary instrument 
to take up various challenges. 

Another remark focussed on Portugal's future in the Alliance. Portugal 
would support in strong terms an "Atlantist" Europe and by no means a 
"Europeanized" Europe. The basic precondition for European security 
rested on the Arrierican commitment to Western Europe. 

Mr.Greenwood came back to the issue of burden-sharing with a 
Mediterranean facette. He said, if one considered for various reasons any 
changes in the size and shape of American forces in Western Europe due 
to the fact that there was a new American administration, one wondered 
in the region of AFCENT, how the other member countries could help 
the Germans to support the Americans to stay by a more efficient use of 
resources. In the Southern area AFSOUTH, one would have to assist the 
Italians to help the Americans to stay. But there were various things, the 
Western Europeans could do to forestall pressure from the USA For 
example, why should not there · be more European warships in the 
Mediterranean sea? Could not Western Europe improve its naval 
presence and offer the USA to provide some escort groups? This could be 
a productive European step in the burden-sharing debate. His second 
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point focussed on the pressure for greater Host Nation Support. That was 
desperately unfair in the AFCENT area as the Federal Republic was 
doing her utmost to fulfil her obligations. In the AFSOU1H area it was 
much more difficult to see on whom the burden rested. One aspect of a 
European defence cooperation may have to invent a system of "Host 
Continent Support" rather than mere Host Nation Support. 

In relation to out-of-area Western Europe had to accept some risks to 
validate the European commitment and responsibility outside the 
Mediterranean. Even if future conflicts would be solved with non-military 
instruments, as had been suggested by Mr.Wegener, Western Europe had 
to declare where it had military capabilities available for the support of 
USA 

Mr.Wessels came back to the role of Italy and a book by Mr. Wallace 
on the "principal nation approach" implying that NATO or the EC could 
actually run on the Big Three in Europe. Mr.Wessels pointed out that the 
underlying implication was contradictionary to the NATO and 
Community treaty which say that every member should share 
responsiblities and burdens. But Mr.Wallace raised some crucial question 
of intra-Alliance burden-sharing. In respect to Italy, it was rather difficult 
to evaluate her precise contribution depending which GNP to take. The 
one which was taken to argue that Italy was a member of richer nations 
within the club or the one which was usually used to reduce her burden to 
the Community. To start a discussion of intra-Alliance burden-sharing 
would run into very deep waters. These kinds of debates were easier to 
resolve if there was a hegemony power to impose a set of rules on any 
member and to make some final decisions. In the case of the European 
Community the question of burden, responsibility and contribution would 
come up much more outside NATO than inside. 

His second remark focussed on the unreliability of public opinion polls. 
He thought that public opinion in a historical context was very much 
characterized by various traumata i.e. the traumata of Germany. In this 
respect he did not understand the demands on the Federal Republic to 
send her troops abroad because this would raise traumata in Germany 
and outside Germany. The collective memory was a factor which had to 
be kept in mind, looking at public opinion. Another question was if there 
were any common traumata i.e. in the case of bombing Lybia when 
Germans remembered the attack on Poland in 1939 and Americans 
referred to Munich in 1938. 
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His third remark explained the divergence of theoretical approaches 
i.e. by Engelhardt who argued that there were post-materialistic trends in 
Western Europe. The post materialist rationale claims that with the 
historical distance to wars, people become more peaceful, looking more 
to policies of codetermination, democracy, human rights and 
environmental issues etc. and less to questions of the use of military forces 
and war in general. 

Mr. Wessels would not agree that this argument was very strong as the 
Federal Government made some decisions which were accepted without 
public outcries such as the extention of the military duty and social 
service. This fact should be included when talking about responsibilities 
and burden-sharing. 

Concerning the fear of being overrun by foreigners, Mr.Wessels raised 
the question who was actually deciding which traumata was on the agenda 
or who was deciding what was the threat. The controversies after the 
Soviet intervention in Afghanistan between the USA, who was argueing 
that this was a threat to world peace, and European political leaders who 
argued that it was just a regional crisis, showed that it would be useful to 
develop a common methodology of traumatas. A common understanding 
would reinforce the acceptability of common defence efforts in the public 
opinion. 

Mr.Story mentioned the multiplication of threats. Referring to the 
East, he observed the collapse of the party state which raises rather 
difficult questions in the West currently discussing how to perceive recent 
reform attempts. One of the features of this internal debate was in the 
Mediterranean countries the attitude of the domestic Communist parties 
towards the Gorbachev challenge. Nonetheless, some of the Communist 
parties had · contributed to the Europeanization argument. One thing 
related to the threat was the very different way in which the public 
opinion was formed in Mediterranean countries. There were different 
patterns of perception between the Central region and the Southern area. 

On the economical side, he mentioned that all the Mediterranean 
countries were completely dependant on access to the EC market for 
their exports. Consequently, the internal policies of the EC as well as the 
external had rather serious implications for Southern nonmember states 
i.e. in the field of agriculture or in the textile market. In this respect, he 
raised the question of the EC position in the textile market, where Turkey 
was the major supplier to E.C. while at the same time, mainland China 
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was emerging as a key supplier and competitor to the world clothing 
market. 

Mr. Stephanou recalled the discussion of threats and argued that it was 
time to look at the resources available to meet the threats. In terms of 
crisis, the number of armed forces might not be sufficient or available due 
to changing social values. The attitude towards human sacrificies was one 
reason for the loss and lack in military manpower. Therefore, it did not 
seem to be realistic to talk about any European efforts to substitute the 
American presence in the Mediterranean sea. Even in the economical 
field, when countries like Turkey and Egypt were looking for loans in 
Japan, it was not obvious what the Community could do to strengthen the 
Mediterranean area. He wondered if the European Community was 
fulfilling its responsibilities i.e. vis-a-vis Yugoslavia, who was still 
completely dependant in economical terms on the Soviet Union. 

Mrs.Sezer pointed out that the Soviet armament programme was going 
on without any pause in so far as shipbuilding was concerned. She said 
that Turkey was rather concerned about Soviet activities in the Black Sea 
and from a Turkish perspective one felt perplexed to see how the Western 
European public opinion was responding. For Turkey, the threat was not 
invisible. Apart from the military threat there were social and economical 
threats as well as the dangers of political terrorism. 

Another point she mentioned was the Black Sea incident in February 
1988 when the US Navy challenged the Soviet Union. The US Navy was 
exercizing its right of free access to sea which lead to an accident between 
two warships. This created a rather uncomfortable security environment 
for Turkey. 

Concerning the interests of Western Europe in the social developments 
i.e. in the question of human rights, this had helped to liberalize the 
political system in recent years and Mrs. Sezer expressed her gratefulness 
for the public attention. 

Mr. Silvestri made final comments on some of the questions and 
problems raised during the discussion. It was evident that the perception 
of a threat to the Mediterranean region was to a lesser extent a military 
one but rather political, internal, social, economical and demographical. 
The European Community could pursue its interests through crisis 
management or crisis prevention with non-military instrument. He agreed 
that there was much more cope for a European role. On the other hand 
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these instruments would not be an adequate substitution for a strategy 
which could lead Europe through the complex picture that had emerged 
vis-a-vis the Mediterranean area as well as vis-a-vis the Eastern European 
states. The political aims of Western Europe would have to be defined 
without ignoring the security context and the findings of a strategic 
analysis in which they could be implemented. 

In this respect the pattern and the shape of relations between the 
European Co=unity and i.e. to Magreb countries could be seen as an 
example where the Co=unity did not help. The Magreb countries were 
split by internal divergencies. All single states were competing with each 
other for better market access and export opportunities. The need and 
necessity for a civilian strategy was obvious and it should be based on a 
global perception of the role the European Co=unity. It could play a 
role in political as well as security terms. He insisted, recognizing the 
opposition to security related issues, that at least the analysis should be 
made in an integrated way. 

Apart from that, he mentioned the dile=a that the European 
Co=unity could not escape the question of military security. Even if the 
Eastern threat in the Mediterranean was less than at the central front and 
even if there was a kind of geographical balance, one should look at the 
situation from a rather more differentiated perspective. 

The likelihood of a Mediterranean crisis excalating into a military 
dimension should not be underestimated even if the probability remained 
low. This had to be taken into account as well as all the other non-military 
threats. The role of the USA and NATO in the Mediterranean had to be 
defined before looking for better instruments for crisis management, • 
burden-sharing and European participation in out-of-area activities. 
Western Europe could not renounce its relationship with the USA 
NATO had not yet succeeded in dealing with out-of-area activities even if 
it was very much involved in indirect terms i.e. the military planning 
process and procurement. This dile=a of the Western Europeans could 
not be solved by acting together within the institutional framework of 
WEU or EPC. In the end, Western Europe had to cooperate with the 
USA for consultations and planning purposes. Therefore the Atlantic 
dimension should not be ignored. He pointed out that the European 
interest in crisis management should be slightly different from what the 
US perceived or wanted. Thus, it was very important that the 
consultations with the United States in times of crisis should start at a 
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very early moment to decide which instruments and methods to safeguard 
and pursue Western interests should be applied. 

If it was not possible to enlarge NATO -to deal with these problems in 
the first place, Western Europe should try to solve the problems of 
consultations with the Americans. This was on the other hand a NATO 
problem as well. The role of the WEU or EPC would be to re-examing 
and rebuilding the relations with the USA within NATO on political 
issues where the general agreement was lower than on issues concerning 
the central front. He agreed that another serious problem was the attitude 
of the Southern European states towards the military threat and their 
contribution to the common defence efforts. 

THE INSTITUTIONAL RESPONSE 

The third session dealt with the "institutional response," Mr Schmidt 
was in the chair. Mr. Jopp and Mr. Wessels presented their papers on the 
"Institutional Frameworks for Security Cooperation in Western Europe." · 
Comments followed from the perspective of EPC (Mr. Ferraris) WEU 
(Mrs. Hoppe) and NATO (Mr. Wegener) 

Mr. Seidelmann made it clear, that his comments on the present 
institutional network were based on a system analysis approach or on the 
viewpoint which was used in industrial management analysis. Both 
approaches proposed that the system was more than the sum of its units. 
In so far, the present network or system did not only constitute 
duplication, but multiplication of work. It produced institutionalized 
competition. It prevented an effective grand strategy combining economic, 
political and military dimensions of security to a complete and effective 
way of dealing with the Soviet Union. It allowed a perpetuation of the 
traditional US leadership approach and finally, it did not solve the main 
problems of integration, the dominance of the nation state, because its 
primary design as a multilateral system lacked a strong integrative 
approach. In sum, the objectives of European security were confronted 
with a huge gap on the institutional side. A gap between proclamation and 
political reality. The whole Europeanization debate and its dynamics had 
some political functions such as to compensate the lack of acceptance in 
security policy in the early eighties. The talk about security issues was a 
result of a certain stagnation in the integration process within Western 
Europe. It was also a reaction to a certain frustration in Western Europe 
realizing that the US leadership was a major fact in political life. If 
Western Europe wanted to pursue such ideas as Europeanization, 
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building a European Pillar or being a better partner of the USA in the 
Atlantic Alliance, it had to reduce the institutionalized chaos to a 
clearcut, systematic, workable and manageable system. Another equal 
important aspect was to reduce the role of the nation state and 
sovereignty. If those steps were not pursued, the talk would remain as an 
ideological alibi and would lead nowhere. 

Mr. Stephanou made it clear, that Greece was interested in 
participating in European defence institutions but was afraid of the 
dividing aspects involved. The invisibility of security was a correct notion 
of Mr. Wegener and should not be ignored. Concerning the revision of the 
EPC which was mentioned by Mr.Wessels as an option, Mr Stephanou 
pointed out, that this was the only forthcoming event which had to be 
decided in 1992. All other options did not fit in a timetable so far. He 
asked, what gains could be achieved. Was it an attempt to go back to the 
origins of the Genscher/Colombo initiative in 1981 which was supported 
by the Greek Government at that time? To invite the Ministers of 
Defence to participate in the discussion on security matters? This would 
allow an end to the artificial division of economical and political aspects 
of security from more military matters. Even if this sounded 
institutionalwise reasonable, one should not forget the issues which were 
on top of the agenda such as the whole nuclear debate, the future of 
nuclear deterrence, the commitment to nuclear weapons and their 
modernization. He said that the Greek government tended to be against a 
commitment for nuclear weapons. This might be reversed in case of a new 
government in the near future. 

Mr.Stephanou wanted to know how other countries regarded these 
problems and if they could make some remarks of how to handle the 
issues. Otherwise, he would not understand why one should add another 
substantial problem to EPC. Involving the EPC in military related security 
issues could have negative implications in connection with the European 
neutrals or the Eastern European countries. He concluded that Western 
Europe should be satisfied with the provisions by NATO. NATO had 
secured peace and stability since the late forties. Any alternations would 
cause new problems. The Community should play its economical and 
political role without including the military dimension. 

Mr.David insisted that France had no intention to weaken NATO by 
cooperation with its European allies in WEU and within the bilateral 
Franco-German defence cooperation. France was interested to have a 
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European forum in which European security problems could be discussed 
and where a European debate could take place i.e. on a common 
response to the American SDI. He agreed that it was impossible to have a 
precise definition of a European Pillar. 

Concerning the Franco-German defence cooperation, he made it clear 
that the symbolic value should not be underestimated while its military 
usefulness was doubtful. The joint brigade would not weaken NATO. Its 
function was rather political than military. 

In respect to EPC, he said that Mr Wessls views on the institutional 
developments were very interesting in so far as the need for a new treaty 
or at least of opening a new chapter had been raised. But as all the 
institutional instruments were available, the real question was if the 
Western European governments had the the political will to reach a 
common position i.e. on the perception of the Soviet challenge. 

Mr.Pedersen regarded both presentations as a systematic listing of 
options and constraints. Mr. Wegener's intervention was appreciated as 
the Danish government would refuse to support Europeanization, if it 
would be pursued in contrast to US interests. Any negative implications 
for NATO should be avoided in dealing with European security from a 
European vis-a-vis Atlantic perspective. 

In accordance with Mr.Wegener's remarks he would argue that the 
Soviet threat had been diminished while the East-West relations had been 
improved. Today, Western Europe was confronted with a far more 
civilized Soviet challenge. How had the United States had taken up this 
challenge? Had she become more unreasonable then in the past few 

· years? Had she consulted and informed Europeans less than she used to 
do? He wondered, whether there was a real necessity to add a security 
dimension to the very dynamic integration process within the EC. In his 
view, it was far from being decided if the gains for pursuing this kind of 
policy would justify the costs. Finally, he pointed to the example of Japan, 
who enjoyed prosperity and growing political influence without paying too 
much for defence. 

Mrs. Regelsberger said that the general assessment on the 
achievements and importance of the EPC had been too negative. The 
EPC forum had played an important role in the early eighties to convince 
the USA to continue a kind of dialogue with the Soviet Union. At the 
moment, EPC was the forum in which a common European Ostpolitik 
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was being formulated. On the institutional aspect and the comments of 
Mr.Wegener one could conclude that there was no need for multiplicity of 
debate and discussion. The logical consequence would be, that EPC 
would not be required at all. Then the question would remain, how do 
deal with various overlappings and dependent sectors and problems. 

Concerning the theme of the conference, she had the impression that 
there was a certain mis-balance between the security requirements in the 
Mediterranean and the institutional set-ups. She suggested to include 
other institutions like the EC and other instruments Western Europe 
could use to deal with the Southern challenge. Security should be 
regarded not in narrow military terms but in its political, diplomatic and 
economic dimensions. 

Mr. Wallace mentioned the economic aspects of the security dimension 
which offered rather strong incentives for working together. None of the 
Western European governments had a longterm defence expenditure 
plan. This was partly why there was an interest in closer procurement 
collaboration, closer training collaboration and introducing specialization 
among the armed forces. Given the diverging pressures in strategic 
options and security policy, procurement policy and military cooperation, 
these questions were more or less discussed in various settings. Security 
policy was discussed in WEU. Procurement questions in IEPG and 
military cooperation would be handled in multiple bilateralism which was 
developing. Further progress was denied by questions of sovereignity 
which would not be overcome in the near future. Closer cooperation 
would require a division of labour between armed forces, such forcing 
political decisions on sovereignity. The need for arms procurement 
collaboration and the discussions on security policy would force the 
governments in the near future to consider what. kind of developments 
they were prepared to accept on the ground. If there was no progress, the 
development would pursue in piecemeal and symbolic fashion along 
present lines. 

Mr. Stratmann made some remarks on the acceptability of security 
policy. The debate on defence among the political elites showed great 
divergence in regard to the basic assumptions of Western European 
security objectives. The discussion and debate was going on between and 
within governments, within political parties, the parliament and interested 
groups. These divergences led in terms of political guidance to utter 
confusion among the general public. The management of the public 
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debate was a complete disaster. The result, a crisis of acceptance was the 
responsibility of political elites which had used the debate for self-serving 
reasons. On the other hand, the public in general would react 
soberrninded if the arguments would have been presented in a reasonable 
way. Now it was necessary to restore the discipline of debate in order to 
reduce the degree of confusion. WEU style platforms would not impress 
the general public as it was obvious that general agreement existed on any 
issues related to security among the Western Eurpoean states. The 
familiar pattern of looking to the USA to come up with new ideas and 
initatives and, once they occur, to criticise them should cease to exists. 
Western Europe should take far more positive steps than the existing 
responsive reaction without proposing own constructive ideas. This was, 
as far as Mr. Stratmann was concerned, the heart of the problem. 
Solutions have to be found by the Western European NATO members. 

Mr.Greenwood came back to the question if the European institutional 
efforts would enable the Western European members of the Alliance to 
make a more effective, efficient, constructive and coherent contribution. 
Looking at recent developments, Mr. Greenwood saw some positive but 
still modest results emerging from WEU, the IEPG and other instutitions. 
The observations by Mr. Wegener of new developments in political 
relationships and military management were correct and promising in so 
far as a better European contribution to the present and future Alliance 
role and functions was required. He warned not to be too cautious in 
analysing specific European security problems as the North Americans 
and the Northern European stat~s traditionally did the same. In any case, 
the idea that one must not do things which could disturb the present 
NATO set-up and the NATO organization should not lead to the implicit 
argument that NATO could not be changed at all. NATO could. be 
adapted to integrationist impulses on a European level. He supported the 
idea of Mr. Wessel who introduced the approach of piecemeal 
engineering in respect to WEU, EPC and IEPG. Each institution had 
potentials to further developments as they were interlinked. 

Mr.Champenois made some remarks on the Belgian attitudes on WEU 
and its revitalization. Belgium was interested on a kind of EPC structure. 
The Platform of the WEU Council seemed to be an important document 
in this respect even if one could not be absolutely sure about the direction 
it would finally take. The paragraph on border protection could lead to 
some disturbance within NATO but this could evolve only in the far 
future. The report mentioned by Mrs. Hoppe would be a status quo 
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orientated report reflecting the difficulties of implementing .the platform. 
There were various aspects which would have no impact at all on present . 
NATO structure. On the other hand various improvements could be 
concluded within WEU which would produce advantages for NATO 
infrastructure. It was quite clear that there was no room for a European 
strategy. 

Concerning the American reaction, he concluded that WEU was not 
regarded as a threat for NATO, as it was actually providing transparence. 

Mr. Vasconcelos raised the question if there was a clear need for a 
common European security policy. His argument rested on the 
assumption that NATO was sufficient to resist the military threat at the 
central front. The major disadvantage of NATO was the lack of public 
approval of its strategy of nuclear deterrence. While the political elites 
understood the importance of the NATO strategy, the public was more 
influenced by European bodies such as WEU than by NATO or the USA 
That was the reason, why the WEU platform was important to rebuild 
public support for European security policy even if it did not include the · 
modernization of tactical nuclear weapons. He said that public opinion 
would most likely to be influenced by institutions closely associated with 
the European Community. 

Mr. Jopp made some concluding remarks. He agreed with Mr. Ferraris 
on the bureaucratization of the EPC and Mrs. Hoppe's comments on the 
WEU. These European institutions were not going to replace NATO but 
rather reducing the dominance of the US leadership on European affairs 
in the long run. He made it clear that he doubted if such developments 

· would be desireable. The USA was interested in a certain kind of a 
European Pillar which could deal with conventional defence 
improvements, greater burden-sharing and greater participation in out of
area problems. These demands were justifying the European 
collaboration efforts. On the other hand, US leadership attitudes were 
creating problems for Western European governments which were 
confronted ·with a lack of information and consultation as well as 
·unilateral actions. 

All together the European initiatives were designed to improve intra
Alliance relations and to reinforce NATO's coherence. In the forseeable 
future the EC institutional balance should not be jeopardized by very 
delicate security questions such as arms control, disarmament and nuclear 
deterrence. A lot had to be done within the Community in respect to 1992 
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and to complete the efforts of an internal market in the monetary 
dimension. 

Mr. Jopp had a longterm vision of bringing EC and WEU together 
which would fall under the "defence-last" heading of the 
Ru=elfSchmidt paper. 

Mr. Wessels closed the session with remarks on the European Pillar. It 
was obvious that the notion was extremely vague; the lack of a clear 
institutional concept made it necessary to think through what it would 
mean for NATO to have a kind of pillar within the organization i.e. would 
it be a precondition to revise the NATO Treaty? Or should one add up 
individual points in a piecemeal fashion which would finally be .the 
European Pillar within NATO? 

He agreed with Mr. Seidelmann's assessement of the system but not 
with his conclusions. As a liberal minded person, Mr. Wessels thought, 
that competition was required for progress. 

Mr. Wessels did not agree with Mr. Stratmann's remarks of influencing 
public debate. It was a fact of political life that the security debate, giving 
more public interest in security matters, had become confused because it 
was always difficult for the public to follow the elite debates. The 
inconclusiveness of debates were responsible for a confused public. 

Concerning the problem of acceptability, the problem in Europe was 
the large divergence of the public debate as they differed in various 
countries. The European Parliament had not been able to constitute a 
distinctive role in the debate. He suggested to follow a piecemeal 
engineering exercise. He disagreed with negative co=ents on the EPC 
but agreed that it had suffered through bureaucratization. 

Concerning the argument that progress depended on political will, Mr. 
Wessel insisted that the political will was a part of an institutional process 
and could not be seen isolated from the political context. 

CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION ON FUTURE STUDY 

In the last session of the conference, Mr. Rurnmel asked what were the 
research areas, what were the topics, and which questions should be 
raised in the context of integration and security. 

1 
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So far, it seemed that both schools had become more or less separated, 
not only in subject but also by the academics who dealt with it. The 
conference had helped to look at the subjects from both perspectives. 
Nevertheless, there had been a time when both groups neglected each 
other. When they started to discuss with each other, it seemed to be a 
kind of neutral criticism; institutionally a "double monologue." 

The integrationists often disregarded that the integration process was 
not an end in itself. But it should be seen, at least to a large extent, as an 
instrument to solve problems for the people in Western Europe and 
beyond. In this particular case, it should strengthen defence and security 
or at least keep it on an appropriate level. Integrationists also tend to 
forget the structural differences between the security sector and the other 
sectors, in which integration processes had been pursued in the last 
decades. This neglect was caused by the fact that there had been 
integration within the security dimension since the beginning of NATO. 
This had particular structural consequences. 

Integrationists disregarded the effects of European talk on integration 
in the security field. Mr. Rummel had the impression that the conference 
contributed to a more differentiated view among integrationists. The case 
that there were various options and not just a European Security Union 
made the discussion more differentiated, less deterministic and helped to 
come closer to reality. But one should go beyond that and ask where and 
how integration could be used in the field of security. The impression · 
persisted that strategists were not taken the idea of Europeanization too 
seriously. He asked them to be more objective. 

How could a more autonomous identifiable, selfassertive Western 
Europe produce better defence contributions in Western Europe? It 
would be difficult to measure the degree of improvement, but Mr 

Rummel suggested that strategists would find means and ways to do it. 
This was not only a question about substance or talk but an attempt to 
evaluate the space between both dimensions. How to keep up defence
spending? How to preserve intra-Alliance solidarity? These questions 
could only be solved on the basis of consensus among the NATO member 
states. The particular experience of finding consensus within the 
integration process in Western Europe could be used for the security 
integration process. Integration should be regarded as an instrument of 
consensus-building. 
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The aim of the conference was not to reach specific results, but was 
intended to launch a broader research orientated thinking process in the 
overlapping fields of integration and security. A level of integration had 
been reached in Western Europe and also a level of security needs which 
did not allow the continuous separation of both perspectives. Both should 
be seen in terms of interaction. Therefore, he suggested to continue 
activities. which have been started by the conference. He invited the 
audience to contribute ideas for further study: 

· Mr.Greenwood said that within the specific security domaine one of 
the important events had been the recognition of the need for careful and 
proper articulation of thoughts about military matters, defence 
dispositions, modernization, arms control. One had to ensure that nothing 
was done in the arms control domaine which inhibited desireable 
modernization. One should not expect that arms control was solving all 
the specific security problems. It would be dangerous to solve these 
problems in ways which might sabotage the arms control process. It would 
be unfortunate if things happened in the area of European security in the 
context of Euro-building which would prejudice the continuing success of 
the security community. 

His second point refered to short-term and long-term visions. He used 
the metaphor of sailing in this context. Three basic requirements have to 
be available: The capability to run a sailing boat, navigation skills and a 
clear destination. The same applied to the problem of European security. 

Mr. Pijpers suggested the linkage of central institutions towards the 
security dimension in Western Europe as another research topic. Two 
central institutions emerged, NATO and the nation state. To pursue 
research in the field of integration and security, some kind of knowledge 
was required on the effects of integration on the nation state. The history 
of the European integration process showed, that market expansion was 
actually reinforcing and strengthening the role of the nation state. Stanley 
Hoffman had discovered that the increase in strength of the Community 
and the European integration had rather positive effects on the 
consolidation and the legitimacy of the nation state. The idea of an 
internal market in 1992 raised the question, to what extent the market 
would have implication for the nation state i.e. in so far as the increasing 
prosperity would be around 5% of the GNP. To what extent would it be 
transfered to the nation state and further on to the defence sector? This 
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point should be incorporated in the analysis of processes between 
integration and defence. 

Mr. Pedersen suggested to analyse the implications of the Soviet threat. 
Another topic could be the relationship between security · and the 
questions of enlarging the European Community. He asked if the EC 
should make it more difficult for outsiders to enter the Community for the 
sake of pursueing a common security policy. A last suggestion was to 
include American academics into research projects of this kind, as the 
effects of the policies on NATO and the transatlantic relationships were 
of crucial importance. 

Mr. Heisenberg suggested to start the analysis from a NATO 
perspective. One should ask what could be useful for NATO. 

Mr. Seidelmann regarded the conference as a fruitful exercise which 
provided an overview of the variety and complexties of issues involved. 
He recommended to concentrate on more concrete problems, single issue 
analysis in the field of arms control, Soviet threat perception, arms 
procurement, out of area. These questions could be dealt with in specific 
workshops allowing to go into empirical details. 

His second proposal focussed on the need to elaborate common 
elements in the diverging national viewpoints on security and defence 
policies. An evaluation of the common viewpoint as a common 
deterrninator on issues would be required as a basis for constructive 
proposals to enlarge the security collaboration. The common viewpoint 
could be confronted with political reality and could be used as a political 
standard for what policy should approach. He said that it was legitimate 
for political scientists to set up standards. · 

His third proposal was to continue the critical evaluation of the 
institutions and of certain international developments in the USA and the 
Soviet Union to search for a common issue platform and to adapt the 
academic thinking to future developments. 

Mr.Silvestri suggested to avoid the discussion on engineering 
institutions as the obvious lack of power to change them would make it an 
useless excercise. Two problems should be analysed. One was mentioned 
by Mr.Greenwood, the question of specialization which subsequently led 
to the question of defence budgets and operational requirements in 
NATO. The other problem shouid be out-of-area. These two problems 
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created a kind of demand which could be met in various institutions. The 
institutional problem was to evaluate what kind of answers could be 
provided to these problems and to define the limits that were 
institutionalized within these institutions. A precise interpretation of the 
treaties could offer new opportunities of collaboration in the security 
sector. This led to the question of cooperation between the various 
institutions. What kind of cooperation should be allowed? What kind of 
interconnection should be established with NATO, WEU, IEPG and EC? 
Another research area could be the question of enlargement and the 
preconditions in terms of the security dimension. 

Mr.Charnpenois suggested to look at the question of industrial strategy 
as it was the basis for arms procurement collaboration. IEPG did not look 
at these problems and it lacked an European dimension in so far as most 
programmes were in a bilateral context. It had not yet suceeded in 
developing an industrial strategy. There was an element of this in the 
Community, and there were national strategies which should be 
combined. He expressed his reservations on a discussion of arms control 
because one would have to limit the research to broad generalities such as 
if arms control contributes to stability. If a meaningful discussion was 
required there was no institution available which had access to relevant 
information sources. It would be extremely difficult to discuss arms 
control issues without constantly referring to its implication on NATO 
military strategy. 

Mr.Ferraris suggested to study the consequences and repercussions of 
1992 on the security and political dimension. How the national interests 
would be converted by common economical interests and the integration 
process vis-a-vis the need for security? 

Mr. Krarner took up Mr. Rurnrnel's remark that integration should not 
be regarded as an aim in itself but should also be seen as an instrument to 
solve problems. He said that it was a good "guiding line" how to bring 
together various strands of scientific research. Both subject areas could be 
very useful in respect to the East-West dimension. What could be a 
specific European contribution by the various institutions in ,addition to 
what was going on in the Alliance context or the superpow~r relations? 
The other field were Mediterranean challenges. The importance of the 
region would increase in the near future, not particularly in military terms 
but in fields related to security. A combination of various approaches and 
various institutions could be developed to face these challenges. 
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